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ABSTRACT 

 Production of H2 as an alternate fuel source requires the discovery of new, 

efficient, and cheap catalysts. Extensive studies on the development of active site 

analogues of the [FeFe] hydrogenase enzyme have been carried out for this reason.  In 

our studies, electrochemistry, photoelectron spectroscopy and density functional theory 

calculations were utilized to develop and study the catalytic mechanisms for many 

catalysts that produce molecular hydrogen.  These techniques have also been used to 

determine the factors that influence the correlation between gas-phase ionizations and 

solution-phase oxidations for a series of Tp*Mo(V) complexes. 

 Mechanistic studies have been carried out on two hydrogenase-inspired catalysts: 

[(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2]2 and (μ-1,2-benzenedithiolato)[Fe(CO)3]2.  Electrochemicstry and 

calculations indicate that both molecules enter into catalytic cycles from the reduction of 

the neutral procatalyst complexes.  The molecules, after reduction, catalytically produce 

H2 from acids such as acetice acid and 4-tert-butylphenol through CECE mechanisms.  

During one of the studies, it was found that calculations and electrochemical simulations 

did not agree with the liturature pKa value for (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2H, which is one of the 

proposed species in the catalytic mechanism.  The pKa of (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2H was 

redetermined experimentally and was found to be 26.7.   

 The aim of the third chapter is to make improvements on the catalytic activity of 

(μ-1,2-C6H4S2)[Fe(CO)3]2 by perturbing the electronic structure through ligand 

exchanges.  Two different phosphine ligands, triphenyl phosphine and 1,3,5-triaza-7-

phosphaadamantane, were successfully substituted for CO ligands on the (μ-1,2-
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benzenedithiolato)Fe2(CO)6 complex. The 1,2-benzenedithiolate ligand was also 

exchanged for 1,4-dimethyoxy-2,3-benzenedithiolate.   

 The last chapter focuses on complexes of the general form Tp*MoO(OX)2 (where 

Tp* = hydrotris(3,5-dimethyl-1-pyrazolyl)borate and (OX)2 = (OMe)2, (OEt)2, and 

(OnPr)2 for alkoxide ligands, and (OX)2 = O(CH2)3O, O(CH2)4O, and 

O[CH(CH3)CH2CH(CH3)]O for diolato ligands). Oxidation potentials and first ionization 

energies are shown to be highly sensitive to the number of carbon atoms present in the 

diolato and alkoxide ligands.  A linear correlation between the solution-phase oxidation 

potentials and the gas-phase ionization energies resulted in an unexpected slope of greater 

than unity.  Density functional theory calculations indicated that cation reorganization 

energies ranged from 0.15 – 0.51 eV, and this unique correlation was a result of the large 

differences in the cation reorganization energies.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 The structure of enzyme active sites can give insight into the development of 

catalysts, such as using the active-site of the hydrogenase enzyme as inspiration for 

hydrogen producing catalysts.  Conversely, characterizing model complexes that are 

closely related to enzyme active sites allows for the simplification of the investigation 

into the fundamental properties of the active sites.  Three techniques used to gain insight 

into active-site inspired complexes are cyclic voltammetry, photoelectron spectroscopy 

and density functional theory calculations.  Each technique offers unique information 

about the complexes, and contributes to building a complete analysis of the fundamental 

properties of the complexes.  The majority of this work focuses on the development of 

molecular hydrogen producing catalysts that are inspired by the active site of the 

hydrogenase enzyme.  The techniques used to study the hydrogen producing catalysts 

were also utilized on a series of oxo-Tp*Mo(V) complexes to gain a further 

understanding on the properties of the active sites of oxomolybdenum enzymes.   

Cyclic Voltammetry 

 In cyclic voltammetry, an electrode is immersed in a solution containing the 

analyte complex.  The potential of the electrode is then scanned from a value where no 

redox reactions occur to one where reduction or oxidation of the analyte takes place.  The 

potential scan is then reversed and returned to the initial potential.  A cyclic 

voltammogram (CV) is a plot of current versus the applied potential and it generally 

displays a peak in the current-potential plot on both the forward and reverse scans as is 
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shown in Figure 1.1.  The magnitude of the peak is called the peak current and the 

position of the peak along the potential axis is called the peak potential.1 Cyclic 

voltammetry can be used to determine many of the catalytic properties of a given 

complex.  A CV can determine if a redox process is reversible, such as determining if a 

reduced product is stable on the time scale of the experiment.  This is determined by 

comparing the peak currents, Ipc and Ipa, and differences in potentials for the reduction 

and subsequent oxidation of the reduced species during the forward and reverse scans.  

The CV of ferrocene, shown in Figure 1.1, is an example of a reversible redox process.  

Nearly equivalent amounts of current in each peak indicate chemical reversibility.  

Chemical reversibility suggests a complex is robust, which is a desired property of 

possible catalysts.   

 The amount of overpotential associated with catalysis can also be determined.  

The overpotential for catalytic production of hydrogen from weak acids is defined by the 

difference between the standard potential for acid reduction, Eo
HA, and the potential at 

which catalysis occurs.  Eo
HA is defined by the half reaction 1.1, where HA represents a 

weak acid of known pKa.2  An ideal catalyst would catalyze the production of molecular 

hydrogen at extremely low overpotentials in order produce molecular hydrogen with the 

least amount of energy thermodynamically possible.   

2HA + 2e- ⇌ H2 + 2A- (1.1)

 While an electrochemical mechanistic study can give a large amount of 

information on the complexes and catalytic cycles such as reduction and oxidation 

potentials and estimated pKa values, cyclic voltammetry alone cannot provide complete  
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Figure 1.1.  Cyclic voltammogram of ferrocene in acetonitrile.  The peak labeled Ipa 
corresponds to the peak current for oxidation of ferrocene to form ferrocenium, and the 
peak labeled Ipc is the peak current for the subsequent reduction of ferrocenium.  The 
arrows indicate the direction of the potential scan. 
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insight into the complexes studied or generated during the redox processes, and provides 

no molecular structure information.  Also, many intermediates in catalytic mechanisms 

are only stable on very short time scales.  Hence, the structural identity of intermediates, 

and nature of each catalytic step in proposed mechanisms are assisted by a computational 

study in parallel with the electrochemical experiments.  Validation of the computational 

methods comes from the ability of the computations to properly account for the geometry 

and energies of the species involved in the catalytic cycle.  Chapter 3 compares various 

different computational methods, and utilizes the methods in conjunction with cyclic 

voltammetry data to propose a hydrogen-producing catalytic cycle. 

Gas-Phase Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

 Gas-phase photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) gives the most direct probe of 

electronic structure by measuring ionization energies in the gas-phase, hence in an 

environment void of any intermolecular interactions.3,4  PES is based on the photoelectric 

effect which was first reported in 1887 and later described by Einstein5 through the 

relationship in equation 1.2. Where hν is the energy of the incident photon onto the 

sample, IE is the ionization energy of the electron from a molecular orbital, and KEe is 

the kinetic energy of the ejected photoelectron.  By knowing the energy of the incident 

photon, and measuring the kinetic energy of the photoelectron, the ionization energy of 

the electron can easily be determined.   

 Photoelectron spectroscopy also offers a unique measure of the internal 

reorganization energy of the catalysts independent of solvent and other environmental 

hν = IE + KEe                                                          (1.2)
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factors.  The principles of this analysis6,7 are illustrated in Figure 1.2.  The lower potential 

curve in Figure 1.2 represents the energy of distortion of the neutral complex from the 

lowest energy structure at point A, and the upper potential curve represents the energy of 

distortion of the cation away from the optimum structure at point C.  The energy from 

point A to point B in Figure 1.2 is the vertical ionization energy.  The vertical ionization 

is typically observed as the highest intensity point of the ionization band.   The energy 

difference between points A and C in Figure 1.2 represents the adiabatic ionization, 

which in the absence of significant thermal population of higher-quanta vibrational states 

in the neutral molecule is estimated as the low-energy onset of the ionization band.  The 

difference in energy from the vertical to the adiabatic ionization is the cation 

reorganization energy, Er
+, of the complex studied.   The cation reorganization energy, in 

conjunction with density functional theory calculations, can give valuable insight into the 

extent of geometric changes that occur during ionization of a complex. 

Density Functional Theory Calculations 

 Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have become an important and 

widely utilized tool for the accurate prediction of many chemical properties and 

experimental observables.8  DFT methods are appealing for computations on larger 

molecules or complexes containing transition metals because the methods use numerical 

integration and density fitting to predict the Coulomb potential, and hence are more 

computationally efficient than comparable ab initio formalisms.8  Despite the many 

approximations implemented through the semi-empirical approach used in DFT methods, 

DFT is able to predict molecular structures9 along with bond dissociation energies within  
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Figure 1.2. Diagram illustrating the relationship among photoelectron ionization energies 
and cation reorganization energies.  The arrow connecting point A, which represents the 
lowest energy neutral structure (Mo), and point B on the potential curve of the cation 
(M+) represents the vertical ionization energy.  The vertical distance from points A to C is 
representative of the adiabatic ionization energy.  The energy difference between the 
vertical and adiabatic ionization energies is the cation reorganization energy (Er

+), which 
can be determined from photoelectron spectra.   
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a few kcal/mol.9,10  Ionization energies and electron affinities, which are particularly 

important to this research, are also properly modeled through DFT.11  Recent 

advancements of solvation calculations through the conductor like screening model 

(COSMO) has allowed for the prediction of activation barriers,12 conformational 

equilibria,12 reduction potentials of diiron complexes,13 and pKa values for transition 

metal complexes14 in a variety of solvents. Consequently, DFT proves to be a valuable 

tool for analysis on transition metal complexes in both the gas-phase and solution-

phase.12 

Molybdoenzymes 

 Mononuclear molybdoenzymes play an important role in the carbon, nitrogen, and 

sulfur cycles in plants, microorganisms, and animals.15,16  The active site of the enzymes 

undergo a formal two-electron redox process between the Mo(IV) and Mo(VI) oxidation 

states, which generates an intermediate Mo(V) state.15  Figure 1.3 illustrates the three 

main classes of molybdoenzymes: xanthine oxidase (A), sulfite oxidase (B), and DMSO 

reductase (C).  The active sites are all bound to the pyranopterindithiolene cofactor, also 

shown in Figure 1.3.  The pyranopterindithiolene cofactor is exclusively found in 

molybdo- and tungstenoenzyme active sites and is a suspected electron transfer pathway 

to the active site.  The cofactor is also believed to help modulate the electron density of 

the metal center.15  Since these active sites are found in a wide variety of organisms, 

developing an understanding of the active site electronic structure through studies on 

model complexes is important.  Chapter 6 investigates a series of Mo(V) complexes that 

can  access all of  the  oxidation states  that are observed  in the enzyme  active site.   The  
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Figure 1.3. Structures of the active sites of the three classes of molybdoenzymes.  A 
xanthine oxidase, B sulfite oxidase, C DMSO reductase.  All three classes are found 
bound to the pyranopterindithiolene cofactor shown.   
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Mo(V) complexes also exhibit a unique correlation between the solution-phase oxidation 

potentials and the gas-phase ionization energies. 

Hydrogenase Inspired Complexes 

 Hydrogenase enzymes are used by various microorganisms for the reversible 

reduction of protons to dihydrogen as shown in equation 1.3.  The hydrogenase enzymes 

can be categorized into three types: the [NiFe],17 the [FeFe]17 and the [Fe]18 enzymes, 

with the [FeFe] enzyme having the highest catalytic activity in regards to H2 

2H+ + 2e- ⇌ H2 (1.3)

production.  [FeFe] enzymes are thermally unstable and sensitive to oxygen,19 hence the 

development of robust hydrogenase model complexes for cheap and reliable catalytic 

production of hydrogen is essential.  The active sites of the [FeFe] hydrogenases contain 

an Fe2S2 core as shown in Figure 1.4.20 The active site is attached to the enzyme through 

a cysteinyl sulfur and linked to an [4Fe4S] cubane cluster believed to be an electron 

transport pathway.  The X atom at the bridge-head of the dithiolate ligand has yet to be 

resolved by X-ray crystallography, but is currently suggested to be a NH group.20  The L 

ligand may be a water molecule or is an open site for protons to reach the active site.  The 

active site also contains a semi-bridging carbonyl ligand as seen in Figure 1.4.  

 Synthesis of exact models of the active site has been attempted,21 but currently the 

most work being performed in relation to catalytic production of hydrogen focuses on 

using the hydrogenase active site as inspiration for the development of easily synthesized 

molecules.  Several analogs to the hydrogenase active site have been studied previously.  

One of the most studied hydrogenase-inspired catalysts is molecule 1a in Figure 1.5.  1a 
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Figure 1.4. Structure of the [FeFe] hydrogenase active site. 
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Figure 1.5. Structures of some of the hydrogenase-inspired catalysts.   
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has many structural similarities to the hydrogenase active site, such as the 

1,3-propanedithiolato bridge of the two iron atoms.  The initial reduction potential of 1a 

in acetonitrile has been reported six times, with an average value of -1.67 V ± 0.06 V vs. 

Fc+/Fc.1  In every report, 1a only exhibits moderate reversibility, and side processes have 

been reported.13  A second reduction peak at -2.35 V vs. Fc+/Fc as been reported and an 

increase in the peak height with additions of the weak acid acetic acid is observed.  The 

peak height increase is attributed to electrocatalytic production of H2.22,23  Molecule 1a, 

therefore, catalytically produces H2 from acetic acid at an overpotential of -0.89 V since 

the standard reduction potential of acetic acid is -1.46 V vs. Fc+/Fc.2  On the other hand, 

the hydrogenase enzyme has been shown to produce molecular hydrogen at very high 

efficiencies at nearly no overpotential.24 

 A low overpotential for catalysis is an important characteristic of an efficient 

catalyst.  A related and equally important property of an efficient catalyst is a highly 

basic iron core.  Considering catalysis usually occurs from the reduced form of a catalyst, 

such as the case for 1a, lowering the reduction potential of the catalyst may lead to lower 

overpotentials.  Unfortunately, the products of the reduction of molecules with lower 

reduction potentials typically are less basic.  The more basic the catalyst, the more 

reactive the catalyst is towards weak acids, and hence more basic catalysts tend to have 

greater catalytic activity.  The unfortunate trend of lower overpotentials correlating with 

lower catalytic activity has been reported by this group previously.25,26  This, however, 

does not imply that efficient catalysis at low overpotentials cannot occur.  As acids 

become weaker the standard reduction potential of the acids, as defined by equation 1.2, 
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becomes more negative.  Designing a catalyst or a series of catalysts with greater 

basicity, but with negligible or small changes in the catalytic reduction potential, would 

reduce overpotentials while at least maintaining catalytic efficiency at levels already 

reported. 

 Another important aspect of an ideal catalyst is chemical reversibility.  Reversible 

redox events not only indicate that the potential catalyst is robust and capable of 

undergoing many catalytic cycles, but may indicate that the ligands on the catalyst help 

facilitate redox reactions.  By having appropriate ligands interact directly with the 

electronic structure of the Fe2S2 core, potential differences between the metal oxidation 

states may be lowered.   

 Considering 1a exhibits catalytic activity only with moderate overpotentials in the 

presence of a weak acid, many attempts have been carried out to improve the catalytic 

efficiency of 1a through structural changes.  Complexes 1b and 1c are similar to 1a with 

the exception of steric bulk added to the bridgehead of the dithiolato ligand.  In both 

cases, the infrared carbonyl (CO) stretching frequencies of 1b and 1c completely overlay 

with the CO frequencies of 1a,27 indicating the addition of methyl and ethyl groups to the 

dithiolato bridge had no effect on the electronic structure of the Fe2S2 core, and hence did 

not increase the basicity of the molecules.  The reduction potentials of 1b and 1c both fall 

within the experimental error of the determined potentials of 1a, indicating no 

improvement in overpotentials was achieved.  Even addition of a carboxylic acid to the 

dithiolato bridge-head, 1d, caused a negligible change in the reduction potentials 

compared to 1a.28   
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 The complex 1e contains an aza-dithiolato bridge, which may act as an 

intramolecular proton source.29  The reported initial reduction potential of 1e (-1.58 V vs. 

Fc+/Fc) is measurably less than the reduction potential of 1a, but catalytic reduction 

potentials were not reported.29  Protonation of the nitrogen atom of 1e led to a complex 

that exhibited catalytic activity in the presence of the strong acid HClO4 at overpotentials 

greater than -1.0 V.30 

 One of the few considerably large changes in reduction potentials observed from 

altering the dithiolato ligand occurred when the propane dithiolato was replaced with a 

conjugated dithiol moiety.  Chapter 4 of this thesis describes the extensive catalytic 

mechanism study on μ-1,2-benzenedithiolato diiron hexacarbonyl (2), and explores the 

advantages of unsaturated dithiolato ligands.   

 Larger changes in the redox properties and catalytic activity of these 

hydrogenase-inspired catalysts can occur through CO displacement with tertiary 

phosphine ligands.  While the hydrogenase active site contains CN- ligands, phosphine 

ligands are typically used in model complexes because the electronic properties of 

phosphines are similar to CN-, and using phosphines avoids the complications of possible 

protonation of the nitrogen atom of the CN- ligand.  The steric and electronic properties 

of tertiary phosphines can also be tuned by changing the groups attached to the 

phosphorus atom.  A wide variety of phosphines are shown in Figure 1.6.   

 Molecules 3, 4, and 5 are chelating phosphine ligands and could possibly 

coordinate to the iron center in three different conformations as shown with structures 

10a, 10b, and 10c in Figure 1.7.  Reactions of 3 and 4 with 1a formed the dimer molecule  
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Figure 1.6.  Various phosphine ligands that have been used as ligands on hydrogenase- 
inspired catalysts.  
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Figure 1.7.  Different possible coordinations of bidentate phosphine ligands. 
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resembling 10c as the minor product, and the conformation of 10a as the major product.31  

In both cases, the products were insoluble in acetonitrile and only showed moderate to 

weak catalysis in dichloromethane.   

 To improve the solubility of phosphine-containing complexes in more polar 

solvents, 5 was synthesized and coordinated to 1a through bridging across both Fe 

atoms.32  The solubility of the molecule was improved, but the molecule showed less 

catalytic activity that the parent molecule, 1a, in the presence of acetic acid.  The 

catalysis, however, occurred at lower overpotentials of -0.7 V.  The correlation between 

lower overpotentials and less catalytic activity may have had an influence on this system, 

or the chelating nature of the phosphine ligand may have prevented necessary geometric 

reorganizations in the molecule.  The initial reduction of the molecule containing 5 as a 

ligand was a completely irreversible process, indicating that substitution of 5 onto 1a 

actually removes the chemical reversibility and possibly prevents catalytic activity to a 

degree.  

 Substitution of monodentate phosphine ligands, such as the phosphines 6 – 9 

shown in Figure 1.6, circumvents the possible problem of structural constraints 

introduced by coordination of bidentate ligands.  Monosubstituted products from the 

reaction of 1a with 6, 7, and 8 have all been reported.33  The infrared CO stretching 

frequencies all exhibit large shifts from the parent complex, 1a, which indicates that 

phosphine substitutions create large changes in the electronic structure of the Fe2S2 core.   

The first reduction potentials also ranged from -1.86 to -1.76 V vs. Fc+/Fc for 1a 

substituted with 6 – 8 respectively.  The range in reduction potentials illustrates how the 
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electronic structure of potential catalysts can be fine tuned by small changes in the 

character of the phosphine ligand.   

 The catalytic activity of molecule 1a substituted with 7 or 8 has not been reported, 

but the catalytic production of H2 from 1a substituted with two equivalents of 6, one at 

the L1 position and another at the L2 position of 1a in Figure 1.5, is reported to occur at 

lower overpotentials than 1a.22  The catalytic peak potential for the disubstituted 

molecule was 0.1 V less negative compared to 1a, hence the disubstituted molecule 

produced H2 at lower overpotentials than molecule 1a. The catalytic activity of the 

disubstituted complex was also greater than 1a showing that lower overpotentials do not 

always have to coincide with less catalytic activity.  To enhance the solubility of the 

phosphine containing molecules in polar solvents, 1a was also disubstituted with 9 at the 

L1 and L2 positions.23  The molecule showed moderate solubility in water, and once 

again, the overpotential for catalysis was lowered in acetonitrile.  Assigned catalytic 

production of H2 occurred at an overpotential of only -0.72 V.  However, compared to the 

molecule containing 6, the molecule substituted with 9 exhibited slightly lower catalytic 

activity.  Chapter 5 explores phosphine ligand substitutions on the 1,2-benzenedithiolato 

diiron hexacarbonyl molecule with the aim of taking advantage of the favorable 

properties of the unsaturated thiolato ligand in conjunction with the tunable properties of 

phosphine ligands.   
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL 

General Preparation and Characterization 

 All solvents were purchased through chemical vendors and were used as revieved 

without further purification with the following exceptions.  The solvents used during the 

electrochemical experiments were anhydrous (DriSolv).  All solvents used during air-free 

experiments were degassed using at least three freeze-pump-thaw cycles.  Table 2.1 lists 

the molecules reported in this dissertation along with the synthetic references and sources 

if the molecules were not synthesized in-house.  The synthetic details are reported in the 

relevant chapters.   

 Characterizations and studies on the molecules were performed using infrared 

spectroscopy (IR), X-ray crystallography, cyclic voltammetry (CV), photoelectron 

spectroscopy (PES), and density functional theory (DFT) calculations.  All IR spectra 

were collected as mineral oil mulls between two NaCl plates using a Thermo Nicolet 

Avatar ESP 360 FT-IR utilizing the OMNIC version 6.1 software.  X-Ray crystal 

structures were determined by Dr. Gary S. Nichol using a Bruker SMART1000 CCD 

diffractometer.  The cyclic voltammograms were collected by either Dr. Noriko Okumura 

or Dr. Greg A. N. Felton using an EG&G PAR model 273 potentiostat. Further details on 

the experimental conditions during the cyclic voltammogram collections can be found in  

the experimental sections of the respective chapters.  The details of the PES experiments 

and the DFT calculations are described in further detail below.   
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Table 2.1. Summary of Compounds. 
Compound Ref Source 
[(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2]2  Aldrich 
(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2

- 49 This work 
(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2H 48 This work 
(μ-SC6H4S)[Fe(CO)3]2 71 This work 
(μ-SC6H4S)Fe2(CO)5(PPh3)  This work 
(μ-SC6H4S)Fe2(CO)4(PPh3)2  This work 
(μ-SC6H4S)Fe2(CO)5(PTA)  This work 
[μ-SC6H2(OCH3)2S][Fe(CO)3]2 78 Dr. Jinzhu Chen 
Tp*MoO(OCH3)2 84 C.-S. Jesse Chang/This work 
Tp*MoO(OCH2CH3)2 84 C.-S. Jesse Chang 
Tp*MoO(OCH2CH2CH3)2 84 C.-S. Jesse Chang 
Tp*MoO[O(CH2)3O] 84 C.-S. Jesse Chang 
Tp*MoO[OCH(CH3)CH2CH(CH3)O]  Rae Ana Snyder 
Tp*MoO[O(CH2)4O] 84 C.-S. Jesse Chang 
P(C6H12N3) (PTA) 77 This work 
P(C6H5)3 (PPh3)  Strem Chemical  
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Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

 Photoelectron spectra were recorded using an instrument that features a 36 cm 

radius, 8 cm gap hemispherical analyzer with custom-designed photon source, sample 

cells, digital electronics, and control software as described previously.34 The excitation 

source is a quartz capillary discharge lamp which produced He I (21.21 eV) photons.  

Calibration of the ionization energy scale was carried out using the 2P3/2 ionization of 

argon (15.759 eV) and the 2E1/2 ionization of methyl iodide (9.538 eV), and the 

spectrometer drift was controlled to less than ±0.005 eV using the argon 2P3/2 peak as an 

internal calibration lock of the absolute ionization energy. The instrument resolution is 

defined by measuring the full-width-at-half-maximum of the argon 2P3/2 ionization.  All 

samples were solids and sublimed cleanly under 220 oC at 10-4 Torr inside of an 

aluminum sample cell.  Sublimation temperatures of the molecules studied are listed in 

Table 2.2 and in the respective chapters.   

 All photoelectron spectra were analyzed with the program WinFp version 19.8 

written by Dr. Dennis Lichtenberger.  Because the discharge source is not completely 

monochromatic,35 the He I spectra were corrected for the HeIβ line, which is 1.8666 eV 

higher in energy and 3% of the intensity of the He Iα line.   The corrected ionization 

bands are analytically fit with the best fit of asymmetric Gaussian peaks.  The Gaussians 

are defined by the amplitude, position, and the half-width for the high binding energy and 

the low binding energy of each side of the peaks.  The peak positions are reproducible to 

± 0.02 eV. 
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Table 2.2.  Photoelectron spectroscopy data summary. 
 Tp*MoO[OCH(CH3)CH2CH(CH3)O] Tp*MoO[O(CH2)4O] 

Tsub (oC) 147 – 151 153 – 161 
Photon Source He I He I 

File Name AV02F, AV02CU AV04F, AV04CU 
Energy Range (eV) 5.5 – 11.0, 5.5 – 7.8 5.5 – 11.0, 5.5 – 7.8 

Cell Al Al 
Date Collected 09\01\2006 11\15\2006 

Notebook Pages 50 – 51 54 – 55  
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Computational Methodology 

 All computations were performed using ADF2006.01d.36-38 Geometry 

optimizations and frequency calculations were carried out using the VWN functional 

with the Stoll correction implemented.39  Figures of the optimized geometries were 

created with program Molekel.40  All electronic energies reported for iron containing 

molecules were calculated using the OPBE density functional.41,42  Recent comparisons 

of OPBE to other common functionals found it to be the best for the prediction of nuclear 

magnetic constants and the only functional to correctly predict the spin states of seven 

different iron complexes.41,42 Our comparisons with other common functionals in the 

ADF package, as discussed in Chapter 3, have also shown it to be among the best at 

predicting the oxidation and reduction potentials of several iron complexes and the pKa’s 

of the acids included in this dissertation. The OPTX density functional was implemented 

for calculations on the oxo-Mo(V) complexes discussed in Chapter 6.  A triple-ζ STO 

basis set with one polarization function (TZP), available in the ADF package, was used in 

all calculations.  Relativistic effects were taken into account in all calculations by using 

the scalar ZORA formalism43 implemented as part of the ADF2006.01d program.  All 

electronic structures with unpaired spin were calculated using an unrestricted framework.  

Only low-spin complexes have been analyzed.   

 The theoretical stretching frequencies for all species were calculated analytically 

with the same DFT model as for the geometry optimization.  The calculated gas-phase 

frequencies were shifted along the energy axis for comparison to the experimental 

solution-phase CO frequencies.  The shift varied for each molecule studied, but this 
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scaling of CO frequencies from calculated to experiment was no larger than a factor of 

0.98. Due to the adjustment in the calculated frequencies being small, and because the 

thermal contributions to the free energies for redox potentials and pKa’s is a small 

contribution to the total energy values, the vibrational frequencies were used unchanged 

in the determination of the free energies in the catalytic scheme.  For visual comparison 

of the simulated IR spectra with the experimental IR spectra, the calculated absorptions 

were broadened with a Gaussian function as in previous work.13  The broadening of the 

computed bands, to nominally approximate the broadening that is observed in the 

experimental spectra, never exceeded 10 cm-1.  Specific scaling and broadening factors 

for the various molecules studies are discussed in the pertinent chapters. 

 Solvation effects on the complexes were modeled through the Conductor-like 

Screening Model (COSMO) of solvation.44  The solvent parameters implemented were 

those defined by the ADF2006.01d program to simulate either an acetonitrile or 

dichloromethane solvated environment.  Free energy (G) values were calculated from the 

electronic self-consistent-field (SCF) energies considering the qtranslational, qrotational, and 

qvibrational contributions.45  Enthalpy and entropy terms were calculated under standard 

temperature and pressure. 

 Standard potentials versus ferrocene were computed as the free energy difference 

of the reaction Fc + A ⇌ Fc+ + A•- (all solvated), where A is the molecule under 

investigation.  From this, the standard potential is obtained by the relation E°A/A.- vs. 

ferrocene = -ΔG°rxn/F where F is Faraday’s constant.  When the free energy is expressed 

in units of volts the numerical value of the Faraday constant is 1.  The absolute half-cell 
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potential for the Fc+/Fc couple was calculated to be -5.00 V in acetonitrile, which is in 

good agreement with the -5.05 value estimated from analysis of the surface dipole 

problem.46   The absolute half-cell potential for the Fc+/Fc couple was also calculated to 

be -5.17 V in dichloromethane.   

 When computing Ka values, the proton was treated as having one molecule in the 

primary solvation sphere, CH3CN-H+, and this species was considered to participate in 

the reaction, HA + CH3CN ⇌ A- + CH3CN-H+, in a solvated environment, where HA is 

either a weak acid, or the protonated molecule under investigation.     
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CHAPTER 3 
 

DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY AND 
REDETERMINATION OF THE pKa OF (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2H IN RELATION TO 

CATALYTIC PRODUCTION OF H2 FROM THE [(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2]2 COMPLEX. 
 

Introduction 

 [(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2]2 (Fp2) is an extensively studied organometallic complex, and 

is an accessible starting point for the synthesis of many iron-carbonyl monomer 

complexes.  Photochemical studies, along with kinetic methods47 have determined that 

the Fe-Fe bond dissociation energy for Fp2 is 96 ± 11 kJ/mol.  Fp2 is easily reduced with 

a potassium benzophenone reductant to form the monomer anion (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2
- 

(Fp-),48,49 which can be protonated to form the reactive (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2H (FpH) 

species.  Early studies reported that FpH can spontaneously decompose to Fp2 and H2,50 

however, later studies concluded that the decomposition reaction appears to be initiated 

by advantitious oxidants.51  The decomposition of FpH may also be concentration 

dependant as electrochemical studies of FpH at low concentrations did not reveal any 

significant formation of Fp2.26  However, when preparing concentrated solutions of FpH 

for photoelectric studies presented here, rapid decomposition occurred at high 

concentrations.   

 Pugh and Meyer48 were able to determine that E° = ca. -1.84 V vs. ferrocene in 

acetonitrile for the redox couple Fp2 + 2 e− ⇌ 2 Fp−.  The electrochemical generation of 

Fp-, and subsequent protonation, forms the FpH complex.  The pKa of FpH has been 

reported as 19.4,52 and FpH is known to be stable to acetic acid.  Reduction of FpH to 

form FpH-, increases the reactivity of the hydride and leads to the reaction of FpH- with 
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acetic acid to evolve molecular hydrogen and generate Fp., which is analogous to other 

hydrogenase inspired catalysts.25  

 This study proposes a catalytic mechanism for the production of H2 starting from 

Fp2.  Each step in the mechanism is examined in detail using density functional theory 

calculations and electrochemistry.  An initial comparison of exchange-correlation 

functionals is presented to illustrate that the chosen functional most closely predicts 

experimental observables of the compounds studied.  Examination into the protonation of 

Fp- to form FpH indicated a discrepancy between the data presented in this study and the 

previously reported pKa value for FpH.  An infrared spectroscopy study is carried out and 

the pKa of FpH is determined to be 26.7 ± 0.2.   

Experimental Methods 

 [(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2]2  and 4-tert-butylphenol were purified through sublimation 

before use.  All solvents including acetonitrile (anhydrous, Drisolv) were degassed using 

three freeze-pump-thaw cycles.  IR spectra were collected on a Nicolet 380 FT-IR using 

an air-free KBr cell.   

 (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2
- was prepared using procedures described previously,49 with 

the exception of using potassium benzophenone as the reductant instead of the sodium 

amalgam.  The potassium benzophenone reductant was prepared by dissolving 3.79 g 

(20.8 mmols) of benzophenone in 20 ml of THF.  0.78 g (34.2 mmols) of freshly cut pure 

potassium was then added to the benzophenone/THF solution, resulting in a deep purple 

solution.   The mixture was allowed to stir overnight in a dry box.  After 24 hours of 

stirring, 3.94 g (11.1 mmols) of [(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2]2  was added to the purple solution, 
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resulting in an immediate formation of an orange solid.  The solid was filtered and 

washed with three 50 ml aliquots of benzene.  The orange solid was identified as 

(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2
-  through IR and was synthesized with a yield of 42%.  

(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2H was prepared by mixing (η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2
- and HCl in a 1:1 molar 

ratio in a solution of acetonitrile. 

 Standard concentration versus absorbance plots for Fp2 and Fp- were prepared 

through the following:  0.0213 ± 0.00005 g of Fp2 was weighed out in a 10 ml volumetric 

flask.  The flask was then filled to volume with acetonitrile, resulting in a purple-red 

solution with a concentration of 5.88 mM Fp2.  Using a volumetric pipette, 5 ml of the 

original solution was transferred to another 10 ml volumetric flask, and the second flask 

was filled to volume with acetonitrile for a 1:2 dilution.  This procedure of serial dilutions 

was repeated two more times to create Fp2 solutions of 5.88, 2.94, 1.47, and 0.74 mM in 

acetonitrile.  0.012 ± 0.0005 g of K+Fp- was weighed out and placed in a 10 ml 

volumetric flask and dissolved in acetonitrile.  Parallel dilutions were performed on the 

original solution to produce four solutions with concentrations of 5.55, 4.17, 2.78, and 

1.39 mM in acetonitrile.   

 Protonation of Fp- with 4-tert-butylphenol was carried out by dissolving 0.0189 ± 

0.0005 g of 4-tert-butylphenol in 25 ml of acetonitrile (5.0 mM).  0.021 ± 0.0005 g of 

K+Fp- (3.9 mM in 25 ml) was then dissolved in the acetified acetonitrile solution.  The 

resulting orange-yellow solution was prepared in a dry box, and IR spectra were recorded 

using an air-free KBr cell. 
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 Calculations were performed as described in Chapter 2.  No imaginary 

frequencies were calculated for all species, indicating that each optimized geometry 

calculated was a true minimum. For comparison of the calculated gas-phase CO 

stretching frequencies to the experimental solution-phase IR spectra, the calculated 

frequencies were scaled by a factor of 0.993, or roughly 14 cm-1.  The absorption peaks 

were broadened by 7 cm-1 to visually compare to the experimental peaks. 

Results and Discussion 

Functional Comparison. Before an extensive computational investigation on the 

proposed mechanism could be carried out, a computational methodology had to be 

developed that properly simulated iron-carbonyl complexes and weak acids.  Three 

exchange-correlation functionals are compared in Table 3.1 for the ability to predict 

experimental observables.  The GGA BLYP functional was chosen for this comparison 

because it is commonly found in many publications, however, for the compounds of this 

study, BLYP did not perform well.  Recent comparisons of GGA OPBE to other common 

functionals found it to be the only functional to correctly predict the spin states of seven 

different iron complexes.41  The LDA VWN Stoll functional is the least computationally 

demanding, and has been shown to account well for geometries of iron carbonyl 

complexes.25 The OPBE functional was able to properly predict ionization energies and 

reduction potentials, which leads to confidence in modeling the electronic energies of the 

species involved in the catalytic cycle.  The small discrepancies between the OPBE 

calculated pKa values and bond dissociation energies and the experimental values are 

negligible.  Two pKa units roughly equates to only 3 kcals/mol, and this error most likely  
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Table 3.1.  Comparison of calculated values from three different exchange-correlation 
functionals to experimental values.a 
Compound XC IE (eV) Potential (V) pKa BDE (kJ/mol) 

 Stoll 6.52 -1.45 - 184.7 
Fp2 OPBE 6.79 -2.10 - 120.1 

 BLYP 6.63 -1.06 - 10.7 
 Exp. 6.80 -2.04 - 96.0 
 Stoll 7.47 -2.63 25.4 307.0 

FpH OPBE 7.77 -2.47 27.4 280.7 
 BLYP 7.58 -1.80 28.9 242.8 
 Exp. 7.78 -2.50 26.7 254.0 
 Stoll - - 21.7 - 

HOAc OPBE - - 25.0 - 
 BLYP - - 23.5 - 
 Exp. - - 22.3 - 
 Stoll - - 27.3 - 

Htbp OPBE - - 30.3 - 
 BLYP - - 30.1 - 
 Exp. - - 27.5 - 
 Stoll - - - 475.7 

H2 OPBE - - - 455.2 
 BLYP - - - 463.0 
 Exp. - - - 432.0  

a Further computational detail can be found in Chapter 2. 
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arises from the calculated energy of the solvated proton and not from improper modeling 

of the iron-carbonyl complexes.  Due to the results in Table 3.1, the OPBE functional was 

chosen for calculating all electronic energies, while all geometries were calculated using 

the LDA VWN Stoll functional. 

 The results of the computed gas-phase geometry of Fp2 are compared to the X-ray 

crystallographic structure in Table 3.2.  The computed structure is in close agreement 

with the experimental structure.  In addition to the computations accounting well for the 

molecular geometries, it is important for the calculations to properly account for the 

electronic energies of the compounds involved in the proposed catalytic mechanism.  

Photoelectron spectroscopy gives the most direct probe of electronic structure by 

measuring ionization energies in the gas-phase.  Hence, photoelectron spectroscopy gives 

a good benchmark for comparison to calculated gas-phase energies.  Figure 3.1 shows the 

photoelectron spectra of FpH (A) and Fp2 (B).  The experimental spectra match 

previously reported spectra.53,54  The arrows at lower energies on each spectrum indicate 

the calculated adiabatic ionization energy. For larger molecules such as Fp2 and FpH, the 

first ionization peak is not vibrationally resolved and the adiabatic ionization energy is 

estimated by the low energy onset of ionization intensity. The arrows at higher energies 

on each spectrum point to the calculated vertical ionization, which is the energy 

difference between the ground-state neutral molecule and the cation molecule frozen in 

the optimized geometry of the neutral molecule.  As can be seen in Figure 3.1, the 

calculated adiabatic (7.76 eV for FpH and 6.80 eV for Fp2) and vertical (8.23 eV for FpH  
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Table 3.2. Comparison of Computed Structure of 
trans-Fp2 to Crystallographic Data.a 

Bond/Angle X-Rayb DFTc 
Fe-Fe 2.54 2.51 
Fe-Ccp 2.13c 2.13 
Ccp-Ccp 1.42c 1.43 
Fe-COt 1.76 1.74 
Fe-COb 1.93 1.92 
Fe-Cb-Fe 82.6 81.7 
Fe-Fe-Ct 95.7 94.7 

 
a  Bond lengths:  Å; angles:  degrees 
b  Experimental55 geometric parameters: distances in Angstroms 
rounded to two decimal places, angles in degrees rounded to one 
decimal place. Ccp refers to the carbon atoms of the 
cyclopentadienyl rings, averaged for the molecule.  Cb refers to the 
bridging COs, and Ct refers to the terminal COs.  
c  See Chapter 2 for details on DFT calculations. 
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Figure 3.1. He I photoelectron spectra of FpH (A) and Fp2 (B).  The arrows at low 
energy point to the calculated adiabatic ionization energies, and the arrows at higher 
energy point to the calculated values for the vertical ionization energies. 
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and 6.98 eV for Fp2) ionization energies are in excellent agreement with the 

experimentally observed ionization bands. 

The calculations are also able to account for the solution-phase oxidation and 

reduction of the species involved in the catalytic cycle.  For the case of oxidation, it has 

been reported that the standard potential for Fp2
• + + e− ⇌ Fp2 is +0.22 V in 

dichloromethane.56  The calculations are in very good agreement, resulting in a value of 

+0.21 V. The experimental reversible potential for oxidizing FpH (FpH• + + e− ⇌ FpH) 

was not obtained for proper comparison with the calculations.  However, the irreversible 

oxidation of FpH in acetonitrile occurs at +0.60 V versus Fc+/Fc.  The computations 

agree reasonably well as a value of +0.72 V for the standard potential was obtained 

through calculations.   

 As another measure of the validity of the computations, the experimental IR 

spectra in the carbonyl stretching region of Fp2, Fp-, and FpH are compared with 

simulations based on the geometry optimizations and vibrational analysis of the 

complexes in Figure 3.2.  The calculated carbonyl stretching frequencies are dependent 

on the electron richness at the metal center and the extent of backbonding to the 

carbonyls.  Also, the calculated splittings and absorption intensities are further dependent 

on the electronic and dipole coupling between the carbonyls in the normal vibrational 

modes.   The good agreement between the calculated and the experimental spectra 

indicates that the computational method is accounting for the potential energies and 

structures of the molecules as a function of these vibrational distortions very well.  
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Figure 3.2. Comparison of the experimental IR spectra in the carbonyl stretching region 
(top) with the simulated IR absorptions (bottom) for Fp2, Fp-, and FpH.  See Chapter 2 
and the experimental section for details of the calculations. 
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Catalytic Mechanism Development. The mechanism illustrated in Scheme 3.1 was 

developed to explain the catalytic production of hydrogen from FpH.  Fp2 is located in 

the center of the diagram and the reactions involved in its reduction to Fp− are on the left-

hand side.  The rest of the reactions pertain to the catalyzed reduction of a weak acid to 

form molecular hydrogen. The catalytic mechanism was developed through 

electrochemical simulation of the experimental data in conjunction with density 

functional theory calculations.  

 Figure 3.3 shows four cyclic voltammograms of 0.5 mM Fp2 in the presence of 

increasing amounts of the weak acid 4-tert-butylphenol (pKa = 27.5 in acetonitrile).  The 

solid line corresponds to the experimental data, while the circles represent the results of 

the electrochemical simulations.  Following the scans from left to right, each 

voltammogram shows an initial 2e- irreversible reduction.  The reduction process entails 

the reduction of Fp2, the subsequent formation of Fp. and Fp-, and the reduction of Fp. as 

illustrated in Scheme 3.1.  The overall stoichiometry obtained during the initial reduction 

is Fp2 + 2e- ⇌ 2Fp-.  The standard reduction potential of this process was determined as 

-2.035 V versus Fc+/Fc through electrochemical simulations.  Calculations account well 

for the reduction of Fp2 in acetonitrile with a calculated value of -2.055 V.  As the 

voltammogram continues to more negative potentials, a second cathodic peak is observed 

that is attributed to the reduction of FpH.  The FpH complex is formed from the 

protonation of Fp- by 4-tert-butylphenol (Htbp).  The reduction of FpH is calculated to 

occur at a potential of -2.50 V versus Fc+/Fc, which is in good agreement with the 

experimental value of -2.55 V.  On the reverse scan, one anodic peak is observed that
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Scheme 3.1. Reduction of Fp2 Followed by Catalytic Formation of H2. 
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Figure 3.3.  Voltammograms of 0.50 mM Fp2 in the presence of 4-tert-butylphenol at the 
concentrations specified.  Mercury film electrode (0.0123 cm2), 0.10 M NBu4PF6, 
acetonitrile, 1.00 V/s.  Lines:  background-corrected experimental voltammograms.  
Circles: simulations. 
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decreases in peak height as excess acid is added.  The anodic peak is attributed to the 

oxidation of Fp- to form Fp. which rapidly dimerizes to form the procatalyst Fp2.  Excess 

acid results in the complete protonation of all Fp- present, hence, the anodic peak 

decreases when excess acid is present.   

 Two other important features of the voltammograms are the constant peak height 

for the cathodic peak attributed to the reduction of Fp2, and the increasing current at the 

more negative reduction, attributed to the reduction of FpH, with increasing amounts of 

acid.  The cathodic peak occurring for the reduction of Fp2 does not increase in height 

even in the presence of a hundred-fold excess of acetic acid.  Thus, it is clear that the 

reaction 2FpH → Fp2 + H2, does not occur to a significant extent on the voltammetric 

time scale because the regeneration of Fp2 would have produced more current at the 

potential of reduction for Fp2.  The calculations also indicate that the decomposition of 

FpH to form Fp2 is uphill in energy by 4.4 kJ/mol.   

 The cathodic peak near -2.5 V that increases with increasing amounts of acid is 

attributed to the reduction of FpH.  According to the calculations, the resulting anion 

radical, FpH.-, reacts with a proton in solution to form dihydrogen and regenerate the 

radical monomer, Fp..  Using 4-tert-butylphenol (HA) as a proton source in the 

calculations, the formation of H2, A- and Fp. from FpH− and HA is favored by -33.3 

kJ/mol.  The resulting radical monomer, Fp., can either be reduced to the anion monomer, 

Fp−, or dimerize to the procatalyst, Fp2.   The procatalyst will then be reduced to reform 

the anion monomer and continue through the catalytic cycle.  The increase in current with 

increasing amounts of a proton source is therefore attributed to more catalytic cycles 
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occurring within one CV scan.  Thus the computations fully support the mechanism in 

Scheme 3.1 and the parameters obtained either by direct measurement or simulation of 

the electrochemical experiments. 

 4-tert-butylphenol is the weakest acid shown to undergo extensive catalytic 

reduction using transition-metal complexes as the catalyst.  To examine the effectiveness 

of Fp2 in the presence of even weaker acids, experiments were conducted with Fp2 in the 

presence of a large excess of the very weak acids methanol and water.  Figure 3.4 shows 

that a small, but readily detectable amount of catalysis occurred from 3.26 M and 4.12 M 

solutions of methanol and water in acetonitrile respectively.  The catalysis occurs at a 

potential range of -2.6 V to -2.8 V, which are the same potentials observed for catalysis 

of much stronger acids, hence catalysis is independent of the acid used as a proton 

source.  Since the potential required for the catalysis is more or less constant, the 

overpotential with these much weaker acids is considerably lower. This illustrates a trend 

noted earlier:25 when a series of acids with varying acid strengths are studied, the lowest 

overpotentials are associated with smallest catalytic currents. 

Redetermination of the pKa for FpH.  Observing the considerable amount of current 

attributed to the reduction of FpH when Fp- was generated in the presence of 

4-tert-butylphenol (Htbp) was surprising.  Using the reported pKa values of Htbp and 

FpH, the equilibrium constant for the reaction Fp- + Htbp ↔ FpH + tbp- would be 

7.9x10-9.  However, our electrochemical simulations estimate the equilibrium constant to 

be 0.03, leading to a pKa = 26.0 for FpH.  Density functional theory calculations also 

supports FpH being a weaker acid than reported with a calculated pKa  of  27.4.   Hence, a 
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Figure 3.4. Background-corrected voltammograms of Fp2 (1.01 mM) in the presence of 
3.26 M methanol (A) and 4.12 M water (B).  0.10 M NBu4PF6 in acetonitrile.  Mercury 
film electrode.  0.100 V/s.   
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 a further investigation into the pKa of FpH was carried out.   

To redetermine the pKa of FpH using IR spectroscopy, the orange solid salt, 

Fp-K+, was synthesized and isolated according to previous literature procedures.49  The 

orange solid was dissolved in 25 ml of acetonitrile acidified with 5 mM Htbp in nearly a 

1:1 molar ratio, in an inert atmosphere. The infrared spectrum of the reaction solution in 

the carbonyl stretching frequency region was recorded and is shown in Figure 3.5.  The 

peaks at 2013 and 1949 cm-1 are characteristic of FpH.57  The peaks at 1861 and 1787 

cm-1 are assigned to Fp-,58 and the peak at 1992 cm-1 is assigned to Fp2.56  The presence 

of Fp2 comes from the fact that Fp- is a strong reductant.  Once Fp- comes into contact 

with possible impurities in solution or with molecules in the atmosphere, the Fp- oxidizes 

and forms the neutral radical Fp., which quickly and thermodynamically dimerizes to 

form Fp2.  The reaction solution containing FpH was monitored for forty-five minutes 

and the absorbance of the peaks corresponding to FpH only decreased by 0.03 absorbance 

units, indicating that FpH was not spontaneously decomposing in considerable amounts 

to form Fp2 and H2.  No other species, such as Fp-H-Fp+, were observed, which agrees 

with previous studies.59  

In a separate study, a solution of Fp- was monitored for sixty minutes to examine 

the extent of oxidation and dimerization that occurs.  Figure 3.6 shows a spectrum that 

takes the difference in absorbance between the original solution of Fp- and the solution of 

Fp- after 60 minutes.  As can be seen, over the course of 60 minutes, the absorbance 

peaks characteristic of Fp- decline as indicated by negative peaks in the difference 

spectrum.  The three positive peaks at  1992,  1949 and  1772 cm-1 in the spectrum are all 
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Figure 3.5. Infrared spectrum in the carbonyl stretching frequency region of a solution 
containing a mixture of Fp- and Htbp, resulting in the formation of FpH.  The presence of 
Fp2 is a result of Fp- oxidation. 
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Figure 3.6. Difference spectrum showing the overall change of infrared absorbance over 
one hour.  The negative peaks indicate a decrease of absorbance for Fp-, while the 
positive peaks show the increase in absorbance corresponding to the formation of Fp2 
from Fp- oxidation. 
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 characteristic of Fp2.  The complete oxidation of Fp- occurred in 60 minutes and led to 

the formation of Fp2.   

Returning to Figure 3.5, as can be initially seen from the spectrum, the intensity 

of the FpH peaks is near that of the Fp- peaks, indicating that the concentrations of FpH 

and Fp- must be nearly equal.  Since Fp- and Htbp were mixed in a one to one molar ratio, 

then roughly half of the Fp- was protonated by Htbp leading to an equilibrium constant 

near unity for the protonation reaction between Fp- and Htbp.   IR spectra were collected 

on solutions of various concentrations of Fp2 and Fp- in acetonitrile (Figure 3.7).  Beer’s 

Law type plots of absorbance versus concentration, shown in Figure 3.8, were used to 

determine the unknown concentration of Fp-.  Since no appreciable changes in the 

concentration of pure FpH in acetonitrile occurred over a 45 minute span, the presesnce 

of Fp2 was soley attributed to the oxidation of Fp-.  Hence the unknown concentration of 

FpH was determined through the equation below.  The experiment was repeated multiple 

[FpH] = [Fp-]i – [Fp-]f -2[Fp2] 

times, and using the known Ka of 4-tert-butylphenol in acetonitrile (3.16x10-28),60 the pKa 

of FpH in acetonitrile was determined to be 26.7 ± 0.2.  

Conclusions 

 The procatalyst, Fp2, has been shown to be a very effective entry point to Fp- , 

which undergoes significant electrocatalyzed reduction of weak acids to produce 

molecular hydrogen.  The procatalyst must be reduced followed by protonation to form a 

hydride.  The hydride produced (FpH) cannot react with a weak acid, but must be 

activated through reduction to form an anion with significantly increased reactivity.  Only  
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Figure 3.7.  IR spectra of Fp2 and Fp- at varying concentrations in acetonitrile. The peaks 
labeled were used to help determine unknown concentrations of the molecules. 
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Figure 3.8.  Absorbance versus concentration (Beer’s Law type) plots for the major 
carbonyl IR stretching frequencies for Fp2 and Fp-.  The linear relationship was used to 
determine the unknown concentrations of Fp2 and Fp- from the spectrum shown in Figure 
3.5. 
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at that stage does the complex readily transfer the hydride to the acid and generate 

dihydrogen.   

 Very substantial catalytic currents are seen with 4-tert-butylphenol, which is an 

acid five orders of magnitude weaker than acetic acid.  4-tert-Butylphenol is the weakest 

acid for which reduction catalyzed by metal complexes has been reported.  Small 

catalytic currents are even seen with the weaker acids methanol and water.  This is 

attributed to the greater basicity of Fp-, and consequently the larger pKa value of FpH, 

than previously thought.   

 Overpotentials for the catalytic reduction range from 0.77 V for 

4-tert-butylphenol to 1.04 V for acetic acid, which are high overpotential values 

compared to other catalysts that have been reported.  This follows a previously observed 

trend, that greater catalytic activity is associated with higher overpotentials.25 Since 

protonation to form FpH is the rate determining step, the most efficient catalysis is seen 

with acids strong enough to transfer a proton to Fp−.  What is needed in the development 

of hydrogen producing catalysts is a means of increasing the basicity of the anion 

without, at the same time, causing the reduction of the hydride to occur at more negative 

potentials, thus increasing the overpotential.   
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CHAPTER 4 

 
COMPUTATIONAL STUDY ON THE CATALYTIC EVOLUTION OF H2 FROM 

μ-1,2-BENZENEDITHIOLATO DIIRON HEXACARBONYL 
 

Introduction 

 The determination of the [FeFe] hydrogenase active site structure61,62 has led to an 

interest in developing active site mimics that can catalytically produce molecular 

hydrogen.  One such complex is illustrated in 1.   Complex 1 contains a benzenedithiolate 

 

(bdt) ligand bridging two iron centers to form an Fe2S2 core.  Previous studies have 

examined the electronic structure effects of bdt bound to high-valent, early transition 

metals.63-66  Enzymes that possess a metal center with an ene-dithiolate coordination 

catalyze a wide range of oxidation and reduction reactions. The ene-dithiolate 

coordination has a special ability to facilitate these reactions by lowering the potential 

difference between successive metal oxidation states in the catalytic cycle.  This is 

accomplished by an interaction of the metal orbitals with a combination of the filled 

sulfur pπ orbitals and the benzene pπ orbitals, which act to buffer the change in electron 

density at the metal center as the oxidation state is changed.  This buffering is aided by 

the ability of the ene-dithiolate to adapt its geometry with the metal center to the change 

in electron configuration.  Based on these electronic properties of ene-dithiolates, it is 
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anticipated that coupling of the bdt ligand with the Fe2 core should have significant 

benefits for the catalytic activity of these systems. 

 Complex 1 has been studied previously to examine the ability of 1 to catalytically 

produce hydrogen from relatively strong acids.67,68  Electrochemical studies showed that 

initial reduction of 1 resulted in a two-electron reduction process exhibiting potential 

inversion at a potential of -1.27 V versus Fc+/Fc.  Potential inversion means the first 

reduction to form 1-, requires more energy than the second reduction (1- +e- ⇌ 12-).  The 

two-electron reduction process was also determined to be chemically reversible as 

indicated by a peak current ratio Ipc/Ipa near unity.  The potential inversion and chemical 

reversibility of 1 is in stark contrast with some previously reported hydrogenase active 

site mimics,22,69 which indicates that the bdt ligand is able to modulate the potentials 

between oxidation states and stabilize the reduced state of the diiron complex. 

 The studies further showed that catalytic production of H2 from the relatively 

strong acid p-toluenesulfonic acid (pKa = 8.7 in acetonitrile) occurs at a potential near the 

initial two-electron reduction potential of 1.68  It was proposed that the dianion, 12-, was 

initially formed, followed by protonation.  The suggested structure of 12- contains a μ-CO 

ligand, as supported by infrared specta,70 and a cleaved Fe-S bond.  Once protonated, 

1H-, can catalytically produce hydrogen from p-toluenesulfonic acid near -1.3 V versus 

Fc+/Fc, but no catalytic activity was observed at that potential when 1 was in the presence 

of the weak acid acetic acid (pKa = 22.3 in acetonitrile).  This is a required result, as it is 

thermodynamically impossible to reduce an acid at a potential less negative than the 

standard potential of the acid, which for acetic acid is -1.46 V versus Fc+/Fc.   
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 In this study, a new catalytic reduction of acetic acid to produce molecular 

hydrogen at potentials more negative than studied previously is examined.  

Electrochemical data and simulations, along with density functional theory calculations 

were utilized in order to develop a catalytic mechanism.  The mechanism proceeds 

through a formerly unreported intermediate, 1H2-.  Each step of the mechanism will be 

discussed in detail with respect to the computational results.  

Experimental Methods 

μ-1,2-Benzenedithiolato diiron hexcarbonyl: 

1.04 g (2.85 mmol) of Fe2(CO)9 was dissolved in 100 ml of THF under inert atmosphere.  

0.35 ml (3.04 mmol) of 1,2-benzenedithiol was added to the solution via syringe.  The 

solution was brought to reflux (~80 oC) using an oil bath.   After 90 minutes the solution 

was cooled to room temperature and rotary evaportated to dryness.71  A silica gel column 

was used with hexanes as eluant.  The leading band was deep orange in color and was 

rotary evaporated to dryness to give the red powdery solid product.  IR (mineral oil, CO 

stretching, cm-1): 2078 (m), 2042 (s), 2004 (s).   

 All calculations were performed as described in Chapter 2.  No imaginary 

frequencies were calculated for all of the reported complexes, indicating that each 

optimized geometry calculated was a true minimum.  The calculated carbonyl stretching 

frequencies were shifted lower by 55 cm-1. This corresponds to a scaling of CO 

frequencies from calculated to experiment by a factor of ~0.98.  For visual comparison of 

the simulated IR spectrum with the experimental IR spectrum of 1, the calculated 

absorptions were broadened with a Gaussian function as in previous work.13 The two 
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absorptions calculated at higher frequency were broadened by 7 cm-1, and the lower 

frequency absorptions were broadened by 10 cm-1 to nominally approximate the 

broadening observed in the experimental spectrum. 

Results and Discussion 

Comparison of Computations to Experimental Observables. Validation of the 

computational methods comes from the ability of the computations to account for the 

geometry, metal-carbonyl stretching frequencies and photoelectron ionizations of 1 as 

well as the reduction potentials and pKa values of all species in the catalytic mechanism.  

Selected bonds and angles from the computed gas-phase structure of 1 are compared to 

the molecular parameters determined by X-ray crystallography71 in Table 4.1, and as can 

be seen, the structural parameters are in close agreement.   

 As another measure of the validity of the computations, Figure 4.1 shows the 

experimental IR spectrum of 1 in the carbonyl stretching region compared to a simulation 

of the spectrum based on the geometry optimization and vibrational analysis of the 

molecule.  The carbonyl stretching frequencies are dependent on the electron richness at 

the metal center and the extent of backbonding to the carbonyls.  Also, the splittings and 

absorption intensities are further dependent on the electronic and dipole coupling 

between the carbonyls in the normal vibrational modes.   The good agreement between 

the simulated spectrum and the experimental spectrum indicates that the computational 

method is accounting for the potential energy and structure of 1 as a function of these 

vibrational distortions very well. 

 In  addition  to the  ability  of  the  computations  to  account  for  the  structure  
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Table 4.1. Comparison of Computed 
Structure of 1 to Crystallographic Data.a 
Bond/Angle X-Rayb DFTc 

Fe-Fe  2.480 2.474 
Fe-S 2.268 2.283 
S···S 2.938 2.961 
S-C 1.777 1.794 
Fe-Cd 1.792 1.779 
C-Od 1.135 1.156 
S-Fe-S 80.7 80.8 
Fe-S-Fe 66.3 65.8 
S-Fe-Ca 101.4 102.4 
Ca-Fe-Cb 99.8 99.3 
Cb-Fe-Cb  91.2 90.2 
a Bond lengths: Å; angles: degrees. 
b Experimental geometric parameters71 are 
averaged to C2v symmetry for the molecule. 
Ca refers to the apical COs in the local 
square-based pyramid geometry of each Fe, 
and Cb refers to the basal COs. 
c See experimental section and Chapter 2 for 
details of the DFT method. 
d Averaged over all COs 
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Figure 4.1.  IR spectrum of 1 in the carbonyl stretching frequencies.  (A) Experimental.  
(B) computed spectra showing individual calculated frequencies and the sum of 
broadened absorptions. 
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and dynamics of the neutral molecule, it is particularly important for the computations to 

be able to account for the energies and structures associated with oxidation and reduction.  

For the case of oxidation, photoelectron spectroscopy provides a precise measure of the 

energy for formation of the cation in the gas phase. Figure 4.2 shows the valence gas-

phase photoelectron spectrum of 1.  The initial ionization band between roughly 7.5 eV 

and 9 eV is attributed to metal-based ionizations.  The most pertinent ionization for 

comparison to the computations is the adiabatic ionization energy, which is the lowest 

energy ionization from the ground state of the neutral molecule to the geometry-relaxed 

structure of the positive ion.  For large molecules with low frequency vibrations such as 

1, the adiabatic ionization is not vibrationally resolved, and the adiabatic ionization 

energy is commonly estimated by the onset of ionization intensity.  For very large 

distortions of the positive ion away from the vibrational amplitudes of the neutral 

molecule, adiabatic ionization intensity may not be observed, and the onset of ionization 

intensity represents an upper bound to the true adiabatic ionization energy, which in this 

spectrum is in the region of 7.5 eV.  The electronic structure calculations yield a value of 

7.50 eV for the adiabatic ionization energy, which, as the arrow also shows in Figure 4.2, 

is in excellent agreement with the onset of ionization intensity in the experimental 

spectrum. 

 A significant point from the calculations is the substantial geometrical 

reorganization that occurs with oxidation and reduction of 1.  Figure 4.3 compares the 

calculated geometries for the neutral molecule, 1, and the cation, 1+.  In the cation, one 
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Figure 4.2. He I gas-phase photoelectron spectrum of 1. The arrow points to the adiabatic 
ionization energy obtained by the electronic structure calculations, which compares well 
with the experimental spectrum. 
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carbonyl ligand has moved to a semi-bridging position such that the iron atom on the 

right side of 1+ in the displayed orientation now has an inverted square-based pyramid 

ligand arrangement.  This geometry is similar to the structure of the hydrogenase enzyme 

active site, with an apparently vacant coordination site on the inverted Fe atom.  The 

vertical ionization energy, calculated for 1 without a change in geometry, is 0.6 eV higher 

in energy than the adiabatic ionization energy to 1+.  Hence, an appreciable amount of 

stabilization is gained from the cation reorganization energy.  The calculated structure of 

1+ is analogous to three previously reported cation structures, 2+ - 4+, and is compared to 

those structures in Figure 4.4.72   

Catalytic Mechanism Development. The catalytic process for reduction of acetic acid to 

molecular hydrogen in the presence of 1.00 mM 1 in acetonitrile is shown in the 

voltammogram in Figure 4.5.  In the absence of acetic acid at 0.1 V/s scan rate an initial 

two-electron reduction of 1 to form a dianion is observed near -1.3 V versus Fc+/Fc, and 

no additional cathodic peaks are observed out to -2.5 V.   However, in the presence of 

increasing amounts of acetic acid as shown in Figure 4.5, a peak attributed to the catalytic 

reduction of acetic acid appears near -2.1 V and the peak height increases with increasing 

concentrations of acid.  Scheme 4.1 illustrates the proposed catalytic generation of 

molecular hydrogen starting from 1 as the procatalyst.  The mechanism was developed 

through electrochemical fitting parameters and density functional theory calculations.   

 A key feature observed in the reduction of 1 is the potential inversion.  That is, it 

is easier to reduce 1- than 1, resulting in an overall two-electron reduction.  By simulation 

of the experimental voltammograms, the potential inversion is predicted to exceed 150  
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Figure 4.3. Calculated structures of 1 and 1+ illustrating the significant geometric 
reorganization of 1 during cation formation.  The formation of the semi-bridging 
carbonyl structure stabilizes the cation by 0.6 eV. 
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Figure 4.4.Calculated cation structures of three different hydrogenase active site inspired 
catalysts (2+ - 4+)72 compared to 1+.  Each catalyst, despite the geometric differences in 
the thiolate ligands, prefers to obtain a semi-bridging CO geometric conformation in the 
cationic state. 
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Figure 4.5.  A. Voltammograms of 1.00 mM 1 in 0.10 M Bu4NPF6/CH3CN at 0.100 V/s 
in the absence of acetic acid and in the presence of concentrations of acetic acid shown in 
the figure.  B. Simulation of the voltammograms shown in A.  
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mV.  This large degree of predicted inversion in acetonitrile is indicative of a significant 

structural change accompanying the electron-transfer reaction.73  The DFT calculations 

show a lengthening of one of the Fe-S bonds from 2.28 Å in 1 to 3.33 Å in the anion, 1-, 

and movement of a CO ligand to a bridging position, as shown in Scheme 4.1.  In the 

dianion, 12-, the calculations show complete cleavage of the Fe-S bond to produce an 

open site for possible protonation.  This structure for 12- was suggested by McKennis and 

Kyba70 who obtained 12- by sodium reduction of 1.  Calculations result in E1
o = -1.52 V 

and E2
o = -1.06 V corresponding to 460 mV potential inversion.  The average calculated 

potential, or Eov
o, is -1.29 V versus Fc+/Fc and is in good agreement with the 

experimentally observed value of -1.32 V.   

The next step in the catalytic mechanism shown in Scheme 4.1 is the protonation 

of the dianion 12-.  It has been indicated previously67 that 12- has a pKa on the order of 23 

in acetonitrile and is rapidly protonated by acids such as acetic acid (pKa = 22.3 in 

acetonitrile). Also, electrochemical simulations from this study estimate a value of 22.6 

for the pKa of 12-.  Neither study, however, gives insight into the structure of the 

protonated species.  Computations were utilized to compare various different possible 

protonation sites to the estimated pKa value of 12-.   Protonation of 12- at iron to form a 

terminal hydride (1Hb-) or at sulfur atom (1Hc-) to yield –SH were studied 

computationally and are shown in Figure 4.6 along with a structure featuring a μ-bridged 

hydride (1H-).  Terminal hydride formation results in a rearrangement of the μ-CO ligand 

back into a terminal arrangement.  The calculated pKa value of 1H- in Figure 4.6 is 22.9, 

while the calculated pKa values for 1Hb-  and 1Hc-  were 17.6 and 18.1 respectively.  The 
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Scheme 4.1. Procatalyst initiation and ECEC mechanism for catalytic reduction of 
protons to H2 starting from 1. 
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differences in pKa values equates to 1Hb- and 1Hc- being less stable than the μ-bridged 

hydride complex by Gibbs free energies of 7.3 and 6.7 kcal/mol.  Calculations of a 

species in which a hydride bridges between a sulfur atom and an iron atom minimized to 

the dimetal μ-bridged hydride species shown in Figure 4.6.  Therefore, calculations in 

conjunction with electrochemical studies indicate that protonation of 12- forms the 

thermodynamically favored μ-bridging hydride structure, 1H-, shown in Scheme 4.1. 

The observation of the peak near -2.1 V versus Fc+/Fc in the voltammograms 

shown in Figure 4.5 is ascribed to the reduction of 1H- and is proposed to lead to the 

catalytic reduction of acetic acid to produce molecular hydrogen.  The calculated value 

for the reduction of 1H- is -2.05 V versus Fc+/Fc and hence is in great agreement with the 

experimental value.  The calculated structure for 1H2- in Scheme 4.1 shows one of the 

intact Fe-S bonds in 1H- is lengthened from 2.339 Å to 2.860 Å in 1H2-.  For all of the 

calculated structures in Scheme 4.1, the Fe-Fe distance remains relatively constant and 

within the range for a formal bond to be present.  

 Various protonations of the 1H2- species were investigated computationally.  The 

calculations indicate that protonation of 1H2- by acetic acid in acetonitrile on the non-

bridging sulfur atom or the terminal iron atom of 1H2- requires 19.0 kcal/mol or 16.9 

kcal/mol of free energy respectively.  All attempts to computationally protonate the 

bridging sulfur on 1H2- result in the proton migrating to the terminal Fe atom during 

geometry optimizations.  However, calculations show that a reaction is highly favored in 

which the hydride of 1H2- reacts directly with acetic acid to produce molecular hydrogen.  

The  calculated  solution  free  energy  favors  H2  production  by  -5.03 kcal/mol, and the 
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Figure 4.6. Calculated structures of possible protonation sites.  1H- shows the μ-hydride, 
which is the thermodynamically favored protonation site. 
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reaction occurs without a considerable activation energy barrier.  The 1- thus produced is 

immediately reduced to 12-, as shown in Scheme 4.1, and proceeds through the ECEC 

(E=electrochemical and C=chemical) catalytic cycle.  

 Calculations reveal characteristics that potentially have a large impact on the 

ability of 1 to catalytically produce molecular hydrogen.  The first of these characteristics 

is the large structural rearrangement of 1 upon reduction to 12-.  The cleavage of the iron-

sulfur bond and the resulting rotation of the CO groups to form a μ-CO complex helps 

prevent Fe-Fe bond lengthening and possible degradation.  More importantly, the iron-

sulfur bond cleavage creates an open site for protons to bind to the diiron center.  An 

examination of the LUMO of 1 in Figure 4.7 shows a large amount of Fe-S anti-bond 

character.  This anti-bonding interaction promotes Fe-S bond cleavage upon reduction, 

leading to formation of an open site that may be necessary for catalysis.   

 Another important aspect of the LUMO character is the delocalization of the 

LUMO into the conjugated π-system of the 1,2-benzenedithiolate ligand.  The 

delocalization results in two important properties of 1 and 12-.  First, the delocalization of 

electrons helps lower the reduction potentials of 1 compared to similar hydrogenase 

active site inspired complexes.23  This modulation of redox potentials by the bdt ligand 

has been shown for Mo and W enzyme model complexes also.64  The delocalization, 

however, has an adverse affect on the catalysis by removing electron density from the 

diiron center.  Calculations indicate that protonation occurs at the diiron center, hence, 

the less electron density on the diiron center, the weaker the basicity, or lower the pKa 

value, of  the  catalyst.  Figure 4.8  shows  the  overlay  of  seven  cyclic  voltammograms  
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Figure 4.7. Calculated LUMO of 1.  The LUMO contains considerable Fe-S anti-bond 
character and delocalization into the benzene dithiolate ligand.  
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 in which 1 is reduced individually in the presence of many different acids of varying 

strength.  As shown in Figure 4.8, a large amount of catalysis is observed from relatively 

stronger acids such as chloroacetic acid, however, for weaker acids such as 

4-bromophenol and 4-tert-butylphenol little to no catalytic activity is observed.  The lack 

of catalytic activity from 1 in the presence of very weak acids is a direct result of the 

relatively weak basicity of 12- (pKa = 22.9) caused by the electronic delocalization into 

the bdt ligand.   

Conclusions 

 Starting from the procatalyst 1, catalytic electrochemical generation of molecular 

hydrogen has been observed.  The mechanism was deduced from electrochemical and 

computational studies and involves 1 entering into the catalytic cycle through reduction. 

The anion, 1-, is then reduced at an inverted potential to 12-, and followed by the 

subsequent protonation of 12- to form 1H-. Lastly, the reduction of 1H-, at a potential 

more negative than the original reduction, forms a hydride that is able to react directly 

with weak acids, such as acetic acid, to produce molecular hydrogen in an ECEC 

mechanism.  At sufficiently high enough concentrations of acetic acid, bubbles were 

observed forming at the surface of the glassy carbon electrode.  The bubbles were 

determined to be H2 by GC. 

 The overpotential for catalytic production of molecular hydrogen from acetic acid 

was determined to be -0.57 V, which is relatively mild compared to other hydrogenase 

active site inspired complexes.26  The overpotential is also lowered to -0.48 V when 1 

catalytically produces hydrogen from the weaker acid 2-bromophenol, however, catalytic  
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Figure 4.8. Voltammograms of 1 mM 1 in the presence of 5.0 mM of various acids.  
Scan rate:  0.100 V/s.  pKa values from Izutsu.60  
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activity at the lowered overpotenials severely drops.  Unfortunately, this trend of lower 

overpotentials being associated with less catalytic activity has been observed with other 

hydrogen producing catalysts.26  Nonetheless, 1 was able to efficiently produce molecular 

hydrogen from weak acids at relatively low overpotentials, however, future studies on 

new catalysts should be able to improve on the catalytic activity shown by 1.   
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CHAPTER 5 
 

THE CHEMISTRY OF DIIRON HYDROGENASE INSPIRED CATALYSTS: 
UNDERSTANDING HOW ELECTRONIC PERTURBATIONS IN THE DIIRON 

CORE AFFECT CATALYTIC ACTIVITY 
 
 

Introduction 

 As discussed in Chapter 4, 1,2-benzenedithiolato diiron hexacarbonyl (1) 

catalytically produces molecular hydrogen from acetic acid in an acetonitrile solution.2  

The benzenedithiolate (bdt) ligand helps modulate the redox reactions of the catalyst by 

lowering the potential difference between successive metal oxidation states.  

Delocalization of the electron density into the benzenedithiolate moiety upon reduction of 

the diiron core results in large geometric changes in the anion. These geometric changes 

allow for potential inversion, or the insertion of a second electron at a lower energy than 

the initial reduction, and the formation of a dianion species (12-) as shown in Scheme 5.1.  

As can be seen in Scheme 5.1, a carbonyl ligand has rotated from a terminal coordination 

site into a bridging site between the two Fe atoms and an Fe-S bond has completely 

cleaved upon formation of the dianion.  The Fe-S bond cleavage and rotation of the 

ligands around the diiron center opens up a protonation site, and is believed to help 

promote catalysis.    

 While the bdt ligand offers favorable properties for catalysis, the electron 

delocalization into the conjugated π-system of the bdt ligand also has adverse effects on 

the extent of catalytic activity.  The delocalization of the electron density into bdt lowers 

the basicity of the diiron core.  Since protonation occurs at the diiron core and 

protonation is the rate-determining step of the catalytic mechanism, lowering the basicity
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Scheme 5.1. Geometric changes that occur upon the first two reductions of 1. 
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of the diiron core decreases the extent of protonation and decreases the catalytic activity.   

 Limiting the delocalization of electron density into the dithiolate moiety, 

therefore, may increase catalytic activity.  Catalysts containing unconjugated dithiolate 

ligands, such as 1,3-propanedithiolato diiron hexacarbonyl (2) do not show electron 

delocalization into the dithiolate ligand.  Figure 5.1 compares the calculated LUMOs for 

catalysts 1 and 2.  As can be seen, the LUMO for 2 contains direct Fe-Fe anti-bonding 

character.  Conversely, the LUMO for 1 is partially delocalized into the conjugated π-

system of the bdt ligand, and has a large amount of Fe-S anti-bond character.  The 

calculations further indicate that the dianion of 2 is more basic than the dianion of 1.  

However, the increased electron density at the diiron center of 2 has an internal repulsive 

effect, and leads to a lack of stability of 2.  Previous studies have shown that the one-

electron reduction product of 2 can dimerize in solution,13 and may also undergo other 

degradation pathways, while no evidence of dimerization or extensive degradation of 1 

has been reported.25  Developing a catalyst with increased electronic density at the iron 

center in conjunction with the favorable properties of ene-dithiolate ligation, therefore, 

could lead to improved catalysis.   

 Phosphine ligands are commonly used to alter the electron density of metal-

carbonyl complexes.74,75  Phosphine ligands are known to increase electron density on 

metal centers due to the good σ-donation properties and the relatively poor 

π-backbonding ability of phosphines compared to carbonyl ligands.  This chapter 

compares the catalytic activity of 1 to three analogs of 1 that contain phosphine ligands. 

The effect of changing the ene-dithiolate moiety on catalytic activity is also discussed.  
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Figure 5.1.  Calculated LUMOs of 1 and 2, which show the LUMO of 1 contains 
considerable amount of Fe-S anti-bonding character and delocalization into the 
conjugated bdt moiety. 
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Experimental Methods 

μ-1,2-Benzenedithiolato diiron pentacarbonyl triphenylphosphine (1(PPh3)): 

50 mg (0.12 mmol) of 1 was dissolved in 15 ml of toluene.  While stirring, 125 mg (0.24 

mmol) of triphenylphosphine (PPh3) was added to the solution.  The solution was then 

brought to reflux near 130 oC using an oil bath.  The reaction was monitored using IR and 

after 3 h no sign of starting material remained.  The dark red solution was rotary 

evaporated to dryness.  A silica gel column was used with a 1:1 hexanes:DCM mixture as 

eluant.  Two distinct products eluted from the column, with the first red band 

corresponding to 1(PPh3).  Crystals were obtained through the vapor diffusion method 

using pentane and DCM.  IR (mineral oil, CO stretching, cm-1): 2043 (s), 1996 (s), 1982 

(s), 1949 (w).   

μ-1,2-Benzenedithiolato diiron tertacarbonyl bis-triphenylphosphine (1(PPh3)2): 

The above synthesis also produced the bis-phosphine molecule 1(PPh3)2.  The dark red 

band containing 1(PPh3)2 exhibited a longer retention time on the column compared to 

the mono PPh3 species.  Crystals were obtained through the vapor diffusion method using 

pentane and DCM.  IR (mineral oil, CO stretching, cm-1): 1988 (s), 1941 (m), 1926 (s), 

1920 (vw).  

1,3,5-Triaza-7-phosphatricyclo[3.3.1.1]decane (PTA) 

1 g of ice was mixed with 15.9 g (0.083 mol) of tetrakis(hydroxymethyl)phosphonium 

chloride in a 200 ml beaker.  A 50% w/w solution containing 4.3 g of NaOH was then 

slowly added to the ice mixture.  The mixture was stirred until it reached room 

temperature (0.5 h).  30 g (0.42 mol) of formaldehyde in a 40% solution was then added 
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to the beaker.  Lastly 9.4 g of hexamethylenetetraamine was dissolved in the solution.  

The solution was allowed to sit overnight and evaporate slowly.  The resulting solid was 

washed three times with 25 ml aliquots of cold ethanol.  The solid was then dissolved in 

250 ml of chloroform and gravity filtered.  The solution was rotary evaporated, resulting 

in a white crystalline solid.   

μ-1,2-Benzenedithiolato diiron tetracarbonyl bis-PTA (1(PTA)2): 

0.26 g (0.062 mmol) of 1 was dissolved in 15 mL of THF with stirring.  0.02 g (0.12 

mmol) of PTA was added to the solution.  The solution was brought to reflux temperature 

(~75 oC) for 2 h using an oil bath.  After 2 h no evidence for 1 was seen in the IR.   A 

silica gel column was used with a 1:1 hexanes:DCM mixture as eluant.  The major band 

was dark red in color.  IR (mineral oil, CO stretching, cm-1): 1998 (s), 1946 (m), 1925 (s). 

Results and Discussion 

(μ-1,2-SC6H4S)Fe2(CO)x(PPh3)y x=5,4 y=1,2.  The X-ray crystal structures of 1(PPh3) 

and 1(PPh3)2 are shown in Figure 5.2 along with the computed gas-phase structures of 

each molecule.  Tables 5.1 and 5.2 also compare selected bonds and angles from the 

calculated structure to the determined crystal structure, and as can be seen, the structural 

parameters are in close agreement.  For both catalysts, the PPh3 ligands substituted at the 

apical position.  The data in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show that the distances between the 

phenyl groups and the benzene ring are on the order of 3.4 Angstroms.  This indicates 

π−-stacking interactions, as the separation of the phenyl rings in 1(PPh3) and 1(PPh3)2 

are very similar to the spacing between planes in graphite.76  

 The introduction of PPh3 as a ligand also altered the solubility of the catalysts.  
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Figure 5.2. X-Ray crystallography structure (top) and computed structures (bottom) of 
1(PPh3) and 1(PPh3)2. 
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Table 5.1. Comparison of Computed Structure of 1(PPh3) to 
Crystallographic Data.a 

Bond/Angle X-Rayb DFTc 
Fe-Fe 2.5031 2.474 
Fe-S 2.2886 2.287 
S…S 2.9431 2.964 
S-C 1.791 1.792 

Fe-Cd 1.791 1.765 
Fe-P 2.2650 2.178 

cen-cene 3.59 3.534 
C-Od 1.138 1.159 

S-Fe-S 80.04 80.8 
Fe-S-Fe 66.30 65.5 
S-Fe-Ca 101.21 102.5 
S-Fe-P 105.51 102.4 

Ca-Fe-Cb 100.06 100.5 
P-Fe-Cb 97.18 98.7 
Cb-Fe-Cb 91.58 91.3  

a Bond lengths:  Å; angles: degrees. 
b Ca refers to the apical COs in the local square-based pyramid geometry of each 
Fe, and Cb refers to the basal COs. 
c See experimental methods section and Chapter 2 for details of the DFT method. 
d Averaged over all COs 
e cen refers to the centroid of the phenyl rings and the bdt ring. 
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Table 5.2. Comparison of Computed Structure of 1(PPh3)2 to 
Crystallographic Data.a 

Bond/Angle X-Rayb DFTc 
Fe-Fe 2.5026 2.448 
Fe-S 2.2875 2.352 
S…S 2.9307 3.086 
S-C 1.7833 1.864 

Fe-Cd 1.763 1.743 
Fe-P 2.2476 2.254 

cen-C6
e 3.326 3.129 

cen-C9
e 3.250 3.096 

C-Od 1.148 1.190 
S-Fe-S 79.673 82.0 
Fe-S-Fe 66.323 62.7 
S-Fe-P 103.838 99.4 
P-Fe-Cb 97.54 99.6 
Cb-Fe-Cb 90.56 92.0  

a Bond lengths:  Å; angles: degrees. 
b Ca refers to the apical COs in the local square-based pyramid geometry of each 
Fe, and Cb refers to the basal COs. 
c See experimental methods section and Chapter 2 for details of the DFT method. 
d Averaged over all COs. 
e cen refers to the centroid of the phenyl rings. 
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Both 1(PPh3) and 1(PPh3)2 were insoluble in acetonitrile, hence the electrochemical 

experiments were performed in DCM.  Figure 5.3 shows three overlaid CVs: one CV of 

1(PPh3) in the absence of acetic acid, and a second CV of 1(PPh3) with 5 mM acetic acid 

added to the solution, and a third CV of just 5 mM acetic acid without the catalyst 

present.  The CVs show an initial one electron reduction of the catalyst near -1.85 V vs. 

Fc+/Fc and, in the absence of acetic acid, no other observed reduction events.  When the 

concentration of acetic acid is increased to 5 mM, a second reduction peak occurs at more 

negative potentials, near -2.15 V vs. Fc+/Fc.  This peak is attributed to the catalytic 

reduction of acetic acid to produce molecular hydrogen.  The CV of just acetic acid 

illustrates that direct reduction of the acid has a negligible effect on the catalytic peak 

shape. The CV scans were not carried out to more negative potentials because of solvent 

limitations. 

 1(PPh3)2 also exhibited catalytic activity in the presence of acetic acid in DCM 

solutions.  The CV of 1(PPh3)2 in the absence of acetic acid, shown in Figure 5.4, shows 

that the first reduction of the catalyst occurs near -2.2 V vs. Fc+/Fc.  Increasing additions 

of acetic acid resulted in an increasing of the peak height attributed to the initial reduction 

peak. Catalysis at the initial reduction peak indicates that addition of two PPh3 ligands 

increased the basicity of the catalyst to the point where the anion species was basic 

enough to be protonated by acetic acid.  Catalysis at the first reduction peak is consistent 

with an ECCE mechanism23 because reduction of the neutral catalyst creates a base 

strong enough to react with two equivalents of weak acid.   One more reduction event, or  
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Figure 5.3. Voltammograms in 0.1 M Bu4NPF6/CH2Cl2 at 0.1 V/s.  Black scan is 1 mM 
catalyst without acid present.  Red scan is the 1 mM catalyst in the presence of 5 mM 
acetic acid.  Blue scan is the direct reduction of 5 mM acetic acid for comparison.  The 
variation of the initial reduction peak of 1(PPh3) is attributed to small variations in 
concentration due to solvent evaporation. 
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Figure 5.4. Voltammograms in 0.1 M Bu4NPF6/CH2Cl2 at 0.1 V/s.  Black scan is 1 mM 
catalyst without acid present.  Red scan is the catalyst in the presence of 5 mM acetic 
acid. The peak near -2.2 V continues to increase with increasing concentration of acetic 
acid.  Blue scan is the direct reduction of 5 mM acetic acid for comparison.   
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E step, allows for the catalyst to release H2 and regenerate a neutral species.   

 While both 1(PPh3) and 1(PPh3)2 exhibited catalytic activity in the presence of 

acetic acid, the standard reduction potentials and pKa values of many weak acids, 

including acetic acid, are unknown in DCM.  Therefore, it is hard to measure the 

efficiency of the catalysts.  One important observation, however, was the first reduction 

processes for both catalysts were measured as irreversible one-electron processes, while 

the parent complex, 1, exhibits a fully reversible two-electron initial reduction.  The 

irreversible reduction of 1(PPh3) and 1(PPh3)2 indicates that the anion of the catalysts 

forms a species that is unable to return to the stable neutral complex upon oxidation, 

which is an undesirable property.  Also, the fact that 1(PPh3) and 1(PPh3)2 only undergo 

one-electron reductions, compared to the two-electron reduction of 1, shows that 

potential inversion, a large advantage of 1 compared to catalysts such as 2, is not 

occurring with 1(PPh3) and 1(PPh3)2.  The LUMO character for all three catalysts is 

similar, hence the differences in the initial reduction events of the catalysts must arise 

from electrostatic or geometric constraints.  One possible explanation for the one-electron 

reductions is that the π-interactions between the phenyl groups from the phosphine 

ligands and the benzene ring may prevent rotation of the benzene ring out of the 

perpendicular plane of the diiron center, which is a pivotal step in the potential inversion 

of 1. 

(μ-1,2-SC6H4S)Fe2(CO)4(PTA)2.  To improve the solubility of phosphine-ligand-

containing catalysts in polar solvents, such as acetonitrile, the PTA ligand was 

synthesized according to previous procedures77, and then di-substituted on 1 to form 
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1(PTA)2.  The calculated structure of 1(PTA)2 with both PTA ligands in apical positions 

is shown in Figure 5.5.  The crystal structure of 1(PTA)2 was not obtained, but the 

carbonyl stretching frequencies of 1(PTA)2 have the same splitting patterns and relative 

intensities as 1(PPh3)2 as is shown in Figure 5.6.  

 The CVs of 1(PTA)2 were collected in acetonitrile and are shown in Figure 5.7.  

The solid line CV scan is of 1(PTA)2 without acetic acid present.  The first reduction 

process occurs near -1.9 V vs. Fc+/Fc, and no subsequent reduction peaks are observed.  

The addition of 5 mM acetic acid results in a second, broad cathodic peak occurring 

around -2.3 V that is attributed to the catalytic reduction of acetic acid to produce 

molecular hydrogen.  The change in the peak height and peak potential of the first 

reduction peak may indicate a small amount of catalysis is occurring at the initial 

reduction peak, but the predominant catalytic process occurs at more negative potentials.  

1(PTA)2 appears to exhibit more catalytic current than the parent complex 1, however, 

the catalytic half-peak potential with 1(PTA)2 occurs at potentials 0.4 V more negative 

than catalysis with 1.  Hence, 1(PTA)2 is not a promising catalyst due to working at 

overpotentials near -0.9 V. 

 1(PTA)2 also exhibited an irreversible one-electron initial reduction, similar to 

1(PPh3) and 1(PPh3)2.  Unlike 1(PPh3) and 1(PPh3)2, 1(PTA)2 does not contain ligands 

that can have π-π interactions with the benzene dithiolate π-system.  Therefore, the 

chemical irreversibility of 1(PTA)2 upon reduction cannot be explained through 

interaction with the phosphine ligands and the benzene dithiolate moiety.  The 

irreversibility of the  reduction may arise from the loss of a PTA ligand,  but no reduction  
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Figure 5.5. Calculated structure for the proposed geometry of 1(PTA)2. 
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Figure 5.6.  IR spectra in the carbonyl stretching region of 1(PTA)2 and 1(PPh3)2 
showing that the splitting and relative intensities of the stretching frequencies are similar. 
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Figure 5.7. Voltammograms in 0.1 M Bu4NPF6/CH2Cl2 at 0.1 V/s.  Black scan is 1 mM 
catalyst without acid present.  Red scan is the 1 mM catalyst in the presence of 5 mM 
acetic acid.  Blue scan is the direct reduction of 5 mM acetic acid for comparison.   
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peaks possibly corresponding to a mono-substitued PTA species were observed.  Another 

possible explanation is the irreversibility may arise from the relative bulkiness of the 

PTA ligands compared to carbonyl ligands.  The larger PTA ligands may slow down 

rotation of the ligands around the Fe atoms, and hence the geometric changes that need to 

occur to obtain potential inversion are occurring on a slower time scale than that of the 

electrochemical measurements.  Lastly, addition of phosphine ligands may add an 

excessive amount of electron density onto the diiron core resulting in very unstable 

dianion species of the phosphine containing catalysts, hence potential inversion is 

unattainable. 

[μ-1,2-SC6H2(OCH3)2S][Fe(CO)3]2.  Less extreme changes to the electron density of the 

diiron core can be achieved through changing the dithiolate ligand.  Molecule 378, shown 

in Figure 5.8, contains a 1,4-dimethoxy-2,3-benzenedithiolate moiety instead of the 

1,2-benzene dithiolate in 1.  Calculations indicate that the “up-up” conformation of the 

methoxy substituents shown in Figure 5.8 is more stable than the “up-down” 

conformation by 23.4 kJ/mol.  Calculations on 3 starting from a “down-down” methoxy 

conformation converged to the “up-down” structure.   

 The 1,4-dimethoxy-2,3-benzenedithiolate moiety maintains the rigid geometry 

and redox modulating properties of 1,2-benzene dithiolate, hence 3 exhibits similar 

catalytic properties to 1.  Both catalysts display fully reversible initial two-electron 

reductions and no indication of degradation pathways.  The orbital character of the 

LUMO of 3, illustrated in Figure 5.8, is also nearly identical to the LUMO of 1.  The only  

main difference between the two dithiolates is that the methoxy substituents donate 
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Figure 5.8. The calculated lowest energy conformation of 3 and the calculated LUMO of 
3.  The LUMO character is very similar to the LUMO of 1. 
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electron density into the benzene system. The electron donation of the methoxy 

substituents results in less delocalization of electron density from the diiron core into the 

1,4-dimethoxy-2,3-benzenedithiolate moiety of 3, compared to 1.  The effect of the 

smaller extent of electron delocalization is observed in the calculated pKa values of 1 and 

3.  Calculations indicate that 3 is one pKa unit more basic than 1.78  The greater basicity is 

also experimentally observed in the CV of 3 (Figure 5.9).  3 shows increased catalytic 

peak current compared to 1, and at nearly comparable overpotentials.  The CV of 3 shows 

that increased catalytic activity can be achieved by increasing the basicity of the diiron 

core.   

Conclusions 

 Attempts to increase catalytic activity by increasing the electron density, and 

hence basicity, of the diiron core of 1 gave varied results.  Catalysts 1(PPh3) and 

1(PPh3)2 both exhibited extensive catalysis of acetic acid, however, the catalysis 

occurred in DCM because the catalysts lack solubility in polar solvents.  The standard 

reduction potentials and pKa values of many weak acids are not known in DCM, hence it 

is hard to measure the catalytic efficiency of 1(PPh3) and 1(PPh3)2.  Utilizing the PTA 

ligand instead of PPh3 aided in making a catalyst that was soluble in acetonitrile.  

1(PTA)2 had a larger catalytic peak current compared to 1, but the catalysis occurred at a 

much higher overpotenial.  The increase in overpotential is possibly due to excessive 

electron density on the diiron core preventing the formation of a dianion species of 

1(PTA)2. 
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Figure 5.9. Voltammograms of 1.0 mM catalysts and 50 mM acetic acid in 0.1 M 
Bu4NPF6/CH2Cl2 at 0.1 V/s.  The comparison shows that 3 exhibits greater catalytic peak 
current, albeit at a slightly greater overpotential. 
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 Changing the ene-dithiolate moiety from 1,2-benzenedithiolate in 1, to 

1,4-dimethoxy-2,3-benzenedithiolate in 3 resulted in small, but very noticeable changes 

in the electron density of the diiron core.  The electron donating properties of the 

methoxy substituents increased the basicity of 3 compared to 1, as was indicated by  

calculated pKa values and a slight shift to lower frequencies in the carbonyl stretching 

region for 3 compared to 1.  The increased basicity resulted in the increased catalytic 

activity of 3.  The catalytic overpotential of 3 is 91 mV greater than that of 1, but this 

increase in overpotential is small when compared to the greater than 400 mV increase in 

overpotential going from 1 to 1(PTA)2.  Further tuning of the electron density at the 

diiron core of ene-dithiolate containing catalysts should be able to determine the optimum 

balance between basicity and catalytic activity. 
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CHAPTER 6 

INSIGHTS INTO SOLVOLYSIS AND REORGANIZATION ENERGY FROM GAS-
PHASE, ELECTROCHEMICAL, AND THEORETICAL STUDIES OF  

OXO-Tp*Mo(V) MOLECULES 
 

Introduction 

 Molybdenum-containing enzymes play an important biological role in animals, 

plants, and microorganisms.  Oxomolybdenum active sites are involved in the 

metabolism of sulfur, nitrogen, and carbon.  These catalytic active sites undergo formal 

two-electron redox processes between the Mo(VI) and Mo(IV) oxidation states,15 

therefore, it is important to understand the electron transfer properties of oxomolybdenum 

centers.  Extensive work has been performed on oxo-Mo(V) centers containing the 

tridentate ligand hydrotris(3,5-dimethyl-1-pyrazolyl)borate (Tp*).  Previous work 

compared ligands with oxygen donor atoms to ligands containing sulfur donor atoms.79-81 

The studies concluded that, due to the greater amount of covalency in Mo-S bonds 

compared to Mo-O bonds, sulfur atom ligation leads to smaller cation reorganization 

energies.   Hence, as according to Marcus theory, faster electron transfer rates were 

obtainable at oxomolybdenum centers with sulfur atom ligation.82  In another study,83 it 

was concluded that the electrochemical potentials of oxo-Mo(V) molecules were highly 

sensitive to changing the para substituent on a series of phenolate ligands.   

 In this study, photoelectron spectroscopy, electrochemistry, and density functional 

theory calculations were used to study a series of oxo-Mo(V) molecules substituted with 

diolato and alkoxide ligands (Figure 6.1).  All of the molecules show a quasi-reversible 

one-electron oxidation in dichloromethane, and a broad low-energy ionization band in the 
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Figure 6.1. Structure of Tp*MoO(OX)2 molecules. 
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gas-phase photoelectron spectra, both of which are highly sensitive to the number of 

carbon atoms in the diolato or alkoxide ligands.  The well isolated, low-energy 

ionizations in the gas-phase photoelectron spectra give insight into the magnitude of the 

cation reorganization energies (Er
+) for the molecules of this study, as illustrated in 

Figure 1.1 of Chapter 1.7  Cyclic voltammetry can be related to the photoelectron 

spectroscopy experiments by directly measuring the energy between points A and C, 

however, cyclic voltammetry is a free energy measurement and also incurs energy 

changes associated with solvent effects.  Theoretical cation reorganization energies were 

also computed, and the molecules examined exhibited a large range of Er
+ values. A 

unique correlation of the results from the photoelectron spectra and cyclic 

voltammograms is presented.  

Experimental Methods 

 Molecules A – F were prepared according to previously reported methods.84  For 

the alkoxide complexes, 1 mL of the appropriate alcohol was reduced with 0.1 g of pure 

sodium.  A green solution of Tp*MoOCl2 dissolved in 25 ml of toluene was then 

canulated into the flask containing the alkoxide under an Ar atmosphere using Schlenk 

line techniques.  The solution was heated to 80oC for one hour.  The solution was filtered 

to remove any solid salts.  Subsequent cooling of the solution precipitated a green solid 

believed to be starting material or the mono substituted Tp*MoOCl(OX) species.  The 

green solid was removed from the solution through filtration, and then the solvent was 

evaporated to dryness in vacuo, resulting in the desired product.  The diolato complexes 

used in this study were prepared previously by Chang et al.84 
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 Photoelectron spectra were recorded on the same instrument with the same 

spectral fitting procedures as reported in Chapter 2. The vertical ionization energy of each 

molecule, defined as the position of the peak maximum in the analytical representation of 

the first ionization band, is reproducible to about ±0.02 eV.  All samples sublimed 

cleanly without evidence of decomposition.  Sublimation temperature ranges were 132 – 

145 oC for A, 147 – 151 oC for B, 124 – 138 oC for C, 152 – 161 oC for D, 147 – 151 oC 

for E, and 153 – 161 oC for F. 

 All electrochemical experiments were performed at room temperature using a 

Bioanalytical Systems (BAS) CV-50W potentiostat. All solutions contained ~0.1 M 

tertrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate as a supporting electrolyte in degassed, 

anhydrous dichloromethane.  A scan rate of 0.1 V/s was used for all voltammograms.  A 

platinum-disk working electrode (1.6 mm diameter) was used with a platinum wire 

auxiliary electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode.  The working electrode was 

polished with alumina prior to each experiment.  Potentials were measured with respect 

to the ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+) couple, which was measured in a separate solution, 

and all values are reported as the average of the oxidation and reduction peaks (E1/2) with 

respect to the Fc/Fc+ redox couple. 

 All calculations were performed according to the procedure outlined in Chapter 2 

with the exception that the OPTX density functional was used to calculate all electronic 

energies instead of the OPBE functional, and the solvent parameters implemented were 

those defined by the ADF2006.01d program to simulate a dichloromethane solvated 

environment.  The OPTX functional was compared to many other common functionals 
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found in the ADF package, and the OPTX functional most accurately predicted oxidation 

potentials and ionization energies for this series of oxo-Tp*Mo molecules.    

 Standard potentials versus ferrocene were computed as the free energy difference 

of the reaction Fc+ + A
.
 ⇌ Fc + A+, where A

.
 is the oxo-Tp*Mo molecule under 

investigation.  From this, the standard potential is obtained by the relation E°A
.
/A+ vs. 

ferrocene = -ΔG°rxn/F where F is Faraday’s constant.  When the free energy is expressed 

in units of volts the numerical value of the Faraday constant is 1.  The absolute half-cell 

potential for the Fc/Fc+ couple was calculated to be -5.17 V in dichloromethane. 

Results and Discussion 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy.  The He I photoelectron spectra of the six Tp*MoO(OX)2 

molecules studied are displayed in Figure 6.2.  Spectra A-D and F match the spectra 

reported previously for these molecules.85  A close up of the spectra from 10 to 5.5 eV 

show two main features of the ionization profile: (1) the ionization band above 7.5 eV, 

and (2) the broad, low-intensity band between 7.5 and 6 eV.  Ionizations above 7.5 eV 

binding energy are attributed to ionization of the ligands85 and were not analyzed in any 

detail for this study.  The band below 7.5 eV, however, is attributed to the ionization of 

the lone d1 Mo(V) electron for these molecules.  The broadness of these low energy 

ionization bands indicates large reorganization energies upon formation of the cation 

structures.72  For all molecules, the low energy ionization band is approximately the same 

width, which initially indicates the cation reorganization energies are similar across the 

entire series of molecules.   
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Figure 6.2. Close-up HeI photoelectron spectra of Tp*MoO(OX)2 molecules.  The broad 
band near 7 eV is assigned to the ionization of the Mo 4d1 electron. 
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 To gain further insight into the ionizations and to determine whether the cation 

reorganization energies are similar, density functional theory calculations were 

performed.  The geometric and electronic structures for all six neutral and corresponding 

cation molecules were calculated.  The calculated vertical ionization energies are 

compared to the experimental values in Table 6.1.  The calculated values and the trends 

are in good agreement with the experimental values, indicating that the calculations are 

able to properly predict the geometric and electronic structures of the molecules. Figure 

6.3 illustrates the lowest energy neutral structures for Tp*MoO(OEt)2 (B) and 

Tp*MoO[O(CH2)3O] (D) along with the calculated singly occupied molecular orbital 

(SOMO) for each molecule.  The SOMO is the highest energy occupied orbital, and 

hence, ionization from this orbital is the orbital responsible for the broad first band in the 

PE spectra.  As can be seen from Figure 6.3, the SOMO consists of primarily 

molybdenum character, but also contains a large amount of anti-bonding character 

between the alkoxide or diolato oxygen atoms and the molybdenum center.  This anti-

bonding interaction between the pπ electrons of the oxygen atoms and the dπ electron of 

the molybdenum atom strongly destabilizes the SOMO of the molecules.  Ionization of 

the d1 Mo(V) electron relieves the repulsive interaction and results in a relaxation along 

the O-Mo-O bond angle and the oxo-Mo-O-C dihedral for the alkoxide molecules.  This 

relaxation has been shown previously to be an important factor in cation reorganization 

energies of d1 bent-metallocene CpMX2 complexes.86 The diolato molecules, however, 

cannot undergo large geometric reorganizations due to the reorganizations putting strain 

in the alkyl linkers in the chelating ligands.    Table 6.2 lists the O-Mo-O bond angles and  
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Table 6.1. Experimental and Calculated Vertical Ionization Energies (eV) and Oxidation 
Potentials (V versus Fc/Fc+). 

Molecule Expt. 
VIE 

Calc. 
VIE Er

+ ΔGsolv ΔG° 
(trans, rot, vib)

Calc. 
o
oxE  

Expt. 
o
oxE  

A 6.63 6.66 0.50 0.86 0.04 0.15 0.09 
B 6.60 6.54 0.48 0.85 0.02 0.14 0.05 
C 6.58 6.52 0.51 0.81 0.06 0.10 0.03 
D 6.84 6.91 0.15 0.85 0.01 0.54 0.44 
E 6.81 6.81 0.17 0.83 0.01 0.44 0.47 
F 6.71 6.74 0.20 0.85 0.02 0.36 0.32 

VIE is the gas-phase vertical ionization energy (eV).  Er
+ is the calculated gas-phase reorganization 

energy of the molecular positive ion (eV).  ΔGsolv is the calculated difference in free energy of solvation 
of the molecular cation and neutral species in dichloromethane (Es

+ - Es°, eV).  ΔG° is the calculated 
gas-phase translational, rotational, and vibrational contributions to the free energy change with 
ionization.  The vibrational contribution includes the zero-point energy (eV). o

oxE  is the standard 
oxidation potential (V versus Fc/Fc+). 
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Figure 6.3. The calculated SOMO for representative alkoxide (B) and diolato (D) 
molecules.  The SOMOs are primarily the lone Mo 4d1 electron, but they also contain 
considerable anti-bonding character from the O pπ orbitals. 
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the oxo-Mo-O-C dihedrals for the computed lowest-energy neutral and cation molecules.  

As can be seen from Table 6.2, the alkoxide molecules are able to go through much larger 

geometric reorganizations upon ionization compared to the diolato molecules, and hence 

should exhibit much larger cation reorganization energies, Er
+.   

   The calculated energies do indicate that the Er
+ of the molecules are not similar as 

initially suspected from analysis of the PE spectra.  The calculated values are listed in 

Table 6.1 and range from a low of 0.15 to 0.20 eV for the diolato molecules in 

comparison to about 0.5 eV value for the alkoxide molecules.  The large calculated 

reorganization energies for the alkoxide molecules agree well with the broadness of the 

first ionization band in the PE spectra.  However, the PE spectra of the diolato molecules 

also exhibit a large degree of broadening in the first peak, similar to the alkoxide 

molecules, despite the expected and calculated smaller reorganization energies.  A further 

computational investigation into the diolato molecules indicated that the broadening was 

due to ionization of multiple geometric conformations of the chelating diolato ligands, 

which can adopt chair or boat structures.  For F, chair-chair, chair-boat, or boat-boat 

structures are possible for the diolato ring ligand as shown in Figure 6.4.  The chair 

conformations for D and E were calculated as the lowest energy, predominant conformer, 

and the chair-boat structure for F, but a Boltzman distribution analysis, at the sublimation 

temperature of the molecules, indicated that the boat conformers are present and have an 

effect on the PE spectrum.  The calculated vertical ionizations of the minor conformers 

(Table 6.3) are all higher in energy than the calculated vertical ionization energies of the 

chair  conformers,  but  fall  within  the  experimental  ionization  band.    The ionizations  
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Table 6.2. Calculated changes in O-Mo-O bond 
angles and oxo-Mo-O-C dihedrals upon ionization.a 

 Molecule O-Mo-O oxo-Mo-O-Cb 
alkoxide A 11.5 34.6 

complexes B 11.3 30.0 
 C 10.5 25.4 

diolato D 0.2 10.4 
complexes E 0.4 10.0 

 F 0.4 15.0 
a Only values for the lowest energy calculated structures are 
reported.   
b Values averaged over both dihedrals in molecule. 
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Figure 6.4. The three possible conformers of F.  Calculations indicate that the boat-chair 
conformer is the lowest energy structure.  
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Table 6.3. Calculated vertical ionization 
energies and thermal population analysis at the 
sublimation temperature for the diolato 
molecules. 

Molecule / 
Confomer 

Vertical IE 
(eV) 

% of 
population 

D   
boat 6.92 6 
chair 6.71 94 

E   
boat 6.81 2 
chair 6.61 98 

F   
boat-boat 6.77 4 
chair-boat 6.63 95 
chair-chair 6.58 1  
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band.   The ionizations of the minor conformers, therefore, should have a broadening 

effect on the first ionization band, while having a negligible effect on the overlapping 

ionization bands above 7.5 eV.  

 Another set of computations were also performed to further illustrate that the 

large Er
+ values for the alkoxide molecules arise from the geometric changes that are 

unattainable in the diolato molecules.  A geometry optimization calculation was 

performed on the cation of molecule A starting from the neutral geometry and with the 

O-Mo-O angle constrained to the value for the neutral molecule.  The resulting cation 

with the frozen O-Mo-O angle was 0.16 eV higher in energy that the lowest energy cation 

structure of A, meaning the Er
+ value was much smaller.  A similar calculation in which 

the O-Mo-O angle was allowed to optimize, but the oxo-Mo-O-C dihedral was frozen to 

the value found in the neutral molecule also resulted in a decrease of the Er
+, by a value 

of 0.14 eV.  Hence, the relaxations of the O-Mo-O bond angles and the oxo-Mo-O-C 

dihedrals in the alkoxide molecules account for a large portion of the approximately 0.3 

eV difference in the cation reorganization energies.  These geometric reorganizations do 

not occur in the diolato molecules and therefore explains the much smaller calculated Er
+ 

observed for the diolato molecules. 

Electrochemistry.  Cyclic voltammetry was used to determine the oxidation potentials 

for the Mo(V/VI) couple of the Tp*MoO(OX)2 molecules.  All cyclic voltammograms 

(CVs), displayed in Figure 6.5, exhibited a quasi-reversible wave.  Reduction potentials 

of the Mo(V) species were not examined for this study, but have been reported 

previously.84  
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Figure 6.5. Cyclic voltammograms of molecules A – F.  Experimental conditions found 
in experimental section.  The arrows indicate the direction of the scan.  Switching 
potentials not shown. 
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 Initial examination of the CVs showed that the oxidation potentials for the 

Tp*MoO(OX)2 molecules are very sensitive to the number of carbon atoms present in the 

diolato rings and alkoxide chains.  Oxidation potentials range from 0.03 V to 0.47 V in 

dichloromethane (vs. Fc+/Fc), and are compared to calculated values in Table 6.1.  The 

strong agreement between the calculated and experimental oxidation potentials indicates 

that the calculations account well for the structural changes of the cations, along with the 

solvation energies associated with solution phase oxidation.   

 The solvation energy of a molecule is defined as the energy required to remove a 

molecule from a solvated environment into vacuum.   Neutral molecules of similar size 

and composition, such as the Tp*MoO(OX)2 molecules of this study, are expected to 

have very similar solvation energies.  Also, charged molecules typically have larger 

solvation energies than neutral molecules, as the charge is stabilized by the surrounding 

solvent molecules.  In addition, it is common for less energetically stable charges to have 

larger solvation energies, even if the molecules are similar in size and chemical 

composition.  For example, a previous study on the correlation between the oxidation 

potentials and ionization energies of substituted ferrocene molecules resulted in a 

correlation plot with a slope of less than unity.87  The value of the slope was attributed to 

stronger interactions between the solvent and the ferrocene derivatives with higher 

ionization potentials.  Therefore, the solvent stabilization energy (ΔEs), or the energy 

difference between the solvation energies of the similar cation and the neutral molecules 

(Es
+ - Es

o), is expected to be larger for molecules with higher oxidation potentials.  

However, a comparison of calculated solvent stabilization energies for this series of 
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Tp*MoO(OX)2 molecules showed that despite the large differences in oxidation 

potentials, the solvent stabilization energies were very similar (Table 6.1).  The solvent 

stabilization energies are most likely dictated by the large Tp* ligand.  As discussed 

earlier, the ionization is largely localized on the Mo center of the molecules, and the 

bulky Tp* ligand helps “shield” the positively charged Mo center from the solvent 

molecules.  The large Tp* ligand will also have a sizable solvation energy, which may 

dominate the overall solvation energy of the entire molecule.   

Correlation Between Photoelectron Spectroscopy and Electrochemistry.  

Experimental and computational data both indicate that the solution-phase oxidation and 

gas-phase ionization of Tp*MoO(OX)2 molecules are very sensitive to the composition 

of the OX ligands.  Although photoelectron spectroscopy and electrochemistry differ in 

multiple ways, most importantly that PES is independent of solvent effects and the time 

scale of ionization in a PES experiment prohibits molecular rearrangements, there is often 

a linear correlation between the measurements made by these the two techniques.  The 

linear relationship between oxidation potentials (E1/2) and vertical ionization energies 

(IEv) can be represented by equation 6.1, where Er
+ is the reorganization energy of the 

( ) 1,,2/1 CGEEEIEE vibrottrans
o
ssrv +Δ−−−−= ++

 6.1 

cation and C1 is a constant dependent on solvent and the work function of the electrode.  

Many previous studies83,87-89 have generally shown that Es
o and Er

+ values are virtually 

constant over a series of similar molecules and can be ignored, therefore, equation 6.1 

can rewritten as equation 6.2, where C2 = Er
+ - Es

o + C1 .  The Es
+ values in 6.2 are 

typically proportional to IEv values, resulting in a plot of E1/2 versus IEv values with a 
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slope of less than unity.  For example, the correlation between E1/2 and IEv for a seriers of 

substituted ferrocene molecules resulted in a slope of 0.66.87 
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 Computational studies on the Tp*MoO(OX)2 series, however, show that the 

solvent stabilization energy (Es
+ - Es

o) is relatively constant, hence, it can be removed 

from equation 6.1, meaning Er
+ values will have the largest effect on the correlation.  

Since Er
+ values are not proportional to IEv values, the slope of the line can theoretically 

exceed one.  A correlation of E1/2 versus IE did result in a slope of greater than unity as 

shown in Figure 6.6.  To our knowledge, this is the first instance that a correlation slope 

of greater than unity has been reported.  Photoelectron spectroscopy and density 

functional theory calculations indicate that molecules with smaller IEvs have large cation 

reorganization energies while the chelating molecules with larger IEvs have smaller cation 

reorganization energies due to less geometric freedom in the diolato ligands.  This 

correlation is the driving force towards having a slope greater than unity when E1/2 is 

plotted versus IEv. 

Conclusions 

 The gas-phase ionizations and solution-phase oxidations for the series of 

Tp*MoO(OX)2 molecules studied exhibited a strong dependence on the nature of the 

diolato and alkoxide ligands.  The magnitude and range of the cation reorganization 

energies of these molecules was also very large, as determined through PE spectroscopy 

and DFT calculations.  The large reorganization energies are likely influenced by
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Figure 6.6. Correlation between oxidation potentials (V vs. Fc/Fc+) and vertical 
ionization energies (eV) for Tp*MoO(OX)2 molecules.   
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 minimal electronic charge redistribution caused by a lack of molybdenum–oxygen bond 

convalency as predicted by Solomon et al.90  These molecules also showed a unique 

correlation between the photoelectron ionizations and electrochemical oxidation 

potentials.  Unlike previous studies, a plot of oxidation potentials versus ionization 

energies resulted in a slope of greater than one, and DFT calculations indicate the slope is 

unaffected by solvent stabilization energies.  By essentially removing the importance of 

solvent effects the Tp*MoO(OX)2 molecules offer highly tunable redox potentials 

strongly dependent on internal reorganization energies.   

 Finally, the Mo(IV/V/VI) oxidation states that occur in molybdenum enzymes can 

all be accessed in Tp*MoO(OX)2 compounds. However, the dominance of internal 

reorganization energies found here for the Mo(V/VI) oxidations of these alkoxide and 

diolate molecules would make facile electron transfer reactions less favorable compared 

to the much more covalent Mo-dithiolene centers that are found in enzymes.   
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CHAPTER 7 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Conclusions 

 Through the use of density functional theory calculations, cyclic voltammetry, 

and photoelectron spectroscopy, this work was able to gain insight into how geometric 

and electronic changes can affect the possible catalytic activity of many Fe and Mo 

containing molecules.  The combined use of all three techniques was able to develop a 

much more complete understanding of each molecule studied.   

 While PES gives the most direct probe of electronic structure and cyclic 

voltammetry can give valuable insights into catalytic mechanisms and catalytic 

efficiencies, DFT calculations are what give the insight into the nature of the mechanistic 

steps and reactive intermediates.  The semi-empirical nature of DFT functionals can lead 

to a wide variety of computational results for the same problem.  Therefore, it is 

imperative to determine a computational methodology with a functional that can properly 

predict experimental observables.   

 The GGA OPBE functional has been shown to properly calculate the spin states 

of Fe-containing hemes.41  Chapter 2 compares the OPBE functional to a few other 

functionals commonly reported in the literature.  The comparison showed that OPBE was 

able to more closely predict reduction potentials and pKa values for a series of Fp 

molecules and organic acids.  The OPBE functional was also able to properly model 

ionization energies and infrared carbonyl stretching frequencies.  The OPBE functional, 
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therefore, was used to model all Fe-containing molecules reported within this 

dissertation.   

 When the OPBE functional, however, was applied to the oxo-Mo(V) molecules 

reported in Chapter 6, the functional was unable to properly model the energies of the 

molecules, further illustrating the semi-empirical nature of DFT calculations.  Another 

comparison of functionals was carried out, and it was determined that the GGA OPTX 

functional best modeled the oxo-Mo(V) molecules.  In both cases, the calculations were 

able to give valuable insight into the properties of the molecules studied. 

 During the study on the Tp*MoO(OX)2 molecules, calculations were able to 

explain the origins of the unique correlation between the gas-phase ionization energies 

and solution-phase oxidation potentials of the molecules.  Calculations indicated that the 

lone d1 Mo electron was highly localized on the Mo center and was in an anti-bonding 

interaction with the oxygen atoms of the alkoxide or diolato ligands.  The PE spectra of 

the molecules exhibited very low energy, broad first ionization bands, which supported 

the computational results.  The calculations further indicated that the removal of the d1 

electron resulted in large geometric reorganizations, especially in the alkoxide molecules, 

and these large reorganizations lead to large cation reorganization, Er
+, energies.  Due to 

the shielding of the localized positive charge, the large Er
+ values were also able to 

dominate the overall thermodynamic contributions to the oxidation potentials.  The study 

was the first experimental study to support previous theoretical work that predicted that 

solvent effects could be “muted” by molecules with large reorganization energies.91  

 The calculations were also able to give insight into the pKa value of FpH.  The 
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initial reported pKa for FpH was 19.4.  However, the calculations reported in this 

dissertation estimated the pKa of FpH to be 27.4.  This large discrepancy was surprising 

considering the calculations were able to properly model the solution phase reduction 

potential and gas-phase ionization energy of FpH.  Also, electrochemical simulations 

estimated that the pKa of FpH should be near 26.0.  The disagreement between the 

reported value and the estimated values lead to a further study on the pKa of FpH.  An IR 

study showed that Fp- was readily protonated by 4-tert-butylphenol in acetonitrile to form 

FpH.  The equilibrium constant for the reaction was determined and from that the pKa of 

FpH was found to be 26.7 ± 0.2.   

 The large pKa for FpH allows for catalytic reduction of very weak acids starting 

from the procatalyst Fp2.  4-tert-butylphenol (pKa =27.5) was the weakest acid reported26 

to be catalytically reduced to form molecular hydrogen.  Small, but discernable, catalytic 

activity was even observed with the extremely weak acids, methanol and water.  The 

large pKa in conjunction with the structure of the Fp molecules does have adverse effects 

on the catalytic activity also.  The catalysis occurs from a very basic mono-Fe species, 

hence very little electron delocalization can occur, which leads to reduction potentials 

that are very large in magnitude.  Catalytic reduction of 4-tert-butylphenol occurs at an 

overpotential of 0.77 V and catalytic reduction of acetic acids occurs at an overpotential 

of 1.04 V, which is much larger than overpotentials reported for diiron catalysts.25 

 One diiron catalyst that exhibits catalytic activity at relatively low overpotentials 

is (μ-1,2-benzenedithiolato) diiron hexacarbonyl.  Calculations along with 

electrochemical simulations were able to determine that once (μ-1,2-benzenedithiolato) 
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diiron hexacarbonyl is reduced, the anion enters into a catalytic cycle that produces 

molecular hydrogen through an ECEC mechanism.  The 1,2-benzenedithiolate moiety 

helps delocalize the electron density of the catalyst, and hence stabilizes the redox states 

of the catalyst and helps lower the overpotentials of catalysis.  The initial reduction of (μ-

1,2-benzenedithiolato) diiron hexacarbonyl is followed by a large geometric 

rearrangement which allows for potential inversion to take place and immediately form a 

dianion species.  Protonation of the dianion followed by reduction of the protonated 

species leads to the catalytic production of molecular hydrogen from acetic acid at only 

0.57 V overpotential.  However, the extensive delocalization of electron density also has 

an adverse effect on catalysis.  The calculated pKa of the (μ-1,2-benzenedithiolato) diiron 

hexacarbonyl dianion species is only 22.9.  The low pKa value limits the ability of 

(μ-1,2-benzenedithiolato) diiron hexacarbonyl to produce molecular hydrogen from weak 

acids, and no catalytic activity is observed in the presence of 4-tert-butylphenol.  

Therefore, increasing the basicity of the catalyst while maintaining the stabilizing 

properties of the 1,2-benzenedithiolate ligand should lead to optimum catalytic activity. 

 Phosphine ligand substitution was utilized in an attempt to increase the electron 

density of the diiron core, and hence increase the basicity, of (μ-1,2-benzenedithiolato) 

diiron hexacarbonyl.  Initial studies use triphenyl phosphine (PPh3) as a ligand.  While 

the PPh3-containing molecules exhibited an extensive amount of catalytic activity in the 

presence of acetic acid, the catalysis occurred in DCM.  The addition of the PPh3 ligands 

removed the solubility of the catalysis in polar solvents, such as acetonitrile.  The 

efficiency of catalysis in DCM cannot be measured because the standard reduction 
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potentials and pKa values of many weak acids are unknown in DCM.  Therefore, the PTA 

ligand was utilized instead of PPh3, to increase the solubility of the catalysts in 

acetonitrile.   

 The di-PTA substituted catalyst once again exhibited catalysis in the presence of 

acetic acid in acetonitrile, however, at a very high overpotential of 0.9 V.  The PTA 

containing catalyst also only underwent an initial one-electron reduction, compared to the 

two-electron reduction of the parent molecule.  The lack of an initial two-electron 

reduction could be due to one of two reasons.  First, the PTA ligands are bulky and may 

slow down the rotation of the ligands around the Fe atoms that occurs during the large 

geometric reorganizations that are necessary for potential inversion to occur.   Second, 

and possibly more importantly, the PTA ligands add a large amount of electron density to 

the diiron core of the catalyst.  This increased electron density destabilizes anionic 

species and may prevent the formation of dianion species.  Either way, the lack of 

potential inversion at the first reduction peak results in a less reactive hydride species 

when the catalyst is protonated.  The resulting hydride species then must be reduced at 

more negative potentials, hence greater overpotentials, in order to react with weak acids 

to produce molecular hydrogen.   

 Less extreme changes to the electron density of the diiron core, which may be 

able to maintain the desired stability of the ene-dithiolate coordination while increasing 

the electron density at the diiron core, may be achieved through changing the dithiolate 

ligand.  The 1,4-dimethoxy-2,3-benzenedithiolate ligand is similar to 1,2-benzene 

dithiolate in the fact that the benzene maintains the ene-dithiolate coordination to the 
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diiron center, however, the two methoxy substituents add electron density into the 

quinone and should lead to less electron delocalization out of the diiron core.  

(μ-1,4-dimethoxy-2,3-benzenedithiolato) diiron hexacarbonyl does exhibit an initial two-

electron reduction.  In the presence of acetic acid, (μ-1,4-dimethoxy-2,3-

benzenedithiolato) diiron hexacarbonyl actually exhibits greater catalytic current than 

(μ-1,2-benzenedithiolato) diiron hexacarbonyl.  The overpotential of catalysis for 

(μ-1,4-dimethoxy-2,3-benzenedithiolato) diiron hexacarbonyl is slightly greater, but 

comparable to (μ-1,2-benzenedithiolato) diiron hexacarbonyl, indicating that a greater 

amount of catalysis can be achieved at minimal cost of energy efficiency.   

Future Directions 

 Extensive computational methodology has been developed that can properly 

predict gas-phase and solution-phase experimental observables.  The calculations, in 

conjunction with the experimental results, helps develop a more complete understanding 

of the molecules studied.  However, further work should help deepen the understanding 

of the molecules studied within this dissertation and may develop better catalysts for the 

production of molecular hydrogen. 

 In relation to the study on the Tp*MoO(OX)2 molecules, the “muting” of the 

solvent effects is intriguing because the molecules offer highly tunable redox potentials 

strongly dependent on internal reorganization energies.  Future studies may want to look 

at the kinetics of electron transfer with the Tp*MoO(OX)2 series of molecules.  While the 

large reorganization energies would indicate slow electron transfer rates for 
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themolecules, small changes to the molecules, or possibly even the thiolate analogs, may 

prove to be ideal molecules for electron transfer materials. 

 The study on the hydrogenase active-site inspired catalysts is far from complete.  

The need for a cheap, robust, and efficient catalyst to produce molecular hydrogen still 

exists.  Natural extension of the work presented in this dissertation includes three main 

studies. First, the current phosphine-containing catalysts could be studied in the presence 

of weaker acids.  The study of (μ-1,2-benzenedithiolato) diiron hexacarbonyl showed that 

catalysis in the presence of weaker acids such as 2-bromophenol occurred at lower 

overpotentials, albeit, with less catalytic peak current.  The phosphine-containing 

catalysts presented in this dissertation should be basic enough to react with even weaker 

acids, which may lower the overpotentials so far determined for the catalysts. 

 Second, new catalysts containing less bulky phosphine ligands, such as trimethyl 

phosphine (PMe3), could be synthesized and studied for catalytic activity.  One possible 

cause for the large overpotential of the current catalysts, is that the bulky phosphine 

ligands are preventing, or greatly slowing, the geometric reorganizations necessary for 

potential inversion to take place.  Without potential inversion, and the creation of a 

dianion, the catalysts lack enough reactivity to catalytically produce hydrogen at low 

overpotentials.  The study on catalysts containing less bulky phosphines will at least give 

insight into whether the size of the ligand has an effect on the initial reduction and thus 

catalytic activity.   

 Lastly, phosphine ligands as electron donors can be abandoned, and less donating 

groups, such as isocyanides, could be studied.  Another possible reason for the lack of 
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potential inversion in the current catalysts is that the phosphine ligands donate too much 

electron density into the diiron core of the catalysts, hence making the dianion species of 

the catalysts too unstable, and hence unattainable.  Isocyanides would increase the 

electron density on the diiron core compared to a carbonyl ligand, but are weaker donors 

compared to phosphines.  Also, most isocyanides are much less bulky compared to 

phosphine ligands, which may help eliminate a second problem with phosphines.   

 The further extension of the work presented within this dissertation, utilizing the 

combination of DFT calculations, with electrochemical and spectroscopic techniques 

should help in the development and understanding inorganic catalysis in general.   
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APPENDIX A 

PERTINENT INPUT FILE AND OUTPUT COORDINATES 
 

#! /bin/sh 
$ADFBIN/adf -n4 << eor 
title molecular hydrogen 
 
!restart TAPE21new 
 
xc 
lda vwn stoll 
!gga OPBE 
end 
 
basis 
type TZP 
!core none 
end 
 
charge 0 0 
 
!unrestricted 
 
relativistic ZORA 
 
integration 6.0 6.0 
 
SCF 
iterations 100 
end 
 
geometry 
converge E=0.0005 
converge grad=0.001 
converge Rad=0.001 
converge Angle=0.1 
iterations 75 
end 
 
Analyticalfreq 
end 
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!Solvation 
!Solve Name=acetonitrile 
!Charged conv=1e-10 iter=1000 
!end 
 
atoms cartesian 
1. H 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
2. H 0.0000 0.0000 0.8000 
end 
 
!geovar 
!end 
 
end input 
eor 
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Calculated geometries of the molecules under study.  (Cartesian coordinates in Å)  
 
(η5-C5H5)[Fe(CO)2]2 
    1.Fe        0.301078    0.710187    0.987586 
    2.O        -1.696768    2.751880    0.453000 
    3.O         1.708601    1.348521   -1.483272 
    4.C        -0.898996    1.924549    0.654724 
    5.C         0.944531    0.729054   -0.817798 
    6.C         1.714379   -0.458421    2.116186 
    7.C         0.682788    0.030750    2.973652 
    8.C         0.697732    1.450108    2.904822 
    9.C         1.758709    1.846654    2.011501 
   10.C         2.378899    0.663871    1.532577 
   11.H         1.941124   -1.514332    1.913889 
   12.H        -0.039881   -0.582040    3.527839 
   13.H         0.017618    2.128876    3.436882 
   14.H         2.021985    2.875070    1.733499 
   15.H         3.194802    0.620096    0.799167 
   16.Fe       -0.301078   -0.710187   -0.987586 
   17.C        -0.944531   -0.729054    0.817798 
   18.C         0.898996   -1.924549   -0.654724 
   19.C        -1.714379    0.458421   -2.116186 
   20.C        -0.682788   -0.030750   -2.973652 
   21.C        -0.697732   -1.450108   -2.904822 
   22.C        -1.758709   -1.846654   -2.011501 
   23.C        -2.378899   -0.663871   -1.532577 
   24.O        -1.708601   -1.348521    1.483272 
   25.O         1.696768   -2.751880   -0.453000 
   26.H        -1.941124    1.514332   -1.913889 
   27.H         0.039881    0.582040   -3.527839 
   28.H        -0.017618   -2.128876   -3.436882 
   29.H        -2.021985   -2.875070   -1.733499 
   30.H        -3.194802   -0.620096   -0.799167 
 
(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2

- 

    1.Fe       -0.020331    0.039252    0.000000 
    2.C         0.295217   -1.145188    1.211621 
    3.O         0.509709   -1.957365    2.052679 
    4.C         0.295217   -1.145188   -1.211621 
    5.O         0.509709   -1.957365   -2.052679 
    6.C         0.714632    2.018594    0.000000 
    7.C        -0.112116    1.797863   -1.148102 
    8.C        -1.440329    1.454882   -0.710130 
    9.C        -1.440329    1.454882    0.710130 
   10.C        -0.112116    1.797863    1.148102 
   11.H         1.764861    2.338033    0.000000 
   12.H         0.219092    1.845777   -2.194502 
   13.H        -2.295344    1.224589   -1.359574 
   14.H        -2.295344    1.224589    1.359574 
   15.H         0.219092    1.845777    2.194502 
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(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2

. 
    1.Fe        0.046939    0.049535    0.000000 
    2.C         0.099385   -1.145524    1.284511 
    3.O         0.062722   -1.926207    2.147952 
    4.C         0.099385   -1.145524   -1.284511 
    5.O         0.062722   -1.926207   -2.147952 
    6.C         0.335888    2.177326    0.000000 
    7.C        -0.394196    1.770805   -1.151644 
    8.C        -1.615184    1.143525   -0.708197 
    9.C        -1.615184    1.143525    0.708197 
   10.C        -0.394196    1.770805    1.151644 
   11.H         1.321838    2.662346    0.000000 
   12.H        -0.092979    1.923966   -2.195919 
   13.H        -2.395484    0.725697   -1.356609 
   14.H        -2.395484    0.725697    1.356609 
   15.H        -0.092979    1.923966    2.195919 
 
(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2H 
    1.Fe        0.005616    0.000123    0.000000 
    2.H         1.507667   -0.006566    0.000000 
    3.C         0.128992   -1.181069    1.273962 
    4.O         0.212422   -1.957607    2.136174 
    5.C         0.128992   -1.181069   -1.273962 
    6.O         0.212422   -1.957607   -2.136174 
    7.C         0.286231    2.086623    0.000000 
    8.C        -0.456172    1.700215   -1.153711 
    9.C        -1.670287    1.069254   -0.709193 
   10.C        -1.670287    1.069254    0.709193 
   11.C        -0.456172    1.700215    1.153711 
   12.H         1.264622    2.582642    0.000000 
   13.H        -0.149285    1.846852   -2.197056 
   14.H        -2.451229    0.649868   -1.356235 
   15.H        -2.451229    0.649868    1.356235 
   16.H        -0.149285    1.846852    2.197056 
 
(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2H

- 
    1.Fe       -0.054599    0.073248    0.000000 
    2.H         1.454562    0.057700    0.000000 
    3.C         0.090754   -1.076138    1.313626 
    4.O         0.274538   -2.011488    2.023088 
    5.C         0.090754   -1.076138   -1.313626 
    6.O         0.274538   -2.011488   -2.023088 
    7.C         0.061090    2.315634    0.000000 
    8.C        -0.690635    1.957970   -1.157062 
    9.C        -1.835021    1.241135   -0.714948 
   10.C        -1.835021    1.241135    0.714948 
   11.C        -0.690635    1.957970    1.157062 
   12.H         1.021907    2.848152    0.000000 
   13.H        -0.362997    2.071444   -2.198358 
   14.H        -2.591397    0.772383   -1.358454 
   15.H        -2.591397    0.772383    1.358454 
   16.H        -0.362997    2.071444    2.198358 
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(η5-C5H5)[Fe(CO)2]2

+ 

    1.Fe        0.287395    0.689681    0.988153 
    2.O        -1.707539    2.781874    0.563477 
    3.O         1.791410    1.310335   -1.458148 
    4.C        -0.920129    1.949795    0.711547 
    5.C         0.993681    0.652224   -0.905575 
    6.C         1.732004   -0.431006    2.121836 
    7.C         0.682092    0.056625    2.968076 
    8.C         0.678320    1.475406    2.890512 
    9.C         1.718660    1.872670    1.979874 
   10.C         2.371142    0.689150    1.524973 
   11.H         1.992100   -1.486746    1.959250 
   12.H        -0.010816   -0.558769    3.558316 
   13.H        -0.005868    2.148784    3.425553 
   14.H         1.971989    2.903042    1.695403 
   15.H         3.202601    0.653450    0.807331 
   16.Fe       -0.287395   -0.689681   -0.988153 
   17.C        -0.993681   -0.652224    0.905575 
   18.C         0.920129   -1.949795   -0.711547 
   19.C        -1.732004    0.431006   -2.121836 
   20.C        -0.682092   -0.056625   -2.968076 
   21.C        -0.678320   -1.475406   -2.890512 
   22.C        -1.718660   -1.872670   -1.979874 
   23.C        -2.371142   -0.689150   -1.524973 
   24.O        -1.791410   -1.310335    1.458148 
   25.O         1.707539   -2.781874   -0.563477 
   26.H        -1.992100    1.486746   -1.959250 
   27.H         0.010816    0.558769   -3.558316 
   28.H         0.005868   -2.148784   -3.425553 
   29.H        -1.971989   -2.903042   -1.695403 
   30.H        -3.202601   -0.653450   -0.807331 
 
(η5-C5H5)Fe(CO)2H+ 
    1.Fe       -0.218752   -0.107684    0.000000 
    2.H         1.284930   -0.057057    0.000000 
    3.C         0.167418   -1.173013    1.401713 
    4.O         0.460442   -1.812354    2.305154 
    5.C         0.167418   -1.173013   -1.401713 
    6.O         0.460442   -1.812354   -2.305154 
    7.C         0.429953    1.908510    0.000000 
    8.C        -0.374957    1.656136   -1.156200 
    9.C        -1.672193    1.248944   -0.714248 
   10.C        -1.672193    1.248944    0.714248 
   11.C        -0.374957    1.656136    1.156200 
   12.H         1.469759    2.264072    0.000000 
   13.H        -0.047719    1.752310   -2.201371 
   14.H        -2.511464    0.965085   -1.366288 
   15.H        -2.511464    0.965085    1.366288 
   16.H        -0.047719    1.752310    2.201371 
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(μ-1,2-SC6H4S)[Fe(CO)3]2 
    1.Fe        0.531998    0.527662    1.471217 
    2.Fe       -0.488700   -1.400123    0.294961 
    3.S         0.864520    0.115234   -0.753090 
    4.S        -1.643529    0.515737    0.768001 
    5.C        -0.338400    1.215955   -1.500772 
    6.C        -2.321947    2.875892   -2.500722 
    7.C        -1.521069    1.399109   -0.788394 
    8.C        -0.131944    1.857111   -2.711270 
    9.C        -1.139907    2.695698   -3.209792 
   10.C        -2.522539    2.223954   -1.274481 
   11.H         0.808433    1.707149   -3.266754 
   12.H        -0.988783    3.212596   -4.170316 
   13.H        -3.455378    2.361924   -0.703915 
   14.H        -3.109309    3.534467   -2.898783 
   15.C         0.914700    2.263900    1.603824 
   16.O         1.189478    3.379923    1.722974 
   17.C        -0.009161    0.232645    3.139923 
   18.O        -0.368504    0.031947    4.220484 
   19.C         2.140755   -0.148595    1.815767 
   20.O         3.183421   -0.603068    2.023871 
   21.C        -1.289706   -2.196468    1.669092 
   22.O        -1.809401   -2.694853    2.573920 
   23.C        -1.436567   -2.107828   -1.039052 
   24.O        -2.052069   -2.606653   -1.880325 
   25.C         0.854549   -2.565981    0.330689 
   26.O         1.735673   -3.314228    0.358283 
 
(μ-SC6H4S)Fe2(CO)5(μ-CO)+ 
     1.Fe        2.366764    0.244510    3.466251 
     2.Fe        4.045523    1.576076    2.097039 
     3.S         2.435112    2.509919    3.477178 
     4.S         2.210436    0.468379    1.216307 
     5.C         2.828077    0.192141    5.213611 
     6.O         3.099709    0.148389    6.325864 
     7.C         2.636524   -1.535532    3.300732 
     8.O         2.787258   -2.667575    3.208192 
     9.C         5.209753    2.861880    2.565622 
    10.O         5.964377    3.670756    2.870451 
    11.C         4.777247    0.325041    3.151575 
    12.O         5.552055   -0.351766    3.684083 
    13.C         0.610450    0.125222    3.749475 
    14.O        -0.521046    0.058715    3.922681 
    15.C         5.019023    1.138540    0.651584 
    16.O         5.652275    0.851431   -0.261218 
    17.C         1.472598    2.968384    2.046907 
    18.C         1.368872    2.026947    1.004405 
    19.C         0.678216    2.334192   -0.162000 
    20.C         0.079876    3.593100   -0.273038 
    21.C         0.182687    4.526002    0.759972 
    22.C         0.886373    4.223195    1.929720 
    23.H         0.600244    1.594914   -0.975520 
    24.H        -0.483157    3.844819   -1.185424 
    25.H        -0.299535    5.510986    0.659532 
    26.H         0.970724    4.957088    2.747469 
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(μ-SC6H4S)Fe2(CO)5(μ-CO)- 
    1.Fe        0.247387    0.798281    1.578172 
    2.Fe        0.018122   -1.484732    0.346721 
    3.S         0.825926    0.523666   -0.594194 
    4.S        -1.839039    1.230572    0.890531 
    5.C        -0.520439    1.213856   -1.516571 
    6.C        -2.695138    2.210773   -2.942903 
    7.C        -1.727088    1.476586   -0.843036 
    8.C        -0.400330    1.459832   -2.884998 
    9.C        -1.483961    1.967746   -3.600559 
   10.C        -2.819755    1.957504   -1.579646 
   11.H         0.558873    1.245292   -3.385410 
   12.H        -1.384951    2.171586   -4.678872 
   13.H        -3.770051    2.147881   -1.053413 
   14.H        -3.557998    2.606461   -3.503669 
   15.C         1.660705    1.772470    1.908390 
   16.O         2.593690    2.437766    2.132743 
   17.C        -0.309512    0.907113    3.237574 
   18.O        -0.658081    0.992134    4.347754 
   19.C         1.102200   -0.854178    1.916489 
   20.O         1.853356   -1.337790    2.700516 
   21.C        -0.734520   -2.598349    1.492493 
   22.O        -1.205510   -3.375176    2.222125 
   23.C        -1.285202   -1.698049   -0.889592 
   24.O        -2.096606   -1.971511   -1.675461 
   25.C         1.260417   -2.596172   -0.245447 
  26.O         2.035212   -3.386171   -0.614072 
 
(μ-SC6H4S)Fe2(CO)5(μ-CO)2- 
    1.Fe        0.222632    0.696071    1.556364 
    2.Fe        0.116487   -1.603237    0.321851 
    3.S         0.742393    0.448161   -0.624249 
    4.S        -1.795552    1.671684    0.909779 
    5.C        -0.583467    1.220653   -1.519015 
    6.C        -2.643675    2.432553   -2.973784 
    7.C        -1.708175    1.734378   -0.821496 
    8.C        -0.495167    1.341641   -2.909473 
    9.C        -1.512459    1.944667   -3.649190 
   10.C        -2.737565    2.322925   -1.592547 
   11.H         0.402112    0.937465   -3.410922 
   12.H        -1.430593    2.029119   -4.746364 
   13.H        -3.623267    2.707444   -1.056471 
   14.H        -3.465459    2.907302   -3.540052 
   15.C         1.394658    1.910711    1.928094 
   16.O         2.218047    2.705501    2.218880 
   17.C        -0.356708    0.562605    3.198446 
   18.O        -0.719209    0.509082    4.316324 
   19.C         1.282681   -0.866824    1.786987 
   20.O         2.150446   -1.276858    2.505818 
   21.C        -0.735912   -2.421719    1.614991 
   22.O        -1.295846   -3.045473    2.442458 
   23.C        -1.220292   -1.866802   -0.841177 
   24.O        -2.067480   -2.175718   -1.593294 
   25.C         1.332897   -2.744202   -0.230067 
   26.O         2.079336   -3.605755   -0.538064 
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(μ-SC6H4S)Fe2(CO)5(μ-CO)(μ-H)- 
    1.Fe       -0.063224   -0.051479   -0.050779 
    2.Fe        2.506308   -0.157454   -0.136404 
    3.S         1.232522    1.798025    0.078584 
    4.S        -0.699795    0.574715   -2.204342 
    5.C         1.046782    2.591368   -1.490961 
    6.C         0.789176    3.898902   -3.935517 
    7.C         0.218297    2.023791   -2.484991 
    8.C         1.707646    3.806104   -1.710656 
    9.C         1.585590    4.465412   -2.928003 
   10.C         0.122633    2.703106   -3.719862 
   11.H         2.333412    4.222034   -0.902829 
   12.H         2.113569    5.417113   -3.098822 
   13.H        -0.508052    2.259067   -4.508253 
   14.H         0.688384    4.407638   -4.909133 
   15.C        -1.317155    0.568613    0.988182 
   16.O        -2.151752    0.965244    1.699655 
   17.C        -0.871454   -1.594693   -0.264174 
   18.O        -1.422088   -2.612714   -0.395874 
   19.C         1.088385   -0.713326    1.276311 
   20.O         1.142922   -1.240923    2.336674 
   21.C         3.003980   -1.846089   -0.198912 
   22.O         3.341811   -2.958615   -0.254792 
   23.C         3.322286    0.367624   -1.658212 
   24.O         3.934310    0.642260   -2.605272 
   25.C         3.673749    0.351444    1.108833 
   26.O         4.463028    0.652122    1.909291 
   27.H         1.266726   -0.612047   -1.109583 
 
(μ-SC6H4S)Fe2(CO)5(μ-CO)(μ-H)2- 
    1.Fe        0.030384    0.010602   -0.157140 
    2.Fe        2.623210   -0.461202   -0.051943 
    3.S         1.171333    2.005963   -0.042467 
    4.S        -0.677330    0.637536   -2.315100 
    5.C         0.821740    2.827133   -1.551917 
    6.C         0.318940    4.206786   -3.957958 
    7.C         0.018533    2.218215   -2.556921 
    8.C         1.357686    4.108104   -1.780709 
    9.C         1.112512    4.801186   -2.965309 
   10.C        -0.212529    2.935088   -3.748936 
   11.H         1.983806    4.554572   -0.988262 
   12.H         1.545620    5.805208   -3.118285 
   13.H        -0.836147    2.453520   -4.523391 
   14.H         0.117937    4.737656   -4.905673 
   15.C        -1.198346    0.640967    0.912801 
   16.O        -2.005777    1.019143    1.677448 
   17.C        -0.769688   -1.531739   -0.324567 
   18.O        -1.348773   -2.548296   -0.429358 
   19.C         1.169441   -0.664096    1.260017 
   20.O         1.024830   -1.056751    2.382475 
   21.C         3.043759   -2.164772   -0.011660 
   22.O         3.437278   -3.274596    0.050279 
   23.C         3.536437    0.060244   -1.513255 
   24.O         4.233769    0.311176   -2.422163 
   25.C         3.719235    0.164743    1.189548 
   26.O         4.507598    0.487764    2.001924 
   27.H         1.337673   -0.620835   -1.116714 
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(μ-SC6H4S)FeHFe(CO)5(μ-CO)- 
    1.Fe       -0.153399   -0.094212   -0.028973 
    2.Fe        2.467547    0.077587    0.183566 
    3.S         1.051011    1.795956   -0.171925 
    4.S        -0.176396   -0.216469   -2.360195 
    5.C         1.008548    2.223322   -1.896614 
    6.C         1.035865    2.917391   -4.593658 
    7.C         0.490478    1.320345   -2.842476 
    8.C         1.509368    3.465590   -2.294874 
    9.C         1.527873    3.819698   -3.641132 
   10.C         0.525908    1.686640   -4.202104 
   11.H         1.897422    4.152520   -1.523566 
   12.H         1.926710    4.798983   -3.950553 
   13.H         0.128558    0.978579   -4.948639 
   14.H         1.044460    3.184804   -5.663685 
   15.C        -1.842230    0.408475   -0.126073 
   16.O        -2.966283    0.708621   -0.145367 
   17.C        -0.234187   -1.868136   -0.070104 
   18.O        -0.319329   -3.026482   -0.105787 
   19.C        -0.050853   -0.056458    1.735197 
   20.O        -0.072676   -0.054337    2.899051 
   21.C         2.660687   -1.676383    0.195620 
   22.O         2.839301   -2.827800    0.144965 
   23.C         3.984075    0.634079   -0.490502 
   24.O         4.997085    0.957799   -0.971197 
   25.C         2.830422    0.416733    1.913156 
   26.O         3.183226    0.584733    3.011895 
   27.H         2.246197   -0.279201   -1.298890 

 
(μ-SC6H4S)FeHFe(CO)5(μ-CO)2- 
    1.Fe       -0.342330   -0.084661   -0.048969 
    2.Fe        2.699793    0.105336    0.167370 
    3.S         1.084307    1.733531   -0.209453 
    4.S        -0.362603   -0.159095   -2.379513 
    5.C         1.044165    2.167512   -1.928414 
    6.C         0.985243    2.924802   -4.631706 
    7.C         0.393051    1.337273   -2.869767 
    8.C         1.651343    3.355225   -2.352628 
    9.C         1.625690    3.744743   -3.694615 
   10.C         0.380692    1.737444   -4.221022 
   11.H         2.162802    3.974345   -1.594766 
   12.H         2.109955    4.685750   -4.008323 
   13.H        -0.132776    1.086901   -4.950921 
   14.H         0.952502    3.215447   -5.697080 
   15.C        -2.037547    0.425185   -0.068481 
   16.O        -3.206605    0.569824   -0.022353 
   17.C        -0.257313   -1.854509   -0.075904 
   18.O        -0.338748   -3.025608   -0.082387 
   19.C        -0.233740   -0.041020    1.702461 
   20.O        -0.233271   -0.025972    2.875055 
   21.C         2.775953   -1.651999    0.157327 
   22.O         2.969883   -2.812620    0.100812 
   23.C         4.241241    0.733442   -0.379984 
   24.O         5.340477    0.998050   -0.726340 
   25.C         2.939429    0.395860    1.909066 
   26.O         3.212419    0.539227    3.046841 
   27.H         2.541978   -0.249034   -1.336792 
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(μ-SC6H4SH)Fe2(CO)5(μ-CO)- 
    1.Fe        0.227037    0.180364    0.514768 
    2.Fe        2.565613   -0.134459   -0.376801 
    3.S         1.617040    1.915269   -0.098642 
    4.S         1.814464   -0.099989   -2.534979 
    5.C         1.152610    2.443580   -1.737429 
    6.C         0.479649    3.320424   -4.315694 
    7.C         1.252130    1.580064   -2.832912 
    8.C         0.708182    3.753841   -1.948186 
    9.C         0.375365    4.190386   -3.228059 
   10.C         0.906249    2.009297   -4.113513 
   11.H         0.633608    4.431851   -1.081839 
   12.H         0.028671    5.225708   -3.379683 
   13.H         0.971310    1.301442   -4.957026 
   14.H         0.217478    3.661305   -5.330221 
   15.C        -1.031713    0.511884   -0.727629 
   16.O        -1.940376    0.683552   -1.441618 
   17.C        -0.163009   -1.528590    0.581664 
   18.O        -0.441633   -2.662226    0.630108 
   19.C        -0.532325    0.759962    2.002141 
   20.O        -1.071027    1.080585    2.988281 
   21.C         2.974987   -1.842102   -0.371548 
   22.O         3.287074   -2.968751   -0.344715 
   23.C         4.227372    0.387194   -0.245269 
   24.O         5.341951    0.722069   -0.108263 
   25.C         1.955951   -0.346847    1.404685 
   26.O         2.338595   -0.688286    2.478396 
   27.H         2.836649    0.028157   -3.467701 

 
(μ-SC6H4SH)Fe2(CO)5(μ-CO)2- 
    1.Fe        0.202772    0.066471    0.559357 
    2.Fe        2.581969   -0.103375   -0.424632 
    3.S         1.635908    1.962636   -0.118195 
    4.S         1.962089    0.045265   -2.652582 
    5.C         1.240201    2.537311   -1.721402 
    6.C         0.401243    3.424788   -4.282409 
    7.C         1.219921    1.652215   -2.837028 
    8.C         0.832319    3.865932   -1.929666 
    9.C         0.426564    4.316669   -3.182818 
   10.C         0.789689    2.101297   -4.089984 
   11.H         0.834844    4.548855   -1.061457 
   12.H         0.121020    5.369644   -3.314125 
   13.H         0.775188    1.384477   -4.930766 
   14.H         0.065260    3.765180   -5.276984 
   15.C        -0.960802    0.189470   -0.819285 
   16.O        -1.852034    0.126708   -1.584651 
   17.C        -0.319017   -1.561022    0.928404 
   18.O        -0.729927   -2.622820    1.237692 
   19.C        -0.529172    0.925406    1.911720 
   20.O        -1.108021    1.385488    2.833544 
   21.C         2.925376   -1.815683   -0.528405 
   22.O         3.215253   -2.957902   -0.576090 
   23.C         4.235770    0.385778   -0.170236 
   24.O         5.366110    0.657624    0.047653 
   25.C         1.940108   -0.431078    1.350333 
   26.O         2.379264   -0.829261    2.393287 
   27.H         3.149445    0.335536   -3.387391 
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(μ-1,3-SC3H6S)[Fe(CO)3]2 
    1.Fe       -0.906616    1.356780    0.000000 
    2.Fe       -1.075601   -1.158219    0.000000 
    3.C        -2.295392   -1.418011    1.271552 
    4.O        -3.097751   -1.587788    2.086043 
    5.C        -0.331550   -2.770435    0.000000 
    6.O         0.122499   -3.837013    0.000000 
    7.C        -2.295392   -1.418011   -1.271552 
    8.O        -3.097751   -1.587788   -2.086043 
    9.C        -2.058018    1.844064    1.275823 
   10.O        -2.808052    2.163052    2.095488 
   11.C        -2.058018    1.844064   -1.275823 
   12.O        -2.808052    2.163052   -2.095488 
   13.C         0.188207    2.750292    0.000000 
   14.O         0.940076    3.632735    0.000000 
   15.S         0.096283    0.034531    1.543307 
   16.S         0.096283    0.034531   -1.543307 
   17.C         1.909549   -0.063553   -1.262751 
   18.C         2.358565   -0.756819    0.000000 
   19.C         1.909549   -0.063553    1.262751 
   20.H         1.989433   -1.806890    0.000000 
   21.H         3.471992   -0.812328    0.000000 
   22.H         2.289861   -0.595247    2.160601 
   23.H         2.278361    0.985811    1.306351 
   24.H         2.278361    0.985811   -1.306351 
   25.H         2.289861   -0.595247   -2.160601 
 
[μ-1,2-SC6H2(OCH3)2S][Fe(CO)3]2 
    1.Fe        0.000000   -1.240763   -2.460646 
    2.Fe        0.000000    1.240763   -2.460646 
    3.C        -1.270405    1.582832   -3.657638 
    4.O        -2.093790    1.799237   -4.440836 
    5.C         1.270405    1.582832   -3.657638 
    6.O         2.093790    1.799237   -4.440836 
    7.C         0.000000    2.782702   -1.567992 
    8.O         0.000000    3.791208   -1.002729 
    9.C         0.000000   -2.782702   -1.567992 
   10.O         0.000000   -3.791208   -1.002729 
   11.C        -1.270405   -1.582832   -3.657638 
   12.O        -2.093790   -1.799237   -4.440836 
   13.C         1.270405   -1.582832   -3.657638 
   14.O         2.093790   -1.799237   -4.440836 
   15.S         1.484956    0.000000   -1.242591 
   16.S        -1.484956    0.000000   -1.242591 
   17.C        -0.691967    0.000000    0.363578 
   18.C         0.696728    0.000000    2.763408 
   19.C        -1.416319    0.000000    1.557926 
   20.C         0.691967    0.000000    0.363578 
   21.C         1.416319    0.000000    1.557926 
   22.C        -0.696728    0.000000    2.763408 
   23.O         2.769813    0.000000    1.464974 
   24.O        -2.769813    0.000000    1.464974 
   25.C         3.486927    0.000000    2.685140 
   26.C        -3.486927    0.000000    2.685140 
   27.H         4.558279    0.000000    2.413632 
   28.H         3.259217   -0.907926    3.288544 
   29.H         3.259217    0.907926    3.288544 
   30.H         1.234444    0.000000    3.722849 
   31.H        -1.234444    0.000000    3.722849 
   32.H        -4.558279    0.000000    2.413632 
   33.H        -3.259217   -0.907926    3.288544 
   34.H        -3.259217    0.907926    3.288544 
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(μ-SC6H4S)Fe2(CO)5(PPh3) 
    1.Fe        0.017171   -0.008718   -0.040623 
    2.Fe        2.491071    0.013545    0.055336 
    3.P        -1.902959    1.028163   -0.015640 
    4.S         1.299982    1.347769   -1.364532 
    5.S         1.185842    1.104335    1.590993 
    6.O        -0.466692   -1.842808   -2.258274 
    7.O        -0.573031   -2.117291    1.890277 
    8.O         3.108165   -1.730961   -2.214911 
    9.O         2.831276   -2.195915    1.949282 
   10.C        -0.287082   -1.100297   -1.381233 
   11.C        -0.357806   -1.272951    1.123137 
   12.C         2.880347   -1.044439   -1.311403 
   13.C         2.709003   -1.319193    1.203914 
   14.C         1.238894    2.772376    0.935997 
   15.C         1.258675    3.899695    1.737393 
   16.H         1.241721    3.799882    2.835426 
   17.C         1.288979    5.160115    1.130617 
   18.H         1.303987    6.063898    1.761258 
   19.C         1.300244    5.276129   -0.251271 
   20.H         1.327586    6.271933   -0.721961 
   21.C         1.291388    4.132065   -1.057581 
   22.H         1.316136    4.213641   -2.156757 
   23.C         1.265178    2.887793   -0.451172 
   24.C        -1.946816    2.538274    1.016163 
   25.C        -1.834301    2.398328    2.404678 
   26.H        -1.771176    1.389946    2.853255 
   27.C        -1.818086    3.523718    3.218503 
   28.H        -1.749604    3.405344    4.312672 
   29.C        -1.885268    4.796203    2.653040 
   30.H        -1.867975    5.689144    3.300174 
   31.C        -1.964565    4.938085    1.272400 
   32.H        -1.999695    5.941910    0.817405 
   33.C        -2.001113    3.812604    0.452305 
   34.H        -2.073992    3.929538   -0.643889 
   35.C        -2.608106    1.614281   -1.608130 
   36.C        -3.923057    2.088515   -1.650919 
   37.H        -4.536123    2.101068   -0.733527 
   38.C        -4.468018    2.528363   -2.849854 
   39.H        -5.505914    2.897744   -2.874689 
   40.C        -3.710756    2.487603   -4.018732 
   41.H        -4.149576    2.825245   -4.971910 
   42.C        -2.407602    2.006742   -3.983656 
   43.H        -1.807466    1.958395   -4.906716 
   44.C        -1.856469    1.569975   -2.781598 
   45.H        -0.822865    1.186736   -2.755624 
   46.C        -3.320049    0.068224    0.648373 
   47.C        -4.307945    0.646584    1.448402 
   48.H        -4.231914    1.708369    1.739605 
   49.C        -5.381728   -0.117827    1.894921 
   50.H        -6.152339    0.345675    2.531947 
   51.C        -5.478679   -1.460246    1.544253 
   52.H        -6.325410   -2.066183    1.905944 
   53.C        -4.500704   -2.038945    0.740218 
   54.H        -4.570071   -3.102521    0.460686 
   55.C        -3.425543   -1.279778    0.295108 
   56.H        -2.652680   -1.745918   -0.339603 
   57.C         4.042947    0.873100    0.233312 
   58.O         5.063150    1.401717    0.360080 
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(μ-SC6H4S)Fe2(CO)4(PPh3)2 
    1.Fe        3.968440   -2.050179    4.094191 
    2.Fe        4.000488   -0.724875    6.197473 
    3.P         4.993255   -2.972797    2.401299 
    4.P         5.075544    0.336315    7.775222 
    5.S         5.367414   -2.532386    5.847958 
    6.S         5.051502   -0.039795    4.274177 
    7.O         2.169830   -4.224110    4.839869 
    8.O         1.800557   -0.701835    2.681093 
    9.O         2.276660   -2.390079    7.862276 
   10.O         1.812556    1.157001    5.765448 
   11.C         2.897939   -3.368172    4.536873 
   12.C         2.671027   -1.245372    3.226597 
   13.C         2.968276   -1.718781    7.213355 
   14.C         2.695044    0.417452    5.936275 
   15.C         6.737064   -0.541449    4.622140 
   16.C         7.845449    0.189404    4.229538 
   17.H         7.717231    1.135215    3.675816 
   18.C         9.120726   -0.302953    4.528135 
   19.H        10.009254    0.270245    4.214687 
   20.C         9.269549   -1.507264    5.199770 
   21.H        10.277292   -1.891203    5.430904 
   22.C         8.146475   -2.237633    5.603498 
   23.H         8.255221   -3.185105    6.158439 
   24.C         6.886528   -1.738453    5.320802 
   25.C         6.511675   -2.111850    1.849916 
   26.C         6.384684   -0.860242    1.235916 
   27.H         5.379861   -0.436682    1.054691 
   28.C         7.517475   -0.161036    0.839395 
   29.H         7.409090    0.814091    0.336088 
   30.C         8.784916   -0.688903    1.079909 
   31.H         9.683969   -0.130814    0.769084 
   32.C         8.914136   -1.914437    1.723030 
   33.H         9.913484   -2.328431    1.936897 
   34.C         7.781448   -2.630049    2.102830 
   35.H         7.888122   -3.608949    2.603573 
   36.C         5.581013   -4.709187    2.569738 
   37.C         6.037050   -5.406879    1.446991 
   38.H         6.029727   -4.922965    0.455404 
   39.C         6.483512   -6.716018    1.570466 
   40.H         6.838003   -7.258237    0.678967 
   41.C         6.468663   -7.345318    2.813431 
   42.H         6.812174   -8.388601    2.907382 
   43.C         6.006298   -6.660208    3.930474 
   44.H         5.978401   -7.155800    4.914469 
   45.C         5.562364   -5.345540    3.810277 
   46.H         5.196127   -4.801737    4.697224 
   47.C         4.050235   -3.098598    0.828448 
   48.C         4.647987   -2.917344   -0.421163 
   49.H         5.714557   -2.641744   -0.487843 
   50.C         3.899112   -3.067328   -1.584276 
   51.H         4.379530   -2.915134   -2.564442 
   52.C         2.551301   -3.402821   -1.509798 
   53.H         1.957899   -3.514257   -2.432051 
   54.C         1.952440   -3.591495   -0.267448 
   55.H         0.884496   -3.854661   -0.201441 
   56.C         2.696572   -3.438192    0.896413 
   57.H         2.215623   -3.585236    1.878799 
   58.C         6.744101   -0.308679    8.167378 
   59.C         7.901454    0.410669    7.872532 
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(μ-SC6H4S)Fe2(CO)4(PPh3)2 – continued  
   60.H         7.826562    1.416886    7.422989 
   61.C         9.151946   -0.139510    8.144110 
   62.H        10.060969    0.434219    7.898567 
   63.C         9.252306   -1.399857    8.721420 
   64.H        10.243734   -1.826962    8.947378 
   65.C         8.097537   -2.127699    9.004372 
   66.H         8.170887   -3.131465    9.455004 
   67.C         6.848693   -1.593019    8.715331 
   68.H         5.933680   -2.175733    8.927541 
   69.C         4.275543    0.338160    9.429837 
   70.C         2.903997    0.602116    9.486305 
   71.H         2.336503    0.768412    8.554099 
   72.C         2.251565    0.661688   10.711400 
   73.H         1.170131    0.870672   10.743718 
   74.C         2.959365    0.448650   11.891547 
   75.H         2.438539    0.484107   12.862358 
   76.C         4.323969    0.186610   11.841453 
   77.H         4.890384    0.016141   12.771412 
   78.C         4.983177    0.135967   10.616191 
   79.H         6.066662   -0.071028   10.584982 
   80.C         5.232632    2.756330    6.342662 
   81.H         4.900722    2.160483    5.474580 
   82.C         5.478928    4.120034    6.204338 
   83.H         5.334279    4.602608    5.224073 
   84.C         5.888965    4.869936    7.300382 
   85.H         6.073626    5.951350    7.192658 
   86.C         6.050454    4.255895    8.540481 
   87.H         6.363021    4.848012    9.415840 
   88.C         5.802161    2.896960    8.682550 
   89.H         5.908428    2.420254    9.672426 
   90.C         5.399064    2.136455    7.580446 
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(μ-SC6H4S)Fe2(CO)4(PTA)2 
    1.Fe       -0.997100   -0.361151   -0.624237 
    2.Fe       -0.965743    0.817342    1.507546 
    3.P         0.229641   -1.277902   -2.250346 
    4.S         0.448231   -1.029720    1.118444 
    5.S         0.131164    1.693268   -0.389617 
    6.O        -2.758904   -2.629815   -0.031662 
    7.O        -3.059834    0.962921   -2.235606 
    8.O        -2.609030   -0.824340    3.300318 
    9.O        -3.125437    2.777145    1.194169 
   10.C        -2.046671   -1.707741   -0.276208 
   11.C        -2.226505    0.423499   -1.578946 
   12.C        -1.943014   -0.155699    2.575022 
   13.C        -2.247181    1.983787    1.322374 
   14.C         1.858256    1.082011   -0.056466 
   15.C         2.981915    1.804723   -0.457247 
   16.H         2.862898    2.769775   -0.977858 
   17.C         4.262523    1.277801   -0.211296 
   18.H         5.153587    1.840867   -0.530864 
   19.C         4.403688    0.042021    0.426222 
   20.H         5.406639   -0.371651    0.616325 
   21.C         3.265322   -0.677615    0.833593 
   22.H         3.368320   -1.647739    1.348422 
   23.C         1.999228   -0.144470    0.591094 
   24.C         1.871803   -0.501844   -2.965658 
   25.H         1.642959    0.506421   -3.381060 
   26.H         2.598796   -0.375448   -2.130406 
   27.C         0.987078   -3.039647   -1.951338 
   28.H         0.162831   -3.740987   -1.686291 
   29.H         1.676150   -2.979242   -1.077552 
   30.C        -0.560906   -1.699685   -3.966803 
   31.H        -0.915320   -0.756096   -4.440523 
   32.H        -1.451448   -2.345685   -3.793505 
   33.N         1.712328   -3.529492   -3.129535 
   34.N         2.453161   -1.361246   -4.000953 
   35.N         0.390802   -2.382133   -4.851474 
   36.C         0.841660   -3.685330   -4.316051 
   37.H         1.421071   -4.208163   -5.109210 
   38.H        -0.042470   -4.305459   -4.050416 
   39.C         2.870982   -2.681451   -3.482318 
   40.H         3.456943   -3.200339   -4.273723 
   41.H         3.518159   -2.540630   -2.587788 
   42.C         1.569308   -1.548970   -5.171925 
   43.H         2.151999   -2.057901   -5.971817 
   44.H         1.233876   -0.557406   -5.548062 
   45.P         0.313676    1.875778    3.001191 
   46.C         1.299330    3.468959    2.479995 
   47.H         1.996303    3.189184    1.656485 
   48.H         0.579869    4.222973    2.087658 
   49.C         1.824514    1.011099    3.872751 
   50.H         2.534184    0.670986    3.082568 
   51.H         1.457839    0.114510    4.422584 
   52.C        -0.440095    2.633609    4.615382 
   53.H        -0.915023    1.816830    5.205199 
   54.H        -1.239656    3.353701    4.327602 
   55.N         2.507337    1.927632    4.791947 
   56.N         2.061692    4.025522    3.602045 
   57.N         0.580946    3.310711    5.423295 
   58.C         3.097994    3.096187    4.103957 
   59.H         3.738592    3.644594    4.830479 
   60.H         3.729235    2.748314    3.255257 
   61.C         1.201233    4.457420    4.724695 
   62.H         1.830293    5.014079    5.454464 
   63.H         0.406495    5.136291    4.344496 
   64.C         1.640429    2.394116    5.896086 
   65.H         1.177438    1.518631    6.402279 
   66.H         2.273336    2.940263    6.630487 



 

 

152

 
Tp*MoO(OCH3)2  
    1.Mo       -0.000633   -0.002586   -0.006573 
    2.O         1.733009   -0.063914    0.026677 
    3.O        -0.479885    1.903928   -0.070041 
    4.C        -1.193160    2.591555   -1.059996 
    5.H        -0.956417    2.224293   -2.086056 
    6.H        -0.948518    3.676643   -1.002133 
    7.H        -2.295294    2.475712   -0.919313 
    8.O        -0.473941   -0.031315    1.891410 
    9.C        -0.158021    1.055723    2.721672 
   10.H        -0.355215    2.023842    2.199305 
   11.H         0.923349    1.038591    3.001087 
   12.H        -0.766735    1.011678    3.653347 
   13.N        -0.013230   -0.108345   -2.214080 
   14.C         0.760889    0.542486   -3.104091 
   15.C         0.483202    0.049568   -4.387351 
   16.C        -0.484796   -0.938796   -4.219995 
   17.N        -0.761804   -1.014753   -2.896822 
   18.N        -0.196379   -2.158310   -0.129438 
   19.N        -0.879246   -2.783268   -1.126427 
   20.C        -0.738291   -4.124300   -1.000116 
   21.C         0.072004   -4.359607    0.108662 
   22.C         0.395546   -3.098918    0.630136 
   23.N        -2.295585   -0.294886   -0.424369 
   24.C        -3.377731    0.233005    0.173018 
   25.C        -4.534056   -0.296566   -0.427285 
   26.C        -4.088345   -1.181135   -1.404682 
   27.N        -2.734271   -1.153349   -1.376560 
   28.B        -1.696634   -1.968257   -2.141362 
   29.H         0.939650    0.367522   -5.333268 
   30.H         0.389098   -5.336734    0.494111 
   31.H        -5.577316   -0.069106   -0.173513 
   32.C        -1.380448   -5.095270   -1.923393 
   33.H        -1.058548   -4.940039   -2.974914 
   34.H        -1.107573   -6.126288   -1.627190 
   35.H        -2.487870   -5.011047   -1.903924 
   36.C         1.244775   -2.721947    1.784392 
   37.H         0.709643   -1.982571    2.419486 
   38.H         1.517777   -3.612692    2.380868 
   39.H         2.171095   -2.218576    1.430347 
   40.C        -3.266416    1.174489    1.315429 
   41.H        -4.211480    1.734759    1.453322 
   42.H        -3.039224    0.617669    2.250314 
   43.H        -2.423033    1.881433    1.165107 
   44.C        -4.860613   -2.040421   -2.340008 
   45.H        -4.647527   -3.118866   -2.178459 
   46.H        -5.945190   -1.879107   -2.188111 
   47.H        -4.623238   -1.815364   -3.401469 
   48.C         1.743822    1.563083   -2.666578 
   49.H         2.266809    1.999931   -3.538103 
   50.H         1.251980    2.376876   -2.091825 
   51.H         2.484394    1.104320   -1.975953 
   52.C        -1.144032   -1.801175   -5.235052 
   53.H        -0.943420   -2.878280   -5.052419 
   54.H        -2.246710   -1.670016   -5.233781 
   55.H        -0.766393   -1.546311   -6.243800 
   56.H        -2.238356   -2.717755   -2.927649 



 

 

153

 
 
Tp*MoO(OCH3)2

+ 

    1.Mo       -0.105813    0.036623    0.019428 
    2.O         1.608182    0.099639    0.233906 
    3.O        -0.474318    1.842015   -0.434752 
    4.C        -1.283248    2.467068   -1.394443 
    5.H        -0.959409    2.159738   -2.416895 
    6.H        -1.168732    3.566154   -1.288222 
    7.H        -2.350198    2.177434   -1.264180 
    8.O        -0.569420    0.031925    1.854477 
    9.C         0.201951    0.344760    2.990962 
   10.H        -0.080716    1.359063    3.349847 
   11.H         1.287920    0.335667    2.740158 
   12.H        -0.014005   -0.383600    3.800780 
   13.N         0.032618   -0.206326   -2.160478 
   14.C         0.842493    0.436889   -3.036790 
   15.C         0.527028   -0.000656   -4.326257 
   16.C        -0.496551   -0.938538   -4.186854 
   17.N        -0.775240   -1.041066   -2.866259 
   18.N        -0.157867   -2.088456   -0.160042 
   19.N        -0.890537   -2.752722   -1.095607 
   20.C        -0.669145   -4.080013   -0.980090 
   21.C         0.238799   -4.268042    0.063895 
   22.C         0.548743   -3.002792    0.557073 
   23.N        -2.319514   -0.279339   -0.408998 
   24.C        -3.403089    0.313882    0.143714 
   25.C        -4.553443   -0.194215   -0.470312 
   26.C        -4.116369   -1.124793   -1.412687 
   27.N        -2.764054   -1.150690   -1.350780 
   28.B        -1.733736   -1.974051   -2.116607 
   29.H         1.001043    0.318049   -5.263181 
   30.H         0.629547   -5.225676    0.429883 
   31.H        -5.594102    0.075490   -0.250029 
   32.C        -1.320261   -5.087831   -1.850925 
   33.H        -1.045660   -4.944533   -2.916995 
   34.H        -1.005421   -6.103737   -1.546991 
   35.H        -2.426705   -5.032276   -1.783442 
   36.C         1.454960   -2.633436    1.666593 
   37.H         0.885462   -2.226692    2.529770 
   38.H         2.012101   -3.523509    2.012824 
   39.H         2.179895   -1.853527    1.348928 
   40.C        -3.291163    1.300399    1.246980 
   41.H        -4.233446    1.870015    1.352690 
   42.H        -3.082663    0.788660    2.210340 
   43.H        -2.456468    2.012637    1.077842 
   44.C        -4.900057   -1.972241   -2.345384 
   45.H        -4.736031   -3.053145   -2.151304 
   46.H        -5.979856   -1.763797   -2.226592 
   47.H        -4.626574   -1.781837   -3.404353 
   48.C         1.880398    1.397578   -2.593651 
   49.H         2.430276    1.798253   -3.465030 
   50.H         1.440446    2.246543   -2.027182 
   51.H         2.604698    0.907078   -1.908294 
   52.C        -1.204025   -1.728701   -5.224452 
   53.H        -1.046672   -2.819033   -5.085751 
   54.H        -2.298985   -1.547913   -5.203101 
   55.H        -0.828566   -1.453027   -6.227697 
   56.H        -2.273422   -2.735975   -2.885634 

 



 

 

154

 
Tp*MoO(OCH2CH3)2 
    1.Mo       -2.937612   -1.502465    3.241754 
    2.N        -2.816631    0.040222    1.722071 
    3.C        -3.818899    0.720520    1.134712 
    4.C        -3.262151    1.695039    0.294506 
    5.C        -1.879946    1.564199    0.411388 
    6.N        -1.637220    0.559346    1.286245 
    7.N        -1.247165   -2.304147    1.826321 
    8.N        -0.245070   -1.496740    1.401763 
    9.C         0.624544   -2.187159    0.625469 
   10.C         0.153601   -3.494398    0.549444 
   11.C        -1.029167   -3.525653    1.309621 
   12.N        -1.166667   -0.478797    4.089847 
   13.N        -0.228347    0.115377    3.305200 
   14.C         0.637387    0.818861    4.072147 
   15.C         0.235104    0.670657    5.398010 
   16.C        -0.905433   -0.144509    5.368691 
   17.B        -0.301879   -0.019991    1.778798 
   18.C        -1.975340   -4.649833    1.520566 
   19.C         1.831719   -1.570084    0.016119 
   20.C        -5.234829    0.402855    1.433981 
   21.C        -0.798792    2.328933   -0.262260 
   22.C        -1.781449   -0.596213    6.476617 
   23.C         1.773821    1.591930    3.506816 
   24.O        -2.531144   -3.138007    4.248780 
   25.O        -4.195310   -2.517273    2.140634 
   26.C        -1.292234   -3.596889    4.732644 
   27.C        -1.513357   -4.506219    5.920722 
   28.C        -5.057490   -3.456947    2.741051 
   29.C        -5.837041   -4.201075    1.682182 
   30.O        -4.007188   -0.573402    4.245210 
   31.H         2.518997   -1.159989    0.786544 
   32.H         2.385661   -2.329472   -0.568644 
   33.H         1.568151   -0.734016   -0.666209 
   34.H         0.612025   -4.326773    0.000247 
   35.H         0.619531    0.584443    1.269917 
   36.H        -5.915178    0.984974    0.784526 
   37.H        -5.460293    0.626041    2.499867 
   38.H        -5.412234   -0.686720    1.299998 
   39.H        -3.802553    2.416305   -0.331315 
   40.H        -1.242845    3.116167   -0.901263 
   41.H        -0.171485    1.675030   -0.904749 
   42.H        -0.120668    2.817131    0.469299 
   43.H         2.457442    0.948560    2.913904 
   44.H         1.422805    2.402682    2.833108 
   45.H         2.356020    2.054351    4.326779 
   46.H         0.712186    1.112189    6.282083 
   47.H        -1.425205   -0.194196    7.443719 
   48.H        -1.814463   -1.705770    6.539416 
   49.H        -2.826479   -0.264383    6.292597 
   50.H        -2.023682   -3.960388    6.743333 
   51.H        -0.545044   -4.894224    6.302164 
   52.H        -0.753498   -4.147143    3.920635 
   53.H        -0.634322   -2.737609    5.007697 
   54.H        -1.482827   -5.620040    1.315347 
   55.H        -2.377509   -4.635931    2.556542 
   56.H        -2.853165   -4.544509    0.845946 
   57.H        -4.453165   -4.156633    3.372693 
   58.H        -6.533415   -4.932829    2.144645 
   59.H        -5.148440   -4.750383    1.004840 
   60.H        -6.430374   -3.493192    1.065562 
   61.H        -5.750691   -2.926458    3.443091 
   62.H        -2.153263   -5.368492    5.637894 



 

 

155

 
Tp*MoO(OCH2CH3)2

+ 

    1.Mo       -2.903479   -1.602547    3.222202 
    2.N        -2.818586   -0.017313    1.800564 
    3.C        -3.863750    0.671770    1.269720 
    4.C        -3.347188    1.639710    0.410998 
    5.C        -1.957358    1.511623    0.452910 
    6.N        -1.664679    0.502525    1.302101 
    7.N        -1.223033   -2.346615    1.871389 
    8.N        -0.247505   -1.528098    1.400170 
    9.C         0.619785   -2.227055    0.629896 
   10.C         0.178768   -3.549651    0.610623 
   11.C        -0.980714   -3.588623    1.393877 
   12.N        -1.263336   -0.388249    4.045746 
   13.N        -0.253632    0.113918    3.287624 
   14.C         0.625271    0.775240    4.076331 
   15.C         0.156920    0.687984    5.387607 
   16.C        -1.032739   -0.044141    5.336098 
   17.B        -0.306281   -0.047532    1.764456 
   18.C        -1.879952   -4.736158    1.673452 
   19.C         1.795126   -1.607856   -0.031660 
   20.C        -5.273785    0.359611    1.587687 
   21.C        -0.919746    2.289215   -0.265998 
   22.C        -1.964088   -0.408154    6.430203 
   23.C         1.837953    1.446675    3.547041 
   24.O        -2.256803   -2.902046    4.439232 
   25.O        -4.046756   -2.662403    2.148524 
   26.C        -0.981599   -3.393596    4.802760 
   27.C        -1.120617   -4.424356    5.894656 
   28.C        -5.351950   -3.129725    2.480659 
   29.C        -6.127864   -3.471465    1.238603 
   30.O        -4.125914   -0.853414    4.188110 
   31.H         2.482530   -1.139253    0.703501 
   32.H         2.361482   -2.377026   -0.589535 
   33.H         1.491203   -0.817398   -0.749838 
   34.H         0.645919   -4.388144    0.078718 
   35.H         0.596370    0.563887    1.240278 
   36.H        -5.944394    1.102454    1.118028 
   37.H        -5.446225    0.356594    2.685599 
   38.H        -5.549341   -0.649685    1.209103 
   39.H        -3.922515    2.359105   -0.184972 
   40.H        -1.400760    3.046199   -0.913421 
   41.H        -0.289456    1.635947   -0.904803 
   42.H        -0.242749    2.815610    0.438932 
   43.H         2.497755    0.736589    3.006219 
   44.H         1.577849    2.260997    2.838490 
   45.H         2.416159    1.888732    4.379985 
   46.H         0.623596    1.121957    6.280908 
   47.H        -1.611109    0.011021    7.390367 
   48.H        -2.061031   -1.510796    6.536549 
   49.H        -2.985985   -0.023302    6.224355 
   50.H        -1.605096   -3.993513    6.795392 
   51.H        -0.115488   -4.793936    6.184486 
   52.H        -0.482034   -3.806216    3.895134 
   53.H        -0.370083   -2.519785    5.137079 
   54.H        -1.370815   -5.691096    1.444457 
   55.H        -2.212261   -4.749155    2.733178 
   56.H        -2.799801   -4.670596    1.053967 
   57.H        -5.221807   -4.027157    3.130721 
   58.H        -7.129934   -3.860349    1.516410 
   59.H        -5.606352   -4.250541    0.645378 
   60.H        -6.270497   -2.579152    0.593224 
   61.H        -5.855416   -2.346738    3.099260 
   62.H        -1.722873   -5.291059    5.552432 



 

 

156

 
Tp*MoO(OCH2CH2CH3)2 
    1.Mo       -0.001288    0.001172    0.011123 
    2.N         2.167471    0.002324    0.008399 
    3.C         3.006158    1.055255   -0.003894 
    4.C         4.320122    0.578017    0.102606 
    5.C         4.223548   -0.809679    0.181355 
    6.N         2.909115   -1.131369    0.129342 
    7.N         0.510243   -1.753749   -1.463055 
    8.N         1.451568   -2.678762   -1.155721 
    9.C         1.572182   -3.584586   -2.155845 
   10.C         0.665716   -3.220466   -3.146697 
   11.C         0.023874   -2.060215   -2.677978 
   12.N         0.234012   -1.681544    1.429095 
   13.N         1.252655   -2.576917    1.328074 
   14.C         1.251537   -3.400954    2.402222 
   15.C         0.194738   -3.013816    3.223634 
   16.C        -0.416445   -1.926319    2.583385 
   17.B         2.227943   -2.508791    0.145680 
   18.C        -0.988266   -1.213906   -3.357705 
   19.C         2.528554   -4.721388   -2.107248 
   20.C         2.489806    2.440923   -0.097267 
   21.C         5.301293   -1.826405    0.291484 
   22.C        -1.559742   -1.087246    3.016940 
   23.C         2.246657   -4.489027    2.587750 
   24.O        -1.847956   -0.527280   -0.389468 
   25.O        -0.017839    1.167475   -1.558333 
   26.C        -2.454411   -1.789136   -0.287762 
   27.C        -3.949139   -1.645643   -0.084143 
   28.C        -1.149217    1.944252   -1.864809 
   29.C        -0.981799    2.641696   -3.197749 
   30.O        -0.100373    1.141135    1.316323 
   31.H         2.330202   -5.392031   -1.244160 
   32.H         2.445048   -5.320673   -3.034249 
   33.H         3.579272   -4.372231   -2.016067 
   34.H         0.495433   -3.733362   -4.101962 
   35.H         3.066785   -3.378867    0.257380 
   36.H         3.318814    3.163340   -0.217228 
   37.H         1.907603    2.695593    0.815316 
   38.H         1.781771    2.520890   -0.951068 
   39.H         5.241346    1.173816    0.119073 
   40.H         6.285133   -1.321490    0.339637 
   41.H         5.307886   -2.514318   -0.580670 
   42.H         5.187523   -2.452377    1.201707 
   43.H         2.223572   -5.216703    1.749303 
   44.H         3.282592   -4.092405    2.646976 
   45.H         2.032584   -5.035011    3.526479 
   46.H        -0.091657   -3.465823    4.181670 
   47.H        -1.909543   -1.395005    4.020345 
   48.H        -2.410395   -1.161130    2.304097 
   49.H        -1.259387   -0.017061    3.034362 
   50.H        -4.126488   -1.045143    0.837537 
   51.H        -2.259874   -2.383168   -1.218719 
   52.H        -2.008620   -2.383618    0.548552 
   53.H        -1.506795   -1.784678   -4.152280 
   54.H        -1.725825   -0.818909   -2.626455 
   55.H        -0.500773   -0.325793   -3.816712 
   56.H        -2.061683    1.291788   -1.868853 
   57.H        -0.815447    1.868836   -3.982764 
   58.H        -0.053211    3.254931   -3.161932 
   59.H        -1.318055    2.703076   -1.055372 
   60.H        -4.366034   -1.049756   -0.926937 
   61.C        -2.185227    3.505094   -3.538412 
   62.H        -2.351655    4.283567   -2.761641 
   63.H        -2.061623    4.022986   -4.511299 
   64.H        -3.113309    2.894971   -3.596482 
   65.C        -4.632447   -2.999369    0.013612 
   66.H        -5.727485   -2.900519    0.158626 
   67.H        -4.467077   -3.598460   -0.908636 
   68.H        -4.230777   -3.590452    0.865910 
 



 

 

157

 
Tp*MoO(OCH2CH2CH3)2

+ 

    1.Mo       -0.046807   -0.037426   -0.059552 
    2.N         2.074549   -0.005664    0.026157 
    3.C         2.872617    1.095797    0.048338 
    4.C         4.194230    0.663107    0.128800 
    5.C         4.157592   -0.733283    0.161218 
    6.N         2.862172   -1.111237    0.098268 
    7.N         0.448091   -1.786772   -1.448634 
    8.N         1.425062   -2.687126   -1.167831 
    9.C         1.532941   -3.591303   -2.170725 
   10.C         0.580894   -3.254597   -3.131297 
   11.C        -0.075446   -2.114628   -2.650977 
   12.N         0.320795   -1.591218    1.452755 
   13.N         1.273251   -2.551451    1.321482 
   14.C         1.239464   -3.378670    2.391792 
   15.C         0.224725   -2.927420    3.236146 
   16.C        -0.330954   -1.801033    2.622684 
   17.B         2.223219   -2.510137    0.120102 
   18.C        -1.137335   -1.309075   -3.305308 
   19.C         2.519039   -4.700464   -2.158328 
   20.C         2.332220    2.469836   -0.033831 
   21.C         5.277570   -1.701067    0.242179 
   22.C        -1.416745   -0.910517    3.097419 
   23.C         2.163275   -4.528703    2.551865 
   24.O        -1.802049   -0.741984   -0.063225 
   25.O        -0.094444    0.972158   -1.662791 
   26.C        -2.398478   -2.017617   -0.098988 
   27.C        -3.904346   -1.897127   -0.016840 
   28.C        -0.955129    2.087981   -1.869719 
   29.C        -0.631582    2.789858   -3.163914 
   30.O        -0.258163    1.248591    1.076660 
   31.H         2.382168   -5.364411   -1.279118 
   32.H         2.406993   -5.313495   -3.072281 
   33.H         3.562043   -4.320729   -2.126258 
   34.H         0.393022   -3.776438   -4.078183 
   35.H         3.077620   -3.360355    0.222763 
   36.H         3.150651    3.209035    0.040700 
   37.H         1.595487    2.658526    0.776858 
   38.H         1.799284    2.623497   -0.998847 
   39.H         5.089594    1.296617    0.155393 
   40.H         6.240353   -1.157863    0.279907 
   41.H         5.295315   -2.378155   -0.637355 
   42.H         5.202095   -2.337776    1.148272 
   43.H         2.085562   -5.238999    1.702492 
   44.H         3.221514   -4.197671    2.609793 
   45.H         1.923951   -5.076120    3.482765 
   46.H        -0.068309   -3.362512    4.199974 
   47.H        -1.730438   -1.200257    4.117219 
   48.H        -2.305498   -0.952360    2.430055 
   49.H        -1.083156    0.149160    3.110453 
   50.H        -4.173138   -1.345664    0.911981 
   51.H        -2.077224   -2.553462   -1.024788 
   52.H        -1.995951   -2.605565    0.764809 
   53.H        -1.641524   -1.900256   -4.092901 
   54.H        -1.898061   -0.956823   -2.577099 
   55.H        -0.702292   -0.400062   -3.774131 
   56.H        -2.007756    1.707693   -1.883021 
   57.H        -0.664138    2.044859   -3.990488 
   58.H         0.413283    3.171203   -3.120885 
   59.H        -0.873605    2.775628   -0.990192 
   60.H        -4.262395   -1.276993   -0.868606 
   61.C        -1.613681    3.922499   -3.422380 
   62.H        -1.586405    4.678988   -2.608916 
   63.H        -1.385377    4.444837   -4.372068 
   64.H        -2.656421    3.543654   -3.491253 
   65.C        -4.557806   -3.269122   -0.038465 
   66.H        -5.661161   -3.187684    0.017800 
   67.H        -4.309546   -3.820891   -0.970382 
   68.H        -4.222611   -3.890884    0.819283 
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Tp*MoO(OCH2CH2CH2O) in chair conformation 
    1.B         0.001199    0.021144   -0.003487 
    2.N         1.528292    0.031906    0.001550 
    3.N         2.175725    1.224699    0.005119 
    4.C         3.494491    0.963955   -0.002085 
    5.C         3.688934   -0.425965   -0.009323 
    6.C         2.416330   -0.989657   -0.006031 
    7.N        -0.494550    0.730536    1.262366 
    8.C        -1.240119    0.258079    2.288948 
    9.C        -1.357229    1.282473    3.226447 
   10.C        -0.644578    2.370775    2.702042 
   11.N        -0.125887    2.014593    1.512811 
   12.N        -0.488482    0.764301   -1.253175 
   13.N        -0.122959    2.055922   -1.465465 
   14.C        -0.651663    2.451090   -2.637592 
   15.C        -1.367264    1.379854   -3.191740 
   16.C        -1.241567    0.325011   -2.289332 
   17.H        -0.411709   -1.119963   -0.018746 
   18.Mo        0.974895    3.234088    0.037734 
   19.O        -0.234720    4.475415    0.044487 
   20.C        -1.786253   -1.055656   -2.364119 
   21.C        -0.453597    3.834934   -3.132260 
   22.C         4.505029    2.048697   -0.002137 
   23.C         2.008615   -2.419012   -0.008495 
   24.C        -1.787191   -1.123473    2.322263 
   25.C        -0.442474    3.736141    3.244008 
   26.H         4.646976   -0.961079   -0.016753 
   27.H         2.908478   -3.063840    0.000407 
   28.H         1.393101   -2.673437    0.880430 
   29.H         1.408562   -2.676091   -0.907235 
   30.H         4.399039    2.671119    0.912431 
   31.H         4.337604    2.723588   -0.868834 
   32.H         5.528451    1.629989   -0.048392 
   33.H        -0.993199    4.557122   -2.480927 
   34.H        -0.818679    3.939931   -4.171505 
   35.H         0.623285    4.104106   -3.075844 
   36.H        -1.916561    1.370108   -4.141650 
   37.H        -2.376710   -1.174304   -3.293074 
   38.H        -2.446926   -1.285224   -1.501384 
   39.H        -0.977570   -1.816959   -2.368335 
   40.H        -0.816526    3.807364    4.282961 
   41.H         0.636347    4.000265    3.206617 
   42.H        -0.972568    4.483414    2.613639 
   43.H        -2.400131   -1.260795    3.233920 
   44.H        -2.427150   -1.334105    1.439548 
   45.H        -0.979626   -1.886296    2.330032 
   46.H        -1.900918    1.241995    4.178837 
   47.O         2.176295    3.883814    1.451867 
   48.O         2.186240    3.933016   -1.344961 
   49.C         2.659031    5.254288   -1.189063 
   50.C         2.659328    5.206157    1.353483 
   51.C         3.457541    5.464874    0.086963 
   52.H         3.294781    5.503199   -2.071384 
   53.H         1.782196    5.957199   -1.189958 
   54.H         4.355397    4.808997    0.074411 
   55.H         3.815432    6.520064    0.107155 
   56.H         3.297408    5.411480    2.245483 
   57.H         1.788349    5.915520    1.386327 
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Tp*MoO(OCH2CH2CH2O)+ in chair conformation 
    1.B         0.031028   -0.023040   -0.005462 
    2.N         1.554650    0.003165   -0.004678 
    3.N         2.183498    1.208963    0.007059 
    4.C         3.519226    0.970469    0.006225 
    5.C         3.727586   -0.410097   -0.005792 
    6.C         2.462330   -0.998788   -0.012219 
    7.N        -0.467147    0.708007    1.249615 
    8.C        -1.269032    0.286843    2.253797 
    9.C        -1.470593    1.369408    3.114954 
   10.C        -0.766344    2.442416    2.572250 
   11.N        -0.152533    2.017963    1.435871 
   12.N        -0.466973    0.745704   -1.237679 
   13.N        -0.159260    2.062689   -1.380553 
   14.C        -0.772225    2.520200   -2.504214 
   15.C        -1.469114    1.461465   -3.083529 
   16.C        -1.263550    0.352683   -2.257542 
   17.H        -0.383409   -1.159135   -0.022478 
   18.Mo        1.062486    3.163370    0.043113 
   19.O        -0.010769    4.525844    0.066142 
   20.C        -1.782260   -1.029669   -2.391429 
   21.C        -0.631798    3.923049   -2.955623 
   22.C         4.522067    2.061037    0.017078 
   23.C         2.084437   -2.433268   -0.024446 
   24.C        -1.796558   -1.095900    2.341145 
   25.C        -0.620131    3.829191    3.069170 
   26.H         4.693522   -0.930710   -0.009620 
   27.H         2.994257   -3.062175   -0.025568 
   28.H         1.478859   -2.704923    0.865568 
   29.H         1.485752   -2.691724   -0.923038 
   30.H         4.401457    2.694453    0.921905 
   31.H         4.393752    2.719126   -0.868808 
   32.H         5.545078    1.642104    0.007161 
   33.H        -0.955713    4.630094   -2.161063 
   34.H        -1.238465    4.100053   -3.862565 
   35.H         0.430758    4.156540   -3.186052 
   36.H        -2.059328    1.488541   -4.008171 
   37.H        -2.360279   -1.125803   -3.329458 
   38.H        -2.449711   -1.299061   -1.545838 
   39.H        -0.959218   -1.774061   -2.411404 
   40.H        -1.224083    3.978047    3.982966 
   41.H         0.443626    4.051930    3.304497 
   42.H        -0.943979    4.563013    2.299193 
   43.H        -2.383549   -1.217021    3.270663 
   44.H        -2.457669   -1.335604    1.481801 
   45.H        -0.977896   -1.845420    2.345892 
   46.H        -2.063034    1.369711    4.038593 
   47.O         2.217028    3.835206    1.407814 
   48.O         2.207465    3.870613   -1.312175 
   49.C         2.561286    5.252830   -1.217437 
   50.C         2.570513    5.219093    1.350497 
   51.C         3.324310    5.537263    0.067782 
   52.H         3.180956    5.505149   -2.103426 
   53.H         1.612841    5.848265   -1.250030 
   54.H         4.290653    4.987316    0.057247 
   55.H         3.565992    6.624177    0.081067 
   56.H         3.196438    5.446571    2.238796 
   57.H         1.622417    5.813421    1.406099 
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Tp*MoO(OCH2CH2CH2O) in boat conformation 
    1.H         0.047540   -0.049269    0.031104 
    2.C         1.168280   -0.020234    0.002299 
    3.C         1.629654    1.425336    0.016740 
    4.H         2.743034    1.453517    0.020072 
    5.H         1.274324    1.912256    0.953623 
    6.C         1.112491    2.209043   -1.175148 
    7.H        -0.008599    2.232832   -1.141683 
    8.O         1.627625   -0.748607   -1.114100 
    9.O         1.532101    1.691821   -2.417593 
   10.Mo        2.573148    0.043228   -2.639492 
   11.O         4.143713    0.438019   -2.022834 
   12.N         0.814896   -0.762613   -3.991137 
   13.N         1.069072   -1.384402   -5.168569 
   14.N         3.171126    0.683684   -4.654085 
   15.N         3.290082   -1.941810   -3.255757 
   16.N         3.144104   -0.146647   -5.729316 
   17.N         3.258238   -2.365647   -4.546505 
   18.C         3.724855    1.847657   -5.039023 
   19.C         3.666154    0.484346   -6.807692 
   20.C         4.049669    1.760798   -6.400443 
   21.H         4.512125    2.537312   -7.022784 
   22.C         3.877307   -3.565598   -4.649256 
   23.C         3.943045   -2.866093   -2.528767 
   24.C         4.328653   -3.913803   -3.377568 
   25.H         4.874775   -4.824633   -3.101361 
   26.C        -0.517521   -0.757141   -3.822189 
   27.C        -0.084085   -1.778552   -5.758402 
   28.C        -1.124300   -1.389478   -4.919483 
   29.H        -2.197991   -1.545629   -5.084389 
   30.B         2.520484   -1.542628   -5.610255 
   31.H         1.527929   -0.539995    0.923843 
   32.H         1.457406    3.270182   -1.107952 
   33.C         3.929225    2.952666   -4.071555 
   34.H         4.277358    3.867916   -4.586260 
   35.H         2.983498    3.156506   -3.524434 
   36.H         4.678657    2.655805   -3.305315 
   37.C         3.760893   -0.149844   -8.148220 
   38.H         4.241141    0.550212   -8.858458 
   39.H         4.361256   -1.083571   -8.121476 
   40.H         2.759417   -0.416126   -8.548204 
   41.C         3.998070   -4.305641   -5.932257 
   42.H         4.553832   -3.720071   -6.694902 
   43.H         4.539900   -5.256160   -5.764625 
   44.H         3.003294   -4.544732   -6.364491 
   45.C         4.176573   -2.669219   -1.077682 
   46.H         4.582114   -3.588716   -0.615078 
   47.H         4.891525   -1.832914   -0.915395 
   48.H         3.228341   -2.374911   -0.578194 
   49.C        -0.125082   -2.490591   -7.062421 
   50.H         0.329897   -1.887707   -7.876983 
   51.H         0.423876   -3.455614   -7.022704 
   52.H        -1.175630   -2.704365   -7.338317 
   53.C        -1.153341   -0.159336   -2.623603 
   54.H        -2.255400   -0.161230   -2.724385 
   55.H        -0.871153   -0.727451   -1.711455 
   56.H        -0.798283    0.883032   -2.480671 
   57.H         2.581507   -2.110116   -6.681419 
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Tp*MoO(OCH2CH2CH2O)+ in boat conformation 
    1.H         0.071180   -0.035182    0.099276 
    2.C         1.183724    0.021413    0.034146 
    3.C         1.657853    1.463638    0.027955 
    4.H         2.767889    1.495142    0.095621 
    5.H         1.259983    1.959841    0.942014 
    6.C         1.187091    2.258533   -1.177558 
    7.H         0.079155    2.391416   -1.158504 
    8.O         1.583166   -0.677953   -1.142567 
    9.O         1.518354    1.632634   -2.416868 
   10.Mo        2.477926    0.006537   -2.672089 
   11.O         4.000234    0.436013   -1.959984 
   12.N         0.808671   -0.784831   -3.995629 
   13.N         1.034656   -1.402540   -5.183207 
   14.N         3.201209    0.619497   -4.622485 
   15.N         3.321671   -1.888124   -3.296446 
   16.N         3.102891   -0.161181   -5.732315 
   17.N         3.221609   -2.371459   -4.564223 
   18.C         3.863399    1.757361   -4.962274 
   19.C         3.690851    0.464333   -6.777623 
   20.C         4.175154    1.693478   -6.317965 
   21.H         4.695520    2.455061   -6.912168 
   22.C         3.913992   -3.528106   -4.662524 
   23.C         4.096488   -2.744679   -2.576096 
   24.C         4.471257   -3.796493   -3.406857 
   25.H         5.078565   -4.668554   -3.133667 
   26.C        -0.531581   -0.756406   -3.802682 
   27.C        -0.135437   -1.770289   -5.755159 
   28.C        -1.154900   -1.368570   -4.894229 
   29.H        -2.233619   -1.504721   -5.043804 
   30.B         2.474309   -1.561505   -5.637311 
   31.H         1.601688   -0.526404    0.907824 
   32.H         1.645245    3.273169   -1.180856 
   33.C         4.128875    2.825160   -3.972813 
   34.H         4.709018    3.645930   -4.432581 
   35.H         3.175329    3.236737   -3.575555 
   36.H         4.693093    2.421242   -3.103918 
   37.C         3.771138   -0.128043   -8.133830 
   38.H         4.237016    0.591902   -8.832270 
   39.H         4.380190   -1.056574   -8.138668 
   40.H         2.765757   -0.392520   -8.522789 
   41.C         4.020375   -4.303908   -5.920480 
   42.H         4.586994   -3.746044   -6.695968 
   43.H         4.547081   -5.257911   -5.731597 
   44.H         3.020629   -4.532332   -6.344548 
   45.C         4.396669   -2.508283   -1.146308 
   46.H         5.030745   -3.319360   -0.744134 
   47.H         4.919141   -1.536284   -1.011661 
   48.H         3.459791   -2.456115   -0.550101 
   49.C        -0.211351   -2.468107   -7.062238 
   50.H         0.229145   -1.859155   -7.879510 
   51.H         0.329736   -3.437408   -7.042064 
   52.H        -1.268086   -2.671486   -7.318534 
   53.C        -1.159064   -0.162512   -2.599415 
   54.H        -2.259529   -0.153096   -2.706724 
   55.H        -0.899441   -0.746376   -1.690737 
   56.H        -0.806507    0.878841   -2.444700 
   57.H         2.540601   -2.123072   -6.706652 
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Tp*MoO[OCH(CH3)CH2CH(CH3)O] in chair conformation 
    1.C        -0.007924    0.039577   -0.248665 
    2.C         2.557167    0.045570   -0.209734 
    3.O        -0.116833    1.409768    0.099477 
    4.O         2.649718    1.415081    0.145658 
    5.Mo        1.274835    2.647499   -0.520596 
    6.O         1.304575    2.281883   -2.214953 
    7.N         1.233412    3.643340    1.598546 
    8.N         1.225323    4.994500    1.724805 
    9.N         2.764876    4.250820   -0.736311 
   10.N        -0.211107    4.247091   -0.791403 
   11.N         2.527736    5.523778   -0.323729 
   12.N         0.010879    5.522110   -0.376703 
   13.C         3.964523    4.226296   -1.344494 
   14.C         3.576194    6.314705   -0.653467 
   15.C         4.511214    5.517234   -1.311024 
   16.H         5.477954    5.839602   -1.718118 
   17.C        -1.022757    6.312193   -0.752091 
   18.C        -1.385820    4.220302   -1.446262 
   19.C        -1.931985    5.511953   -1.441673 
   20.H        -2.881595    5.832912   -1.888290 
   21.C         1.204452    3.125189    2.839084 
   22.C         1.190913    5.348856    3.030918 
   23.C         1.177013    4.172084    3.774222 
   24.H         1.150074    4.083855    4.867811 
   25.B         1.252043    5.852978    0.461938 
   26.C        -1.239594   -0.675769    0.263874 
   27.H        -2.157213   -0.186162   -0.122942 
   28.H        -1.266259   -0.628570    1.374710 
   29.H        -1.244516   -1.742100   -0.047021 
   30.C         3.776501   -0.666194    0.336137 
   31.H         4.702818   -0.172062   -0.023336 
   32.H         3.794609   -1.731670    0.022791 
   33.H         3.771421   -0.621588    1.447355 
   34.C         4.492989    2.972465   -1.934180 
   35.H         5.533432    3.108458   -2.284486 
   36.H         4.445015    2.153809   -1.183345 
   37.H         3.858488    2.651608   -2.789356 
   38.C         3.633733    7.761926   -0.321218 
   39.H         4.572118    8.197790   -0.714408 
   40.H         2.780630    8.320361   -0.760922 
   41.H         3.605894    7.932834    0.776028 
   42.C        -1.090937    7.761481   -0.430976 
   43.H        -0.223194    8.316836   -0.845300 
   44.H        -2.015179    8.195207   -0.858510 
   45.H        -1.099847    7.939446    0.665447 
   46.C        -1.891653    2.963532   -2.049413 
   47.H        -2.922489    3.094310   -2.428947 
   48.H        -1.232161    2.644942   -2.886329 
   49.H        -1.861021    2.145898   -1.296568 
   50.C         1.172377    6.763286    3.487003 
   51.H         2.070425    7.319621    3.143550 
   52.H         0.283131    7.308316    3.104515 
   53.H         1.147778    6.798711    4.593133 
   54.C         1.203985    1.661984    3.076181 
   55.H         1.182023    1.441441    4.160348 
   56.H         0.324659    1.195406    2.581439 
   57.H         2.105922    1.200619    2.618765 
   58.H         1.245287    7.031482    0.751865 
   59.H         2.556246   -0.017453   -1.333279 
   60.H         0.025947   -0.026706   -1.371480 
   61.C         1.268277   -0.588360    0.290699 
   62.H         1.251565   -0.546054    1.405252 
   63.H         1.274991   -1.664607   -0.001171 
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Tp*MoO[OCH(CH3)CH2CH(CH3)O]+ in chair conformation 
    1.C        -0.022164    0.078288   -0.320517 
    2.C         2.574310    0.085123   -0.279011 
    3.O        -0.081046    1.435649    0.159099 
    4.O         2.611089    1.442264    0.203442 
    5.Mo        1.271547    2.651699   -0.400845 
    6.O         1.299758    2.108627   -2.048230 
    7.N         1.231203    3.660498    1.615920 
    8.N         1.224083    5.012894    1.757826 
    9.N         2.689464    4.261635   -0.759088 
   10.N        -0.134851    4.258344   -0.813638 
   11.N         2.513222    5.528428   -0.298259 
   12.N         0.022770    5.526841   -0.350809 
   13.C         3.851613    4.224632   -1.461144 
   14.C         3.549996    6.302487   -0.692134 
   15.C         4.421114    5.496696   -1.430470 
   16.H         5.368015    5.806185   -1.890480 
   17.C        -0.996519    6.299630   -0.790032 
   18.C        -1.267304    4.218843   -1.562679 
   19.C        -1.836893    5.491112   -1.560464 
   20.H        -2.764497    5.798787   -2.059400 
   21.C         1.204949    3.121162    2.860147 
   22.C         1.193373    5.346437    3.067954 
   23.C         1.180658    4.156935    3.797017 
   24.H         1.156606    4.057215    4.889549 
   25.B         1.250424    5.877612    0.501885 
   26.C        -1.252725   -0.649654    0.152803 
   27.H        -2.169181   -0.115043   -0.169855 
   28.H        -1.259861   -0.720337    1.261353 
   29.H        -1.282399   -1.677542   -0.264750 
   30.C         3.793246   -0.637046    0.231845 
   31.H         4.716462   -0.097450   -0.061850 
   32.H         3.841202   -1.664254   -0.185528 
   33.H         3.766398   -0.708836    1.340024 
   34.C         4.344797    2.977488   -2.088939 
   35.H         5.285838    3.165459   -2.637448 
   36.H         4.529591    2.197863   -1.317185 
   37.H         3.592228    2.563004   -2.794624 
   38.C         3.657743    7.742021   -0.353953 
   39.H         4.603712    8.152640   -0.753670 
   40.H         2.817870    8.326942   -0.784210 
   41.H         3.644449    7.904807    0.744014 
   42.C        -1.117133    7.740600   -0.462526 
   43.H        -0.261810    8.323746   -0.863838 
   44.H        -2.047447    8.149256   -0.899281 
   45.H        -1.144796    7.908479    0.634391 
   46.C        -1.735386    2.969168   -2.204550 
   47.H        -2.659148    3.152980   -2.782951 
   48.H        -0.959193    2.556914   -2.885442 
   49.H        -1.941689    2.189551   -1.438300 
   50.C         1.177995    6.751090    3.545117 
   51.H         2.078959    7.307381    3.211089 
   52.H         0.290847    7.302177    3.168239 
   53.H         1.151421    6.772817    4.650635 
   54.C         1.204821    1.657791    3.092902 
   55.H         1.185578    1.440911    4.176808 
   56.H         0.320189    1.185509    2.613760 
   57.H         2.109200    1.190731    2.646612 
   58.H         1.243814    7.053504    0.784753 
   59.H         2.587821    0.156323   -1.399054 
   60.H        -0.000764    0.148426   -1.440463 
   61.C         1.270513   -0.572081    0.159185 
   62.H         1.252954   -0.646771    1.271912 
   63.H         1.279434   -1.613182   -0.237421 
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Tp*MoO[OCH(CH3)CH2CH(CH3)O] in boat conformation 
    1.H         0.033620   -0.052982    0.012552 
    2.C         1.156355   -0.035435    0.012806 
    3.C         1.603348    1.416299    0.008746 
    4.H         2.720322    1.446336    0.009978 
    5.H         1.250612    1.902541    0.947634 
    6.C         1.094690    2.219703   -1.175776 
    7.H        -0.028231    2.205183   -1.147629 
    8.O         1.608712   -0.742721   -1.129242 
    9.O         1.510715    1.676385   -2.417152 
   10.Mo        2.572538    0.045825   -2.639564 
   11.O         4.140730    0.445079   -2.018022 
   12.N         0.813352   -0.759067   -3.991227 
   13.N         1.066051   -1.382784   -5.167731 
   14.N         3.179064    0.683161   -4.654188 
   15.N         3.295692   -1.937661   -3.256819 
   16.N         3.141998   -0.146241   -5.730034 
   17.N         3.256024   -2.363831   -4.546713 
   18.C         3.744132    1.841469   -5.040366 
   19.C         3.668003    0.479796   -6.809314 
   20.C         4.064802    1.752069   -6.402496 
   21.H         4.534296    2.524204   -7.025016 
   22.C         3.875865   -3.563074   -4.652069 
   23.C         3.955271   -2.860245   -2.533317 
   24.C         4.336337   -3.908671   -3.383119 
   25.H         4.885859   -4.818050   -3.108875 
   26.C        -0.518764   -0.754913   -3.819930 
   27.C        -0.087487   -1.779680   -5.754882 
   28.C        -1.126606   -1.390160   -4.915053 
   29.H        -2.200447   -1.547736   -5.077541 
   30.B         2.516707   -1.541150   -5.609617 
   31.C         1.657794   -0.769081    1.241136 
   32.H         2.769092   -0.736284    1.266053 
   33.H         1.338713   -1.831140    1.209970 
   34.H         1.268598   -0.306086    2.173186 
   35.C         1.565211    3.659621   -1.115724 
   36.H         2.676902    3.687478   -1.120525 
   37.H         1.202035    4.163319   -0.194323 
   38.H         1.195689    4.221044   -1.998373 
   39.C         3.964375    2.945769   -4.075893 
   40.H         4.357618    3.843591   -4.588943 
   41.H         3.016166    3.192079   -3.551587 
   42.H         4.683857    2.627563   -3.289526 
   43.C         3.755081   -0.155041   -8.149986 
   44.H         4.237080    0.542379   -8.861630 
   45.H         4.350313   -1.092114   -8.125042 
   46.H         2.750945   -0.415749   -8.546852 
   47.C         3.990583   -4.303941   -5.935137 
   48.H         4.552885   -3.723628   -6.697089 
   49.H         4.523165   -5.259615   -5.767294 
   50.H         2.994019   -4.533062   -6.368437 
   51.C         4.201077   -2.664775   -1.084195 
   52.H         4.643280   -3.573595   -0.634101 
   53.H         4.889908   -1.805885   -0.925902 
   54.H         3.252522   -2.406158   -0.566249 
   55.C        -0.129636   -2.494890   -7.057044 
   56.H         0.325508   -1.894465   -7.873313 
   57.H         0.418476   -3.460335   -7.015082 
   58.H        -1.180506   -2.708489   -7.331810 
   59.C        -1.153943   -0.156210   -2.622085 
   60.H        -2.255956   -0.156327   -2.722613 
   61.H        -0.871330   -0.723754   -1.709901 
   62.H        -0.795398    0.884625   -2.478738 
   63.H         2.577014   -2.109064   -6.680494 
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Tp*MoO[OCH(CH3)CH2CH(CH3)O]+ in boat conformation 
    1.H         0.049439   -0.096791    0.099658 
    2.C         1.163548   -0.025373    0.051760 
    3.C         1.583001    1.436423    0.028101 
    4.H         2.695297    1.498727    0.101003 
    5.H         1.168290    1.916612    0.944181 
    6.C         1.113353    2.254527   -1.165374 
    7.H        -0.002755    2.313351   -1.164099 
    8.O         1.548781   -0.686963   -1.165640 
    9.O         1.470462    1.615738   -2.404798 
   10.Mo        2.459512    0.018540   -2.668995 
   11.O         3.975081    0.458744   -1.947982 
   12.N         0.794109   -0.776967   -3.997503 
   13.N         1.022184   -1.397196   -5.182932 
   14.N         3.199507    0.622809   -4.621618 
   15.N         3.318890   -1.877957   -3.292184 
   16.N         3.096363   -0.159759   -5.730078 
   17.N         3.212794   -2.363649   -4.558881 
   18.C         3.893620    1.742315   -4.958062 
   19.C         3.710451    0.447854   -6.771169 
   20.C         4.217942    1.666387   -6.310662 
   21.H         4.762786    2.413741   -6.901017 
   22.C         3.919721   -3.511816   -4.663566 
   23.C         4.109622   -2.724541   -2.579736 
   24.C         4.491431   -3.772350   -3.414096 
   25.H         5.115508   -4.634301   -3.146633 
   26.C        -0.546233   -0.755239   -3.804872 
   27.C        -0.144276   -1.772682   -5.753903 
   28.C        -1.166634   -1.373429   -4.894408 
   29.H        -2.244426   -1.515316   -5.043747 
   30.B         2.463744   -1.557266   -5.632599 
   31.C         1.779360   -0.779891    1.205646 
   32.H         2.887627   -0.722098    1.147859 
   33.H         1.472223   -1.844799    1.185282 
   34.H         1.456543   -0.340386    2.172477 
   35.C         1.699482    3.645983   -1.170254 
   36.H         2.809150    3.589995   -1.189138 
   37.H         1.393397    4.197846   -0.257004 
   38.H         1.351028    4.214661   -2.055724 
   39.C         4.184111    2.807591   -3.973018 
   40.H         4.797990    3.603406   -4.433191 
   41.H         3.243657    3.257539   -3.586393 
   42.H         4.725266    2.390337   -3.095704 
   43.C         3.792411   -0.152295   -8.123960 
   44.H         4.283475    0.553567   -8.819566 
   45.H         4.379092   -1.095085   -8.117928 
   46.H         2.785707   -0.394234   -8.523845 
   47.C         4.026551   -4.283936   -5.924168 
   48.H         4.571817   -3.713808   -6.705973 
   49.H         4.575317   -5.226946   -5.742766 
   50.H         3.026797   -4.533243   -6.336250 
   51.C         4.428268   -2.484759   -1.154407 
   52.H         5.092495   -3.279279   -0.767777 
   53.H         4.926280   -1.498914   -1.026422 
   54.H         3.502422   -2.459622   -0.538923 
   55.C        -0.218163   -2.476337   -7.058174 
   56.H         0.232164   -1.875020   -7.875644 
   57.H         0.315008   -3.449881   -7.029786 
   58.H        -1.274939   -2.672740   -7.319420 
   59.C        -1.178393   -0.161450   -2.603999 
   60.H        -2.279265   -0.172223   -2.705899 
   61.H        -0.902299   -0.731050   -1.691466 
   62.H        -0.842367    0.886313   -2.459533 
   63.H         2.530138   -2.121155   -6.700632 
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Tp*MoO[O(CH2)4O] in chair-boat formation 
    1.O        -0.119530    0.082737    0.043156 
    2.O         2.728345   -0.140106    0.227218 
    3.Mo        1.426840    1.303353    0.068547 
    4.O         1.415068    1.773563   -1.600635 
    5.N         1.300435    1.248138    2.403497 
    6.N         1.425182    2.384537    3.132512 
    7.N         3.047996    2.694045    0.601078 
    8.N         0.098469    3.007536    0.539567 
    9.N         2.908169    3.638547    1.568438 
   10.N         0.416120    3.933153    1.481872 
   11.C         4.269505    2.835034    0.055768 
   12.C         4.038721    4.378530    1.653087 
   13.C         4.929023    3.893444    0.696414 
   14.H         5.939859    4.268078    0.491081 
   15.C        -0.509657    4.921523    1.488337 
   16.C        -1.031901    3.408166   -0.069038 
   17.C        -1.448320    4.618545    0.504991 
   18.C         1.133094    0.231742    3.265991 
   19.C         1.333864    2.110214    4.455656 
   20.C         1.143637    0.736839    4.576927 
   21.B         1.621464    3.710579    2.400826 
   22.C        -0.426161   -0.720004   -1.069073 
   23.H        -1.502164   -1.012925   -0.995344 
   24.H        -0.299948   -0.113757   -2.007056 
   25.C         2.756489   -1.461877   -0.245647 
   26.H         3.822635   -1.695985   -0.488693 
   27.H         2.462258   -2.159535    0.581434 
   28.C         0.413167   -1.979337   -1.194628 
   29.H        -0.030410   -2.572311   -2.028186 
   30.H         0.289834   -2.593733   -0.270697 
   31.C         1.899473   -1.758912   -1.465565 
   32.H         2.037233   -0.936046   -2.207804 
   33.H         2.318370   -2.679556   -1.932708 
   34.H        -2.333404    5.209305    0.236983 
   35.H         1.026163    0.168857    5.508624 
   36.C        -1.638182    2.618589   -1.167793 
   37.H        -2.567531    3.098485   -1.528186 
   38.H        -0.921165    2.520661   -2.012011 
   39.H        -1.860378    1.587398   -0.819978 
   40.C        -0.451437    6.077969    2.419966 
   41.H         0.482401    6.665078    2.290774 
   42.H        -1.310374    6.750681    2.233142 
   43.H        -0.489629    5.753856    3.481652 
   44.C         4.210743    5.485541    2.629567 
   45.H         5.211455    5.941518    2.503639 
   46.H         3.447441    6.280166    2.491190 
   47.H         4.122790    5.126939    3.677080 
   48.C         4.712283    1.956269   -1.053346 
   49.H         4.073032    2.113626   -1.949531 
   50.H         5.766988    2.156905   -1.319704 
   51.H         4.586209    0.891703   -0.760278 
   52.C         1.428752    3.155670    5.507911 
   53.H         2.400705    3.692229    5.470325 
   54.H         0.628680    3.919367    5.403995 
   55.H         1.331626    2.689676    6.507304 
   56.C         0.993598   -1.170316    2.801647 
   57.H         0.502450   -1.792205    3.575047 
   58.H         0.400885   -1.199137    1.861532 
   59.H         1.990736   -1.610639    2.582687 
   60.H         1.704795    4.623114    3.196727 
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Tp*MoO[O(CH2)4O]+ in chair-boat formation 
    1.O        -0.121356    0.114576    0.075718 
    2.O         2.630312   -0.190929    0.336068 
    3.Mo        1.404637    1.245173    0.179808 
    4.O         1.473055    1.546431   -1.524692 
    5.N         1.303664    1.252201    2.427031 
    6.N         1.406905    2.380623    3.175460 
    7.N         2.968342    2.705487    0.607015 
    8.N         0.179035    3.024377    0.514161 
    9.N         2.881231    3.625652    1.604947 
   10.N         0.420898    3.922034    1.506298 
   11.C         4.148032    2.891974   -0.036117 
   12.C         3.993025    4.395491    1.611009 
   13.C         4.821191    3.947074    0.578857 
   14.H         5.808012    4.344964    0.310728 
   15.C        -0.472236    4.934719    1.434040 
   16.C        -0.882888    3.471411   -0.204918 
   17.C        -1.318298    4.671823    0.355007 
   18.C         1.169294    0.205939    3.278402 
   19.C         1.337265    2.076639    4.491176 
   20.C         1.179405    0.693038    4.587608 
   21.B         1.605894    3.709594    2.455091 
   22.C        -0.466413   -0.659825   -1.062830 
   23.H        -1.527799   -0.971154   -0.952235 
   24.H        -0.369044   -0.004104   -1.965514 
   25.C         2.830243   -1.384057   -0.408153 
   26.H         3.889849   -1.381485   -0.755083 
   27.H         2.733662   -2.225778    0.320872 
   28.C         0.427410   -1.881062   -1.225242 
   29.H        -0.037846   -2.484457   -2.037412 
   30.H         0.365300   -2.507219   -0.304545 
   31.C         1.894411   -1.598247   -1.580268 
   32.H         1.964117   -0.735963   -2.283850 
   33.H         2.306432   -2.472155   -2.133548 
   34.H        -2.162104    5.286763    0.017782 
   35.H         1.082148    0.106926    5.510216 
   36.C        -1.434085    2.723021   -1.357240 
   37.H        -2.216223    3.318976   -1.862651 
   38.H        -0.637090    2.477831   -2.092185 
   39.H        -1.886313    1.763605   -1.024657 
   40.C        -0.473248    6.080543    2.375339 
   41.H         0.463364    6.672084    2.299832 
   42.H        -1.322702    6.751725    2.148862 
   43.H        -0.566984    5.744081    3.428800 
   44.C         4.207344    5.498760    2.578533 
   45.H         5.201567    5.954741    2.414362 
   46.H         3.440343    6.293956    2.468251 
   47.H         4.159680    5.137721    3.627036 
   48.C         4.561020    2.042092   -1.176976 
   49.H         3.799529    2.064187   -1.986421 
   50.H         5.528520    2.386844   -1.585791 
   51.H         4.669121    0.982207   -0.858833 
   52.C         1.425446    3.098361    5.563061 
   53.H         2.394198    3.640094    5.533637 
   54.H         0.619770    3.856865    5.473155 
   55.H         1.333157    2.614305    6.553281 
   56.C         1.054811   -1.194201    2.804595 
   57.H         0.749861   -1.858117    3.634634 
   58.H         0.312124   -1.275545    1.982803 
   59.H         2.029887   -1.552795    2.409375 
   60.H         1.685269    4.622562    3.244420 
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Tp*MoO[O(CH2)4O] in chair-chair formation 
    1.O        -0.005204    0.051267   -0.056003 
    2.O         2.823621    0.004666   -0.194269 
    3.Mo        1.441524    1.386219   -0.033075 
    4.O         1.360461    1.987977   -1.655751 
    5.N         1.493054    1.148196    2.296265 
    6.N         1.569620    2.241849    3.097017 
    7.N         2.996853    2.842468    0.524733 
    8.N         0.021129    2.940682    0.639182 
    9.N         2.833263    3.721185    1.548751 
   10.N         0.320868    3.812478    1.637124 
   11.C         4.165162    3.123382   -0.080739 
   12.C         3.897259    4.555732    1.611904 
   13.C         4.766829    4.202951    0.581348 
   14.H         5.726424    4.677851    0.340870 
   15.C        -0.679960    4.714543    1.775505 
   16.C        -1.170687    3.291776    0.125227 
   17.C        -1.648723    4.412297    0.820695 
   18.C         1.447231    0.069037    3.097823 
   19.C         1.570927    1.876377    4.400465 
   20.C         1.493888    0.487530    4.437019 
   21.B         1.602183    3.627876    2.458084 
   22.C        -0.125430   -0.845193   -1.139662 
   23.H        -1.216409   -1.002085   -1.329754 
   24.H         0.296543   -0.383671   -2.069606 
   25.C         2.814568   -1.002672   -1.183465 
   26.H         3.877692   -1.292498   -1.368314 
   27.C         0.506264   -2.204113   -0.902154 
   28.H        -2.592935    4.945521    0.652045 
   29.H         1.471879   -0.148040    5.331409 
   30.C        -1.761537    2.542407   -1.009647 
   31.H        -2.782743    2.904593   -1.232668 
   32.H        -1.126997    2.653762   -1.915970 
   33.H        -1.785458    1.456921   -0.772885 
   34.C        -0.662617    5.791081    2.799962 
   35.H         0.218578    6.456977    2.684603 
   36.H        -1.576666    6.408538    2.707691 
   37.H        -0.627199    5.377439    3.830340 
   38.C         4.030471    5.621596    2.638910 
   39.H         4.972550    6.179719    2.477095 
   40.H         3.187732    6.343489    2.596239 
   41.H         4.049139    5.201395    3.666957 
   42.C         4.613871    2.355901   -1.267179 
   43.H         3.918373    2.523135   -2.118705 
   44.H         5.635217    2.656223   -1.567781 
   45.H         4.582459    1.267743   -1.045089 
   46.C         1.639345    2.854715    5.517199 
   47.H         2.563486    3.469266    5.471420 
   48.H         0.778198    3.556362    5.504238 
   49.H         1.630839    2.317255    6.484886 
   50.C         1.373434   -1.306808    2.554341 
   51.H         1.076019   -2.023798    3.343460 
   52.H         0.645279   -1.341322    1.715469 
   53.H         2.360111   -1.614802    2.145800 
   54.H         1.664863    4.485334    3.314759 
   55.H         2.420350   -0.590965   -2.149405 
   56.C         2.046759   -2.250750   -0.778362 
   57.H         0.180592   -2.846641   -1.753003 
   58.H         0.039444   -2.650220    0.004971 
   59.H         2.343440   -2.476821    0.268419 
   60.H         2.434557   -3.096144   -1.390808 
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Tp*MoO[O(CH2)4O]+ in chair-chair formation 
    1.O         0.086508   -0.040740   -0.023798 
    2.O         2.848271    0.032004   -0.077301 
    3.Mo        1.435579    1.293021    0.115619 
    4.O         1.329439    1.689432   -1.571279 
    5.N         1.489568    1.145478    2.355535 
    6.N         1.561384    2.241955    3.157593 
    7.N         2.905612    2.854538    0.514463 
    8.N         0.090882    2.936528    0.640596 
    9.N         2.812470    3.702243    1.575163 
   10.N         0.334018    3.795321    1.666727 
   11.C         4.012121    3.190791   -0.195479 
   12.C         3.846813    4.574033    1.552470 
   13.C         4.630381    4.269004    0.437211 
   14.H         5.550062    4.778837    0.123899 
   15.C        -0.625177    4.746953    1.703545 
   16.C        -1.037490    3.350037    0.007281 
   17.C        -1.517521    4.483875    0.661106 
   18.C         1.467844    0.053011    3.161877 
   19.C         1.585298    1.869960    4.456923 
   20.C         1.524731    0.475886    4.490343 
   21.B         1.600972    3.623813    2.513048 
   22.C        -0.221303   -0.701189   -1.245074 
   23.H        -1.321861   -0.858851   -1.293997 
   24.H         0.070355    0.000601   -2.069796 
   25.C         2.889273   -0.890973   -1.170078 
   26.H         3.942858   -1.233852   -1.254088 
   27.C         0.501214   -2.031087   -1.376834 
   28.H        -2.420573    5.055060    0.411553 
   29.H         1.522477   -0.159665    5.384912 
   30.C        -1.596989    2.631109   -1.160243 
   31.H        -2.492614    3.155725   -1.540880 
   32.H        -0.848472    2.557121   -1.978279 
   33.H        -1.888520    1.594239   -0.885585 
   34.C        -0.643876    5.837710    2.707997 
   35.H         0.256744    6.482169    2.628163 
   36.H        -1.536322    6.473341    2.556922 
   37.H        -0.673077    5.438908    3.743541 
   38.C         4.031750    5.635442    2.571549 
   39.H         4.954203    6.206542    2.356441 
   40.H         3.179356    6.346878    2.580962 
   41.H         4.117454    5.210265    3.593387 
   42.C         4.407855    2.455702   -1.417830 
   43.H         3.566806    2.411718   -2.143643 
   44.H         5.274222    2.944126   -1.900480 
   45.H         4.680246    1.406263   -1.172460 
   46.C         1.663169    2.839623    5.576567 
   47.H         2.583151    3.458339    5.518954 
   48.H         0.797307    3.534478    5.577338 
   49.H         1.671874    2.299549    6.541760 
   50.C         1.412475   -1.327524    2.628950 
   51.H         1.252422   -2.050652    3.449842 
   52.H         0.595546   -1.435176    1.884624 
   53.H         2.366810   -1.583706    2.118699 
   54.H         1.665346    4.488405    3.356132 
   55.H         2.620125   -0.336726   -2.106128 
   56.C         1.974767   -2.087587   -0.922419 
   57.H         0.412852   -2.315474   -2.450850 
   58.H        -0.051136   -2.817690   -0.816681 
   59.H         2.018571   -2.287642    0.170267 
   60.H         2.442641   -2.976867   -1.398498 
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Tp*MoO[O(CH2)4O] in boat-boat formation 
    1.O         1.290975    1.358369   -0.258508 
    2.O         1.248436   -1.421489   -0.270807 
    3.Mo       -0.063823   -0.020729    0.098166 
    4.O        -0.233498    0.020750    1.820914 
    5.N        -0.564317    0.135154   -2.229823 
    6.N        -1.858264    0.052637   -2.636516 
    7.N        -1.624898   -1.551816   -0.090910 
    8.N        -1.721111    1.435013   -0.021297 
    9.N        -2.773441   -1.343876   -0.787015 
   10.N        -2.877358    1.170172   -0.681094 
   11.C        -1.711323   -2.755998    0.504256 
   12.C        -3.590911   -2.414356   -0.653543 
   13.C        -2.942800   -3.335194    0.167426 
   14.H        -3.324202   -4.313705    0.485597 
   15.C        -3.764654    2.172748   -0.474034 
   16.C        -1.867774    2.604792    0.623397 
   17.C        -3.151544    3.105921    0.359430 
   18.C         0.179023    0.355612   -3.328893 
   19.C        -1.950365    0.218461   -3.977549 
   20.C        -0.659316    0.411633   -4.454369 
   21.B        -2.967791   -0.058320   -1.594765 
   22.C         2.534045    1.557178    0.387050 
   23.H         2.489630    2.548764    0.903891 
   24.H         3.333156    1.645440   -0.394652 
   25.C         2.634353   -1.249301   -0.454504 
   26.H         3.055007   -2.211855   -0.832432 
   27.H         2.816324   -0.485351   -1.245697 
   28.C         2.904121    0.490782    1.405899 
   29.H         2.012538    0.323971    2.049621 
   30.H         3.697088    0.901773    2.070681 
   31.C         3.381309   -0.831586    0.801077 
   32.H         3.316445   -1.639669    1.563905 
   33.H         4.457210   -0.751694    0.514191 
   34.H        -3.587922    4.041865    0.730629 
   35.H        -0.358642    0.578216   -5.496676 
   36.C        -0.777323    3.155395    1.464861 
   37.H        -1.017073    4.182730    1.798282 
   38.H        -0.615576    2.509344    2.355169 
   39.H         0.177171    3.156405    0.895226 
   40.C        -5.121441    2.189307   -1.080192 
   41.H        -5.714163    1.296568   -0.788909 
   42.H        -5.668601    3.091331   -0.745139 
   43.H        -5.076362    2.204412   -2.190180 
   44.C        -4.921466   -2.504183   -1.309295 
   45.H        -5.404380   -3.463550   -1.041739 
   46.H        -5.593041   -1.677825   -0.994401 
   47.H        -4.838669   -2.454472   -2.415745 
   48.C        -0.627925   -3.257256    1.383043 
   49.H        -0.565893   -2.637680    2.304616 
   50.H        -0.808845   -4.310801    1.667863 
   51.H         0.352583   -3.157117    0.870701 
   52.C        -3.242218    0.196638   -4.712532 
   53.H        -3.790381   -0.756717   -4.557579 
   54.H        -3.915910    1.018275   -4.387224 
   55.H        -3.055576    0.314818   -5.797346 
   56.C         1.653495    0.513115   -3.282978 
   57.H         2.008997    1.056709   -4.179969 
   58.H         1.938405    1.074705   -2.367107 
   59.H         2.163909   -0.473510   -3.258246 
   60.H        -4.053241   -0.083888   -2.136879 
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Tp*MoO[O(CH2)4O]+ in boat-boat formation 
    1.O         1.272668    1.317964   -0.309201 
    2.O         1.317635   -1.333724   -0.379201 
    3.Mo       -0.034525   -0.038887   -0.046619 
    4.O        -0.078434   -0.082621    1.683753 
    5.N        -0.582945    0.077019   -2.254190 
    6.N        -1.871557    0.095379   -2.685531 
    7.N        -1.653983   -1.473715   -0.115658 
    8.N        -1.711958    1.374311    0.009667 
    9.N        -2.782503   -1.303143   -0.855332 
   10.N        -2.857819    1.187319   -0.700141 
   11.C        -1.780681   -2.629042    0.591156 
   12.C        -3.625836   -2.337289   -0.637979 
   13.C        -3.007746   -3.204038    0.269181 
   14.H        -3.412166   -4.150294    0.649997 
   15.C        -3.764478    2.131947   -0.359702 
   16.C        -1.889763    2.452097    0.812792 
   17.C        -3.170971    2.958179    0.597867 
   18.C         0.207057    0.194228   -3.349989 
   19.C        -1.920493    0.227068   -4.029763 
   20.C        -0.604170    0.295037   -4.482787 
   21.B        -2.983326   -0.007250   -1.654525 
   22.C         2.436659    1.699134    0.427579 
   23.H         2.231228    2.692950    0.888621 
   24.H         3.250646    1.852610   -0.318937 
   25.C         2.724469   -1.168508   -0.328557 
   26.H         3.189764   -2.143533   -0.595830 
   27.H         2.990138   -0.447975   -1.138549 
   28.C         2.813289    0.698553    1.499452 
   29.H         1.942173    0.579014    2.179224 
   30.H         3.613427    1.161577    2.118542 
   31.C         3.286462   -0.679004    0.995656 
   32.H         3.104672   -1.438857    1.787312 
   33.H         4.390798   -0.667616    0.840415 
   34.H        -3.624652    3.833047    1.080223 
   35.H        -0.270729    0.403687   -5.522572 
   36.C        -0.823676    2.939765    1.718209 
   37.H        -1.191121    3.785906    2.327605 
   38.H        -0.482020    2.127566    2.395973 
   39.H         0.059869    3.284585    1.138351 
   40.C        -5.126595    2.194850   -0.942688 
   41.H        -5.722129    1.292807   -0.688006 
   42.H        -5.662092    3.079963   -0.551168 
   43.H        -5.095572    2.267505   -2.049806 
   44.C        -4.956079   -2.444379   -1.283007 
   45.H        -5.442579   -3.392733   -0.987868 
   46.H        -5.622171   -1.606987   -0.986149 
   47.H        -4.874932   -2.423118   -2.389793 
   48.C        -0.720063   -3.103935    1.507493 
   49.H        -0.528863   -2.352961    2.304947 
   50.H        -1.013658   -4.060739    1.976466 
   51.H         0.238974   -3.245434    0.963968 
   52.C        -3.191532    0.282692   -4.793253 
   53.H        -3.798422   -0.635578   -4.648634 
   54.H        -3.817730    1.145814   -4.483891 
   55.H        -2.976285    0.385392   -5.873369 
   56.C         1.686969    0.192311   -3.286850 
   57.H         2.109999    0.477232   -4.268095 
   58.H         2.050075    0.908166   -2.519020 
   59.H         2.071041   -0.817102   -3.027654 
   60.H        -4.070240   -0.008966   -2.185065 
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